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Beneficial Home Equity Credit Line Account
A secured line of credit up to ,200,000
at preferred member rates.
Here's a capital source designed for the financial professional
— from $7,500 to $200,000 in unrestricted fiends — at a
special rate for NAA Members in good standing. With free,
personalized checks that look and work just like regular bank
checks. You can write checks in any amount
within your available Home Equity Credit Line
Account.

■

Use this money exactly
as you please.
Get all the credit you'll ever need, using the

equity in your home — up to 75% of your

Enjoy a rate advanta #e and make your
interest tax-deductible.
With the Beneficial Home Equity Credit Line
Account, you make certain that all the interest
you pay is deductible up to the limit allowed by
the new tax law.* You get an especially attractive
rate through the NAA — just prime plus 31/z%.

You pay for only the portion of your credit
line that you actually use. And there are no
application fees and /or origination points.

You apply only once.

property's appraised value less your mortgage
balance — to make new investments ... buy a
secondhome ... pay off balances you're carrying at a high rate
of interest. This single, low -cost package may give you up to 360
months to re -pay your account. So you can use more of your
capital, and still manage your budget. An ideal way to invest in
yourself ... have the security of ready -cash ... fund your

Make your application just once,in the privacy of your own
home. Your Beneficial Home Equity Credit Line funds are yours
to use, again and again, as long as your account is maintained in
good standing. A single source of up to $200,000 in ready
credit, with an important tax and rate advantage! Fill in the
convenient form below, and send it today, for a prompt
decision!For further information CALL TOLL- FREE...

I1Ue
f

1- 800 -854 -7100 EXT.266

Interest is deductible only onoutstanding debt that does not exceed what you paid for your
house plus what you spent for home improvements. The new tax law makes an exception if

you borrow to pay medical and educational expenses and to make home improvements.

(In California,
1 -8 0 0-4 2 2 -4 2 4 1, Ext. 26 b)
This Offer Not Available in All States.
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APPLICATION FOR NAA MEMBERS
Yes, l want the executive convenience of a Beneficial Home Equity Credit Line Account. I understand that, once approved, my
minimum credit line will be $7,500 . . . and that I may qualify for up to $200,000. The rate I will be charged is prime plus 31/2%,
plus customary appraisal fees and closing costs. On December 1, 1986, the Annual Percentage Rate was 11 %. The Annual Percentage
Rate may vary and is based on the applicable Reference Rate (prime rate) of the Bank of America plus 31/z%.
Please provide all information requested, as incomplete applications mast be returned.
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Your
Sign at ur e

Todayls
Date

Co-Appllcont's
Signature

Todayb
Date

••Alimony,�child�support.�or�separate�maintenance�need�not�be�disclosed�unless�relied�upon
for credit.
This offer should not be construed as an endorsement by the ASSOCiabon of the lender or any other products
or services included in the Group Discount Program.

PLEASE MAIL YOUR APPLICATION TO: The Beneficial Horne Equity Credit Line
Account, P.O. Box 7579, Philadelphia, PA 19101 -9990

Beneficial

■

Bookkeeper on vacation
Quarterly audit deadline
Need programming help
Books don't balance
Special project deadline
Accounts receivable to be analyzed
Data entry backlog
Payroll taxes due
InvantOry
be
;ked

WhenThePressure'sOn
BringInTheBest.
The more the pressure builds up in your accounting, bookkeeping and data
processing departments, the more you may need professional temporary help.
Accountemps.
Accountemps professionals are slightly over - qualified* As a result, there's
almost no break -in time. They'll come in, get off to a fast start and complete their
assignments efficiently.
Our professionals are available immediately— wherever you need them —for a
day, a week, a month or longer. One specialist or an entire team.
We're the largest specialized temporary service of its kind in the world with
over 100 offices* on three continents. For the best temporary accountants,
bookkeepers and data processors —bring in Accountemps.

accountmemps,
Rent an ExDrn,;
Circle numb er
01986 Robert Half International Inc.
'Most offices independently owned and operated.
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Emerging
Issues

The Rise and Fall of Management Accounting

22

By H. Th om as Jo hn son and Robert S. Kaplan
Are management accounting systems obsolete today? In an excerpt from a significant new
book to be pub lished th is year, two scholars review the failings of the traditional cost accoun tin g system and point to new directions for renewal.

11 Key Issues in Manufacturing Accounting

32

By Jim Mackey
Even thou gh manufacturing technology has been significantly improved, U.S. productivity
still lags behin d that of other countries. Increasingly, experts are asking if cost accounting
techniqu es are o bstru cting productivity advances. A report from the factory floor, based
upo n 32 co mpanies' experiences, identifies 11 key issues that m anagem ent accountants
must confront.

The Push -Down Accounting Controversy

39

By Charles L. Holley, Edward C. Spede, and Michael C. Chester, Jr.
The FASB mu st decid e whether there are specific circumstances when push -down accounting sho uld be required, permitted, or prohibited.

Cost
Accounting

Everyone Can Use This Cost /Benefit Analysis System

44

By Martha A. Fasci, Timothy J. Weiss, and Robert L. Worrall
To ensu re that divisional managers making day -to -day operating decisions reviewed their
pro jects from a cost /benefit standpoint, one large com pany made accounting data easy
fo r all m anagers to access and use.

Internal
Control

Improving Internal Control Can Cut Audit Costs

48

By Kath ryn M. Means and Paul M. Kazenski
This study of audit clients in the South Florida area provides guidelines for management to
apply a meaningful cost /benefit analysis to the auditor's recommendations.

Benefits

Post-Retirement Benefits: The Tip of a Financial Iceberg

52

By Thom as G. Nelson
Th e co sts an d p resent value estimates of post- retirem ent benefits can be counted on to
pu sh a CFO's h eart rate to an aerobic threshold.

Management

Making Your Meetings Count

56

By James D. Kim es
You are on display at every m eeting you attend. Your numbers may be impressive, but the
sub lim in al message —y our conduct and appearance —may override the purpose of your
input.
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NAA /SMAC Controllers' Conference: An International Perspective 74
By S usan Jayso n

Here are the highlights of the first jointly sponsored NAA and SMAC Controllers' Conference held in Toronto, Canada.
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Management Accounting's PC Package Review

Departments

Perspectives

60

In this, the second annual so ftware review issue, popular P C pro grams fo r use in business
planning, f inancial statement creatio n, perso nal f inances, and numero us acco unting f unctions are critiqued.
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PERSPECTIVES

The Contributors to a Great Organization
I have always been impressed by the dedication and support NAA receives from its
volunteer members. At this point, about
halfway through our year, I find this dedication to be even greater than I always
had perceived. It is hard to explain how
and why this phenomenon happens, but
the primary reason has to be that we have
a tremendous organization throughout.
We have a super staff group in Montvale that is always willing and able to assist us in whatever task is at hand. I find
thern to be dedicated and working for the
continual betterment of the Association —not just working on a job.
Our chapter officers, directors, and members are tireless workers
in running and building the chapters. It is a lot of work, but they do it
well and enjoy doing it. The feeling of accomplishment that they
gain through their efforts is important to all of us- Isn't it great to
have an excellent speaker at a technical meeting that is well attended! Isn't it great to score high on a manuscript and to get it published In MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING! Isn't it great to recruit many
new members and end the year with a net growth! I could continue
on and on.
The committee members, National Board, and Executive Committee contribute talent, time, and energy to make this Association
what it is today. We could not buy this kind of support.
I express my very sincere appreciation to all of yo u for your full
support. Let's keep up the good work and make this year a banner
one for our Association.

R[A

WOODY WOODSON
NAA President, 1986 -87
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John Chi"ronna
Appointed Executive Director

OHN F. CHIRONNA, DIRECtor of accounting, IBM Europe in
France, has been appointed Executive Director and principal administrative officer of the National Association
of Accountants.
NAA President Glen E. Woodson
announced the appointment and said it
was effective immediately. President
Woodson said that Mr. Chironna will serve in a temporary
capacity until he retires from his IBM post and then will assume the full -time position as interim Executive Director until July 31, 1987.
President Woodson said, "John Chironna's work on behalf
ofthe Association has always been in the highest standards of
professionalism. His abilities and dedication to the Association ensure that NAA will be well led during his tenure. I
urge every member of the Association and its staff to join
with John in his efforts to lead the Association on to new
levels of service, growth, and achievement in the management
accounting field."
Mr. Chironna was elected to membership in 1978. He
served on the Committee on Management Accounting Prac-
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tices during 1979 -81 and was named
chairman, 1982 -84. He was elected national vice president for the 1984 -85
year. During 1985 -86, he served a one year term on the Executive Committee.
Mr. Chironna also served as a member of the Financial Accounting Standards Board's Emerging Issues Task
Force. Recently he was named as the
management accounting representative to the International
Accounting Standards Committee (IASC), which develops
worldwide accounting standards.
Mr. Chironna earned his undergraduate degree in accounting at St. Johns University. He is also a graduate of New
York University where he received an MBA degree in accounting and taxes.
During his 28 -year tenure at IBM, Mr. Chironna has
moved among the firm's divisions and corporate accounting
functions, including corporate director of accounting practices and corporate director of accounting operations. In his
most recent position, he was director of accounting, IBM Europe, with the responsibility for Europe, the Middle East, and
Africa.
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Louis Bisgay, Editor

Changing Prices Information
Now Voluntary
The FASB has issued a Statement that supersedes Statement 33 and that relieves large
publicly held companies from the necessity to
provide supplementary disclosures about
changing prices. Companies may, if they wish,
continue to provide the disclosures on a voluntary basis. The new rule was effective for financial statements issued after December 2, 1986.
The Board has noted that the disclosures required by Statement 33 were experimental in nature. After examining the results of a wide range
of research studies focusing on the experiences
of users and after reviewing comment letters by
interested parties, the Board concluded that the
data produced have been little used. Rather
than expend a great deal of effort on developing
alternative disclosures, the Board decided to
make its changing prices disclosures voluntary
and encourage companies to experiment with
different ways of providing the information. The
Management Accounting Practices (MAP) Committee previously had endorsed the FASB proposed statement and it emphasized that the decision on the adoption of the final statement
should be made quickly enough to save companies the cost and effort associated with developing FAS 33 information.

MAP Comments to AICPA
The MAP Committee commented to the American Institute of CPAs on an AICPA task force
discussion draft, 'Disclosure of Risks and Uncertainties." Although sympathetic to the task
force's interest in dealing with the so- called
"expectation gap," the MAP Committee was
very critical of two of the four conclusions expressed in the report. The Committee had little
problem with the recommendations that all
companies should (1) disclose information
about the nature of their businesses and their

Bulletin Issued on New Tax Law
The FASB issued Technical Bulletin 86 -1,
which deals with the accounting effects of the
Tax Reform Act of 1986 (MAP, Dec. '86). The
Bulletin states that companies should report
the aggregate tax effects of retroactive provisions of the Act as a component of income tax
expense in the financial statements of the interim and annual period that includes the new
law's enactment date— October 22, 1986. The
effects on in come tax expense should be
disclosed.
As noted in last month's column about the
then exposure draft, this Bulletin does not affect the balance sheet amount of pre- existing
deferred income tax charges or credits other
than what might be required by current generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP). The
impact of lowered tax rates on deferred tax balances is being addressed by the FASB's major
project on accounting for income taxes, which
is not expected to be completed until mid -1987.

SEC Allows Deferred Tax
Disclosures...
The Securities & Exchange Commission will allow registrants to present supplemental disclosures with their 1986 financial statements that
reflect the combined impact on their deferred
income tax liabilities of the new tax law and the
FASB proposed statement, "Accounting for Income Taxes." Those publicly held companies
that so choose
be able to show what their
deferred tax balances would be at December
31 based on eventual payment of taxes at the
new tax rates and assuming the FASB exposure draft were in effect at December 31, 1986.
Current GAAP— Accounting Principles Board
Opinion 11— requires the deferred method un$09
will

Management
Accounting
Practices

principal locations and (2) include in their financial reports a statement to the effect that measurement of assets and liabilities involves the
use of estimates, assumptions, and judgments
(although the need for such a "boilerplate"
statement is questionable). Proposals considered onerous and inappropriate, however, were
those that would require disclosure of (1) the
significant estimates, assumptions, and judgments underlying the financial statements and
(2) information about risks and uncertainties at
least reasonably possible that could severely
impact cash flows or results of operations.
Copies of MAP Committee comment letters
may be obtained without charge from Ms. Harriet Wink at NAA's office in Montvale.
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n mainframe financial software, as in anything
else, you get what you pay for. Remember that
I
when you read about rampant discounting and

wed

price slashing. At Data Design, we don't cut our
prices to make a sale, That's becauseaj?erthe sale
we don't plan to cut service and support, either. So,
whilegettinga "bargain" may make your day,
prefer to make your next ten years.
We have a hard -earned reputation to uphold. A
reputation built on 13 years of providing the highest quality systems and support in the mainframe
industry. And nationally recognized independent
software surveys confirm Data Design's unsurpassed record of user satisfaction —year after year.
We believe that the fast, trouble -free installation
and responsive, knowle eable support bymanagement levelpeople is wo what we charge for i t. So
do companies like Alcoa, Gerber, Pillsbury, Sherwin-

Williams, Merrill Lynch, Bankers Trust, Bristol Myers, Federal Express, Litton, Lloyd's Bank, The
NewYork Times Company, Owens- Coming, Royal
Business Machines, Warner - Lambert and hundreds
of other FORTUNE 1000 companies who choose
Data Design over other major vendors.
Our customers know that it's important to keep
the purchase price in perspective. The cost of a
mainframe system is comprised of three elements;
1) The purchase price of the package; 2) The cost of
installation and conversion and 3) The cost of daily
system operation and maintenance. Of these three
cost elements, the first is byfarthe smallest. What's
the point of saving even $50,000 on the purchase
price if implementation and operations costs eventually add several hundred thousand dollars to the
total? The trouble with cheap financial software is
that you may never stop paying for it.
Circle number 6 on reply card.

Financial software by Data Design. When you
can't afford anything but the best.

GENERALLEDGER
ACCOUNTSPAYABLE
PURCHASEORDERCONTROL
FIXEDASSETS
PROJECTACCOUNTINGSYSTEM
Learn more about the best financial software
available. Call Betty Fulton toll -freeat 800- 556 -5511.

.

DATA C ATES

Ercelienceinfinancialsofi'uware.By-design.
1279Oakmead Parkway, Sunnyvale,CA94086

All companies are trying to create
value for shareholders.
The ones who are serious about it
are coming to Alcar.
lmost every annual report
these days states that the
company's objective is "to
create value for shareholders."
Yet some companies are using
the wrong ruler to measure their
success. They are still relying on
conventional accounting numbers
such as EPS and ROE. In many
cases those accounting numbers
move in the opposite direction
from their stock price.
Fortunately, a more reliable
method has been developed by
Alcar, a firm that specializes in
helping companies create value
for shareholders.

From Corporate Restructuring
to Product -Line Analysis
Within many companies, different
— and occasionally conflicting —
criteria are used to evaluate strategic investments: Some are assessed based on accounting criteria,
while others are evaluated using
the discounted cash flow approach. This inconsistency may
work against the objective of
providing maximum returns to
shareholders.

The Opinion- Leaders
Are Relying on Alcar

Corporations and financial
advisors find that Alcar's shareholder value approach, on the
other hand, gives them a consistent way to evaluate all opportunities — from acquisitions and
LBOs to divisional plans and
product -line strategies.

They include:
• Corporations (100 of the
Fortune 500)
• Nine of the top ten banks
• "Big Eight" accounting firms
• Major consulting firms.

In addition, it gives operating
managers a way to identify and
measure the "value drivers" —
that is, the most critical financial
factors affecting the value of
the business.

These leading firms are using
Alcar's "shareholder value
approach" because it offers them
a more reliable method for evaluating how any restructuring
alternative or business plan would
affect shareholder returns.

How Your Company
Can Use Alcar's Shareholder
Value Approach

Alcar provides three types of
services and products to help
implement the shareholder value
approach:
• Management education
• Software
• Specialized consulting
Perhaps the greatest strength of
Alcar's products and services is
that they are based on years of
experience in helping clients
implement the shareholder value
approach.
The firm was founded in 1979
by Alfred Rappaport and Carl M.
Noble Jr. Rappaport's book, Creat
ing Shareholder Value: The New
Standard for Business Performance,
was published by The Free Press
in the fall of 1986.
Alcar now has offices in the
Chicago area, New York and Los
Angeles. Please call us to request
information about how we can
help you use the shareholder
value approach.
The Alcar Group Inc.
Attn: Joy Buck
5215 Old Orchard Road
Suite 600
Skokie, IL 60077 -1035
(312) 967 -4200

You can incorporate the shareholder value approach into your
planning process using data that
is currently available in your
company.

Circle number 10 on reply card.

ALCAR"
The Shareholder Value Company"

MAP

6 "
der which deferred taxes are not adjusted for subsequent changes in tax rates.
The FASB's proposal would mandate
instead the liability method, which does
specify such adjustments. Disclosures
made by a company will have to include, in addition to the exposure
draft's impact on deferred income taxes,
the impact of most of its other provisions as well.

... And Rejects Uniform
Oil and Gas Accounting
The SEC re jected its staffs p r o p o sal to
solicit pu b lic co m m en t o n req u irin g all
oil and n atu ral gas p ro d u cers to use
"successfu l eff o rt s" acco u n tin g. Cu rrently all th e large com panies, th e so called "m ajo rs," use th e su ccessful efforts meth o d , in which th ey ch arge as
an expense o f th e p erio d the costs asso ciated with dry ho les an d capitalize o nly
those costs associated with successful
wells. Mo st o f th e sm aller co m p an ies
use "full- co st" accou ntin g, u n der wh ich
all exploratio n co sts are cap italized (u p
to the value of the reserves) and are
then written o ff to exp en se o ver the estimated life o f th e reserves.
Th e s t a f f s rec o m m en d atio n to require all com panies to use th e successful
efforts method was based on its belief
that unifo rmity in fin an cial rep o rtin g
within th e in d u stry is im p o r tan t to in vestors an d potential investo rs. Mo reover, som e critics allege th at full -cost
accounting can be used to inflate earnings. Th e co m m issio n ers' rejection of
the staff p ro po sal rep resented a victo ry
for the man y in d ep e n d en t p ro d u c ers
that claim th at th e d ecrease in earn in gs
resulting from b ein g co m pelled to ad op t
successful efforts acco unting wou ld rep resent a serio u s b lo w to an in d u stry already in tro u b le an d wo u ld d am age th e
interests o f th is n ation b y slo wing d own
oil and gas ex p lo ratio n .

co u n tin g Co m m ittee (FMAC) of the Intern atio nal Federation of A cco unta nts
(I F A C ) has authorized submission to
IFA C' s C o u nc il of a Managem ent Acco u n tin g Pra ctice Study Pap er titled
"Fo reign Cur rency Exposure and Risk
Man age m en t." Serving as an intro ductio n to fo reign currency exposures and
th e risks associated with changes in the
rates o f ex change between currencies,
th e p a p er is inte nde d t o b e a p rac tic al
gu ide for financial and accounting managers wh o m us t deal with t hose issues.
If ap p ro ved by Council, the pap er will
be m ad e available to m em ber bodies of
IFAC. Jo seph L. Brum it, a past presid en t o f NAA, is the NAA 's repr esentative an d ch air s FM AC.

News from Washington
• Th e Sen ate Banking Com m ittee appro ved a bill (S430) to am end the
Fo reign C o rru p t Pra c t ic e s Act
(FCPA). Introduced by Senator John
Hein z (R -Pa.), the bill is the same as
a b ill th at passed the Senate in 1981,

Accountants: Start

your own practice!
We'll send you The Book
on how and why. Free!
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M o g r am nw d

si on als , c o nta c t C OMP REH ENS I VE tod ay .

Call S . A . K ucera
Toll free (800) 323.9000
Anywhere in the Continental U.S.
In Illinois. call collect (312) 898 -6868

C O M P R E H E N S I V E '

Please send Program m ed for Succ ess, inc lud ing comp lete data o n earnings and pro fits of all
current COMPREHENSIVE accountants.
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Zip
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This is not an offering Anoffering can only bemade by a prospectus filed first with the N.Y Dept
Dept. of Law

Such tiling does not constitute approval by N_Y
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Th e Fin an c ial an d Ma n a ge m e n t Ac-

-

Programmed for Success�is�the�name�—�and�it�has�all
the f acts, figures and backgro und data compiled by
C OMPREHENSI VE , ' the natio n's largest f ranchisor o f
monthly bookkeeping, accounting and tax services for
small and medium -sized businesses of all kinds. If you
want to work for yourself, be your own boss, and have
the security of being backed by experienced pro fes-

'I

FMAC Approves
Foreign Currenc y Paper

but which failed to get out of com mittee in the House of Representatives.
F C P A critics claim it unreasonably
ha m p e r s U.S. co m p a n ie s in th eir
com p etit ion with or ga niza tion s in
countr ies wh ich d o not have c om parable, rigorous anti - bribery laws.
• Following hearings conducted by the
Ove rsight and Inves tigat io ns Subcom m ittee of th e House Com m ittee
on Energy and Co m m erce, Rep. Ron
Wyden (D -Ore.) introduced a revised
version of the Financial Fraud Detection and Disclosure Act, replacing an
earlier bill that he had introduced.
Am ong the chan ges, the new bill incorporates the notion of m ateriality,
which the bill defines,
• The SEC has issued Staff Accounting
Bulletin 63, which states the st aff's
position on the application o f F A S
68, "Res ear ch and Develo pm e nt Arrangem ents," when the parties that
fund an enterprise's research and develop m e nt ac tivit ie s a r e af filiat ed
with or relat ed to the ent erpris e perform ing those activities.

ttttttt�
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Circle number 11 on reply card.
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Data Sheet
Robert F. Randall, Editor

advances (54 %); provide travelers with a corporate charge card (51 %); and tighten receipt
requirements (48 %). Only 53% of the companies participating in the survey had developed a
formal, written travel policy, even though American Express regards such a policy as the most
significant opportunity to improve T &E management. Only one -third of the companies surveyed consider themselves very or extremely
successful at controlling T &E costs.

AICPA Votes to Keep
Contingency Fee Ban
Sees Global Economy
A true global economy is developing, fostering
worldwide competition for capital according to
a new study, "The Capital Explosion: A Worldwide Quest for Money," commissioned by KMG
Main Hurdman. The report foresees a 24 -hour
completely global stock market in the next several years. Corporate treasurers will be trading
directly from their desktop computers, and privatization will take hold in the financial systems
of a growing number of nations. Tomorrow's
corporate financial officer will be more sophisticated about the rapidly changing international
financial environment. As one corporate treasurer noted, "Corporate treasurers used to be
in an old -boy position. That's not the case now.
It has become a fairly technical field." As a result, the need for sophisticated financial officers is changing the way corporations select
personnel, according to the study. "An increasing number of senior corporate officers are being plucked from finance departments instead
of marketing departments_" Approximately 75
CFOs, financial service professionals, and public service officers were interviewed in the
survey,

8 Steps for Managing
T &E Expenses
The most important step toward effective control of T &E expenses is requiring travelers to
take the lowest logical airfares. An American
Express survey of 2,500 companies, governments, and educational institutions with at least
100 employees also identified seven other successful steps in controlling T &E costs. The seven steps and the percentage of companies
who found the steps extremely or very effective
are: hire /designate a new travel manager
(61 %); consolidate travel arrangements to fewer agencies (58 %); use stricter trip authorization criteria (56 %); create /enforce a travel policy (55 %); reduce size and frequency of cash
10

The American Institute of CPAs has voted to
keep its ban on members working on a contingency fee basis. Even though the Justice Department and Federal Trade Commission have
pressured the CPAs to eliminate the ban, AICPA's J. Michael Cook, newly elected chairman,
said: "Most of our members feel contingencies
erode professional standards and create conflicts of interest." The AICPA Council narrowly
voted down a proposal that would have permitted firms to take contingent fees for consulting
and tax work only, but would have prohibited
firms from doing audit work for companies that
had hired them on a contingency basis to do
other work.

Impact of Deferred Tax Proposal
If, as the Financial Accounting Standards
Board has proposed, the deferred tax account
was adjusted to reflect the new tax rates, earnings on the average would have been 34%
higher and common equity would have increased 3.74 %. So says Oppenheimer & Co.,
Inc., which screened 368 companies to determine the impact of the proposal on reported
earnings and common equity. The what -if exercise showed that the impact would be significant on capital- intensive smokestack companies and als o wou ld m at erially affec t a
surprisingly large number of consumer- oriented
growth companies.

Business /Accounting Briefs
A.G. Northcott, assistant comptroller, works accounting, for Stelco, Inc., in Hamilton, Ont., has
been elected president of the Society of Management Accountants of Canada. _ ..Ernst &
Whinney has just published a 153 -page publication titled "Employers' Accounting for Pensions. Understanding and Implementing FASB
Statement No. 87." To obtain a copy, call Mike
Gilmore with E &W in Cleveland: (216) 8615000, Ext_ 5100.
❑
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A two -day briefing for corporate financial officers.
Be in Washington, D.C., February 26-27,1987,
This co n feren ce h as b ee n d evelo p ed fo r co rp o ra te offic ers invo lved in
m aj or fin an c ial d e cis io n s aff ect in g th eir firm . I t is p rim arily aim ed at
com p an ies fro m $ 10 m illio n in sa les , u p to $5 00 m illion . b oth pu blicly
tra ded an d p rivat ely h eld . A n im p o rt an t f eat u re o f t he con fe ren ce is
that s u fficien t t im e will b e p ro vid ed fo r q u e stio n s from the f loor.
In p as sin g t h e 198 6 Tax A ct . C o n gr ess a ss u m e d a s ta tic e nvir onm en t,
on e in w h ich , "a ll o th er t h in g s will b e eq u a l" a n d t ha t X am ou nt o f
reve nu e wo u ld b e ra ise d f ro m ea ch n ew p ro vis io n . But bus ine ss is not
static. C o rp o rate str u ctu r e, p ro d u ct c o stin g, in ven tory dec isio ns, contr ac tu al a r ra n g em en t s with s u p p lier s an d c u s to m e rs , e m p lo ye e
be ne fit p lan s an d co m p e n s at io n ca n all b e ch an ge d to m in im iz e
the ne gat ive ef fec ts o f th e 19 86 TRA . F in d o u t w hat you should do!
Registra tio n will b e lim it ed .

Re se rv e yo u r p la ce b y ph on e!
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Taxes
Israel Blumenfrucht, Editor

Tax Planning Strategies
for College Students
The Tax Reform Act of 1986 contains provisions that may adversely affect college students. Under the old law, parents could claim
an exemption for their dependent children, including children aged 19 or older who attended
college on a full -time basis. If the child had income from either a job or investment, a separate personal exemption could be claimed on
the child's own income tax return. Thus, every
child and full -time student could be worth two
exemptions —one for his or her parents and a
personal exemption. Under the new law, however, if a child is claimed as a dependent by his
parents, the child cannot claim the personal exemption on his or her own tax return.
Under the old law, a student could exclude
from gross income amounts received as a
scholarship or fellowship grant. Under the new
law, however, the exclusion generally is limited
to the amount actually required for tuition, fees,
books, supplies, and equipment. Any amount in
excess of this total or designated for other purposes such as room, board, and any other living expenses will be taxable. Also, this new
provision could affect students who attend colleges near their homes because many scholarship and fellowship grants provide money for
incidental expenses. Note, however, that the
excess scholarship income is considered
earned income. Thus, students claimed as dependents by their parents could receive a higher than $500 standard deduction.
Under the old law, even those taxpayers that
did not itemize their deductions were allowed to
claim a deduction for charitable contributions.
Under the new law, beginning in 1987, only
those taxpayers itemizing their deductions can
claim a charitable deduction. Because most
college students do not itemize their deductions, they would lose the charitable deduction.
Students generally are not required to pay
back their student loans until they graduate and
enter the job market and pursue their careers.
Thus, the burden of a student loan was not so
onerous, even in future years when payment
12

was required, because under the old law the interest on the loan was at least tax deductible by
taxpayers itemizing their deductions. Under the
new law, however, interest on student loans (as
well as other consumer loans) will not be deductible. Note that this new provision is phased
in over a five -year period. In 1987, 35% of the
interest is nondeductible; in 1988, 60% of the
interest is nondeductible; in 1989, 80% is nondeductible; in 1990, 90% is nondeductible. For
1991 and thereafter, all student loan interest is
nondeductible. One strategy taxpayers can
consider is applying for a home equity loan instead of a student loan. Interest on funds borrowed against a first or second personal residence for educational (and medical) purposes
is deductible as long as the debt incurred does
not exceed the fair market value of the residence. The funds borrowed for educational expenses may be used for living expenses incurred while attending college as well as for
tuition, fees, books, and equipment.

Tax Briefs
According to the Employee Benefit Research
Institute (EBRI), the Tax Reform Act cuts tax
preferences for benefits by $44 billion over five
years, with more than half of the cuts coming
from changes in Individual Retirement Account
(IRA) eligibility.... Starting this year, employees eligible for a lump sum distribution will have
more to consider than whether to keep the proceeds or roll over the taxable portion to an IRA.
According to the Tax Planning Review, tax reform has added some tax treatment alternatives and has increased penalties. For example, those who were age 50 or over on January
1, 1986, may choose between 10 -year averaging (with 1986 tax rates) or five -year averaging
(at the new rates). Also, those individuals who
meet the age 50 test may elect favorable tax
treatment regardless of age, while all others will
be limited to five -year averaging only after age
59 112. However, an employee over age 50
who elects favorable tax treatment before age
59 1/2 will be barred from making that election
again. Whether to elect five- or 10 -year averaging will depend upon the size of the distribution.
In general, distributions over $300,000 are subject to less tax with five -year averaging while
smaller distributions fare better with 10 -year averaging. The Tax Planning Review also advises
advance planning because of the new 10%
penalty on payouts before age 59 1/2 which,
prior to 1987, applied only to IRA withdrawals.
To avoid the penalty, an individual may use an
IRA rollover or elect to receive the distribution
in the form of a life annuity.
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YOU ARE THE RUNNER. The cor-

for some tax returns? Or do you want
the options to run all the functions
Your wants are simple: You want
of your department. TheFAST-TAX
to finish ahead.
in -house system is a full complement
So you decide to run in- house. And of hardware, software, and laser
what do you think of first? Software.
printing that embodies 20 years of
But the question goes beyond software industry- leading technology. It is the
diskettes. The question is how easily only system with such a pedigree.
do you want to run? "Automated" or And the only one that does it all.
not, will you really be out in front,
TheCORPORATE SERIES Software
or will you be struggling to keep up? features an integral Guidance System
Look at it this way. What do you
want to run? Your P.C.? Or do you want
porate tax runner. An independent.

to run the whole 1120? Will you settle

that makes running with FAST -TAX
second nature for anyone. You can
use it to explore any level of your
corporate data base. And you don't
have to learn the FAST -TAX system.
All you need to know is "tax."
As you weigh your alternatives,
don't worry about expecting too
much from computer software. The
1120 is a long race. Be sure that
you expect enough.
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Get the whole corporate
tax story: Ask for your
1986 Runner's Guides
to full service, in- bouse, and
integrated tax processing.
Call 1 -8M- FAST -TAX
Circle number 7 on reply card.

Running ahead.
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COMPUTER LANGUAGE RESEARCH

Computer Language Research — Computerized tax processing for corporate professionals • World HQ: 2395 Midway Rd., Carrollton, TX 75006 •

In Texas, call (214) 2508800
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Patrick L. Romano, Editor

Classification and Coding for Accounting Operations

NAA is publishing this month a new
research book titled Classification
and Coding for Accounting Operations by Germain Boer, Vanderbilt
University. To obtain a copy, please
fill out the order form on page 18 and
return with your check. Prof. Boer's
summary is published below.
A fundamental activity of all accounting operations is the classification
and coding of data. Electronic data
processing systems use coded data
as the raw material for producing information analysis that helps managers make sound decisions, customers
to receive statements on time, production managers to schedule jobs
efficiently, and system users to receive meaningful information in financial statements.
In many companies the growth in
data volume and in the desire of managers to receive detailed operating
data has led to careful scrutiny of existing classification and coding systems. The capabilities of modern information processing technology has
made possible new ways of thinking
about data. Information is now treated
by man age rs as a ma n a gea b l e r esource like materials or labor, a resource whose strategic importance
makes it a significant element in corporate strategy.
The translation of the company
strategy into the data processing
function takes place through the classification and coding process. The
firm's long -term goals determine what
classifications of information are important to future success, and the
14

coding process translates this set of
classes into a practical structure that
routinizes the collection and dissemination of the data to the appropriate
managers.
In conducting this study, I reviewed
experience at a variety of companies
to see what actual practice indicates
are the significant factors in a successful classification and coding system. General ledger codes, material
codes, and machine and location
codes were studied in 12 companies.
Some general findings on the use
of codes:
1. Users have visual and perceptual
limits on the length of code they
can see and understand, so a well designed code is grouped into
short seg ment s to avoid this
difficulty.
2. Users make more mistakes with
codes that have similar sounds;
e_g., the letters B, C, D, G, P, and T
all sound similar as do the letters
M and N.
3. Users make more errors wit h
codes like 139W, than BW9, that
is, they prefer letters grouped togeth er and n umb ers grou ped
together.
4. Users tend to make errors at the
right end of short codes or to the
right of center in long codes, so
designers should pay particular attention to the right side of the code
to minimize errors.
5. Always allow for the anticipated
growth of the code. Lack of room
for growth was the most frequently
cited reason for revising codes re-

ported by the companies participating in this study.
New developments in manufacturing technology and concepts also
have had an impact on the way that
companies use codes for products
and materials. The concept of flexible
manufacturing, especially in job shop
operations, has had a significant impact on the development of detailed
codes for materials used in manufacturing. One company even had codes
for the characteristics that customers
found important in a product so it
could do analysis on the breadth of its
product line and on gaps in product
lines. Good material codes allow
computers to help managers identify
similar items and thereby reduce inventory on hand. Good codes allow
job shop operations quickly to discover products similar to what a new customer wants and thereby reduce the
time required to design the new
product.
Several of the companies had established groups within their organizations to maintain a standard set of
codes for all company operations.
This was especially important for
companies doing business internationally. For exam ple, different date
form ats in a variety of countries can

creat e a mess in an int egrated d atabase where data from all these countries is combined. Also, companies
using this approach argued that personnel training was reduced by standard codes, costs of software developm ent
were redu c ed , and
employees who were transferred
could very quickly become productive
in their new locations.
One company had a very formal
procedure for approval of new codes;
and, at the other extreme, one used a
single employee to coordinate the development of new codes. There was
general agreement among all the
companies studied that some individual had to have responsibility for managing the coding process within a
firm, or chaos would result.
The final study contains numerous
examples of the actual kinds of codes
used by a variety of corporations for
general ledger, materials, equipment,
and employee identification.
El
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You a re invit ed to pa rtic ipa te in a 31/a d a y e du ca t io n a l p r og r a m d e si g ne d
to e n ha nc e a nd en ri c h yo u r pr o fe ssi on a l de ve l op me n t. T o pi cs a r e wid e
ra ngi ng, well - ba l a nce d a nd pra ctica l. Sp ea k e rs a r e em inent ly q u a lified.
Pl a n N O W t o j o in y ou r p r o fe ssi o n a l a sso ci a t es fr o m a c r oss t h e c o u n t r y. . .
a n d a ro u nd th e wo rl d i n S a n Di e go .
Bel ow a re ju st a few of t he sp ea k e rs a n d to pi cs. T he c omp le te p rofessi on a l
pr o gr a m wi t h m or e th a n 3 5 g u e st spe a k e r s, i n cl u di n g sp e ci a l fa mi l y
eve nt s fo r sp ou se s a n d yo u n g pe op le wi ll b e ma il ed t o yo u ea rl y in 1 9 8 7 .
Ma k e S a n D ie go '8 7 me mo ra bl e! Pl a n t o a t te nd .
Professional P ro gra m H i gh l i g ht s
S o m e o f t h e t o p ic s

So me o f t h e s peak ers
Jack Anderson, Investigative Columnist and
Member of Citizens Against Government Waste
Griffin Bell. Former U.S. Attorney General
Barbara Thomas. Senior V.P., Bankers 'IYust
and Former SEC Commissioner
Dr. Sharon Crain. President. Crain &
Associates, Inc.
Jack 9uindlen, Chief Financial Officer.
DuPont Co.
Roscoe Egger, Partner. Price Waterhouse: and
Retired Commissioner, IRS
James C. Treadway, Jr., Chairman. National
Commission on Fraudulent Financial
Reporting
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Accounting
Education
Hadassah Slominsky, Contributing Editor

NAA Awards Doctoral Dissertation Grants

Two recipients of NAA doctoral dissertation grants recently have been
awarded their doctoral degrees. They
are Gene H. Johnson and Paul J.
Schlachter who received their Ph.D.s
from Texas Tech University and the
University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill, respectively.
Each year the NAA awards $8,000
each to two doctoral students who
are writing their dissertations on a
topic in the field of management accounting, controllership, or financial
management. The objective of this
program is to encourage research
and writing in management accounting. The award is intended to assist
the recipient in completing the requirements for the doctoral degree as
soon as possible.
Gene H. Johnson, CMA, CPA, is an
assistant professor of accountancy
and taxation at the University of
Houston. He holds a BBA from Midwestern State University, Wichita
Falls, Tex., and an MS in Accounting
from Texas Tech University. His professional memberships include the
NAA, AICPA, and Texas Society of
CPAs and Beta Alpha Psi. He has
published in The Internal Auditor, Oil
& Gas Tax Quarterly, and Corporations. He presented a paper at the
1986 Annual Meeting of the American
In s tit u te for Dec is ion S cien ces ,
Southwest. His dissertation is titled:
"The Relative Use of Formal and Informal Information in the Evaluation
of Individual Performance."
In his research, Dr. Johnson found
that informal information is used more
than formal information in the evalua16

tion of individual performance. Further, managers believed informal informat ion is eas ie r t o use and
understand, is more qualitative, and
more con fid en tial than formal
information.
Attitudes toward formal and informal
information are negatively influenced
by stress in the workplace. Managers
who perceive that they personally control their environment have better attitudes toward both formal and informal
information, and place relatively more
reliance on the formal system. Conversely, managers who perceive that
external events control them, have
poorer attitudes toward both formal
and informal information and place relatively more reliance on informal information. Managers, who view their superiors as more structure- or
task - oriented had a more positive attitude toward formal information.

1

JOHNSON

A
k
SCHLACHTER

These findings challenge managers
to not only reduce stress in the workplace, but also to encourage staff
members to use formal information
when evaluating an individual's performance. This can be achieved by
making this data more timely, more
confidential, easier to understand and
use, and more qualitative.

Prior to entering the doctoral program at Texas Tech, Dr. Johnson was
employed as an internal auditor for
Union Pacific Corporation and as an
accounting supervisor /financial analyst for Rocky Mountain Energy, a
subsidiary. While studying at Texas
Tech he was the recipient of several
academic and teaching awards.
Dr. Schlachter is a visiting assistant
professor at Florida International University's School of Accounting, teaching management accounting. His study
is titled: "A Two -Stage Analysis of Interdivisional Transfer Pricing Negotiations," and describes the organizational and economic forces that impact
exchanges of goods and services between domestic divisions. Two forces
are described in detail: previous negotiation results and market demand conditions. Each is shown to lead to a bargaining power imbalance between
division managers.
The experiments conducted by Dr.
Schlachter resulted in these conclusions: Market demand conditions
were poor predictions of transfer pricing behaviors and outcomes. The
subjects studied did not adopt their
goals to the market conditions as traditional economic theory would predict. Previous negotiation results forecasted somewhat b etter tran sfer
pricing behaviors and outcomes.
Dr. Schlachter has degrees in accounting, library science, philosophy,
and literature. He h as h eld both
teaching and research assistantships
at North Carolina and served as a regional supervisor for public libraries in
Puerto Rico.
He currently is pursuing further research related to his dissertation topic. He also is studying the interdependence of Florida -based business and
the Latin American economy and corporate public involvement in the Miami area.
NAA will be awarding two doctoral
dissertation grants for the 1987 -88
academic year. The deadline for applications is March 1, 1987. Further
information and an application can be
obtained from Hadassah Slominsky,
Manager— Academic Relations, National Association of Accountants, 10
Paragon Dr., Montvale, N.J. 076451760.
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tant enough to offer my own notes on
some of the information it contains, as
well as a couple of observations that I

Letters

h o p e will p rovo ke thou ght. Am ong the
mo re in teresting item s I found were the
fo llowin g:

TO THE EDITOR

• Th e new internationalization of t he
Big 8 firms, and how it led to their
b eco m in g th e Big 9 (Ma in Hurd m an
becam e $#7). How Price Waterhouse
go t the in side track to the huge China
m arket b y writing its tax law.
• Ho w PW and Touche Ross becam e
majo r factors on Wall Street, quite
asid e fro m their audit function,
• Ho w pro m oters of som etim es dubious tax - shelter schem es are able to
use a CPA's seem ingly noncom m ittal
co m fo rt lett er as a m ajo r (and som etim es m isleading) m arketing tool.
• Ho w smaller CPA firm s have becom e
big eno ugh to be able to com pete with
big o n es o n their own turf.
• An ad m ittedly unscientific survey of
"Wh o Do es What Best" am ong Big 9
CPA firm s,

Erwin S. Koval, Editor
This department welcomes comments on any topic
of interest affecting the accounting community in
general and NAA in particular. Correspondence is
not limited to comments about material previously
published in this magazine. Letters cannot be acknowledged individually, and the Editor reserves
the right to edit for space or for other reasons. All
correspondence must be signed, but your identity
will be protected if requested. Address all letters to
The Editor, Management Accounting, Montvale,
NJ 07645-1760,

More on Th e Acco u n t i n g Wen s
I enjoyed y o u r b o o k review o f M a r k
Stevens' bo ok, Th e Accou n ti ng Wa rs, in
the Feb. '86 issu e, an d b elieve it im p o r-

A group of t he more qu o t ab l e
quotes may supply some of the flavor
and viewpoint of the book:
". , , audit wo r k. . . is often viewed
as a com m odity ser vice." It is elsewhere referred to as "loss leaders to
m ore lu crative work."
"H it lists" of potential clients is a
term used at on e po int by a Big 9
partner.
. , technica l wizards a re a dim e a
dozen. Som e of th e best minds in
the Big 8 ne ver m ake pa rtne r."
A Touche Ross partner is quoted as
predicting the futur e role of CPAs:
"lighting the future rath er than just
analyzing the past."
Th a t sh o u ld give a good id ea of
what's there.
If the book fell short, for this reader,
of living up to it s po tent ial, it is in its
cha pt er on "coo king the books." Th e
author des cribes so m e of the worst audit failures (ou tright C PA f raud in one
case), yet fails to pursue adequately the

Topnotch Professional Support
THE ACCOUNTANT
AS BUSINESS
ADVISOR
William K. Grollman, Editor
A co mprehensive treatment of a newly
emerging role for the professional accountant. Chapters by prominent specialists include "The Management Accountant as
Consultant and Advisor." Provides concrete
guidelines for identifying business problems and finding effective solutions.
469 pp.
$55.00

STARTING
AND
BUILDING
YOUR OWN
ACCOUNTING
BUSINESS
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Jack Fox
A successful accounting entrepreneur
shows how to turn your accounting skills
and experience into a thriving accounting
enterprise�—how�to�identify�and�reach�the
market for accounting services, develop
specific, measurable strategies for your
business, and set up an efficient office operation. "Any management accountant who
wishes to become his own boss should read
this�book�"�—Management Accounting. '
257 pp.
$42.50
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HOW TO CUT BUSINESS
TRAVEL COSTS"
Denis W. Day
207 pp

532.95

MANAGING
MICROCOMPUTER RISK
A Guide for the Policymaker'
Gerald M. Ward and
Jonathan D. Harris
192 pp

$32 95

INTEGRATING
ACQUIRED COMPANIES
THE ARTHUR YOUNG Management Accounting
GUIDE TO
and Reporting Issues
FINANCING
Clark H. Johnson, Editor
181 pp
$39.95
FOR GROWTH

Ten Alternatives for
Raising Capital
Robert R. Owen, Daniel R. Garner,
and Dennis S. Bunder
Objective advice and strategies on raising
capital from the professionals at Arthur
Young. This practical, easy- reference guide
illuminates the ins and outs, risks and rewards of bank loans, venture capital, public
offerings, government loans, and other innovative sources of money.
298 pp.
$14.95 paper. $29.95 cloth

' Volumes m me WileylRonalq -NAA Prolesstonal Book Series

Available through your local bookstore or
order directly from the publisher. Call 212850 -6670 or write R. Lazrus #7.0894.
Prices subject to change and higher in Canada.

®

JOHN WILEY & SONS
Business/Law/General Books Division

605 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10158.0012
In C anada:
22 Worcester Road. Rexdale, Ontario M9W 1 L1
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that big stick in its closet, and go on
merely slapping the wrists of CPA firm
members, leaving their firms alone.
But the question on today's —or tomorrow's— agenda is getting our act together, to prevent that other big shoe
(and the sky) from falling.
Arnold J. Olenick

connection of such practices with the
hard -ball competition that the book is
all about.
The stick in the closet worrying serious accounting professionals is potential
federal regulation of auditors. They are
giving increasing thought and study to
the major issue now surfacing: at what
point does professionalism yield to bottom -line, market -driven thinking? The
mere fact that so far the penalties have
not been ruinous to national firms may
well obscure the handwriting on the
wall, which is starting to capitalize the
P UB L IC in Certi fied
Pub lic
Accountant.
A straw in the wind may be the IRS
Announcement 85 -51 (IRB 1985 -23,
26) warning that CPAs who become improperly involved in abusive tax shelters
could lose their right to practice before
the IRS, which would really hurt.
"The moving hand has written" already: legally, there is absolutely nothing this writer is aware of to prevent the
SEC from itself doing the auditing of
publicly listed firms as the IRS does
with respect to their tax returns, Thus
far, everyone is counting on it to keep

The Real Cost
"Will The Real Cost Please Stand Up ?"
by Frederic E. Lesser (Nov. '86) focuses
on determining relevant cost for differential activity levels, in this case —added volume. Included are variable costs,
incremental for individual units. Mr.
Lesser makes the point that some costs
change in steps, which is true. However,
his example is of a change in volume of
30 %, certainly enough to include certain step changes, relevant to this
analysis.
Furthermore, from a longer run but
quite relevant point of view, the price
quoted must recover fixed costs and afford a reasonable return on investment.
And what of the sacrifice in contribution to profit resulting from quoting the

proposed lower price to existing customers as well as to the prospective customer? Unless this price is available to
other customers, charges of price discrimination may occur under the Robinson- Patman Act.
Milton F. Usry
Mary Ball Washington
Professor of Accountancy
University of West Florida
Pensacola, Fla.
Kudos for `The Real Cost'
Kudos are in order for Fred Lesser. His
article, Will the Real Cost Please Stand
Up ?, is excellent.
Thomas J. Dudick
Middletown, N.J.
Direct Labors Costs and Overheads
A possible approach to separating operator direct labor costs and overhead operator costs "Six Problems in Accountin g fo r N/ C M ach i n es , " (Nov. '86)
could be as follows:
1. Charge all operators' costs reported
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directly to overhead cost.
2. Compute percentage of time each
N/C machine ran during operator's
corresponding time (as reported).
Compute this N/C ti me at operator's total applied rate to develop direct N / C l ab o r co s t p er N / C
machine.
3. (a) Charge direct labor with N/C labor cost.
(b) Credit overhead cost amount
(originally charged) with N/C direct
labor amount of 3 (a).
The possible results could be a direct
application of labor to each N/C machine; idle time being directly charged
to overhead.

Russell D. Hallock

Toledo Chapter
Toledo, Ohio
Clarifying the Cost Pool
In his article, "Can a Central Cash Pool
Work fo r Trans fer Pri cing ?, " (J uly
1986), Mr. Terbrueggen ignores risk adjustment and appears to assume that the
returns earned by subsidiaries are certain. But he may be assuming that the
subsidiaries have already allowed for
risk in setting their projected rates of return on particular projects.
A more substantial difficulty is that
he seems to equate marginal and average costs. The proper economic judgment compares marginal cost to mar-

ginal revenue (or returns in this case).
In a period of recently falling costs of
marginal capital increments, his approach of using the average cost of capital could lead to rejection of profitable
projects. For example, using the costs of
funds shown on page 32, a project returning 10% (risk- adjusted) may or
may not be profitable, depending upon
whether the pool is in a lending position
(opportunity cost of 8 %) or borrowing
position (11%), or what proportion of
the funds to be used would come from
each source. The 15% average cost of
capital is irrelevant.

Michael D. Woods
Naval Air Rework Facility
Cherry Point, N.C.

`Any management accountant who wants to keep his job over the next few
years should read this book and take the authors' message to heart. This
may be the best book ever written in the field of management accounting.''
—Alfred M. King, Managing Director — Professional Services, National Association of Accountants
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Managing Your Career
Robert Half, Contributing Editor

Learning How to Manage

I work in the tax departm ent of a
large conglomerate, and have always aspired to a management position. Well, it recently happened
and, to my surprise, I'm more fearful and apprehensive than excited.
I've never su pervised peop le before, and my boss doesn't seem interested in teaching me the skills I
know I'll need. How about a lesson
or two from Robert Half?
Lessons in good management
evolve over a long period of time, and
come from varied sources. Your obvious interest in learning how to manage, rather than relying on the seat of
your pants as too many managers do,
will undoubtedly result in plenty of input that you can take advantage of.
In the meantime, approach your
new responsibility in an orderly fashion. I assume some of your fears have
to do with the intangible boss - worker
relationship you'll find yourself called
upon to handle. Let this take care of
itself for awhile while you settle in with
a well- organized plan of action where
immediate, pressing projects are
concerned.
Rather than attempt to give you a
list of what you should expect from
your employees, let's take it from their
perspective. Just about all employees
want, and need, direction including a
clear sense of what the priorities are.
You must be clear about them before
you attempt to transmit them. Question your superiors closely about what
they expect of you over the course of
the initial months of your new job, and
let their thoughts be your guide. Don't
take on the world too soon. If you expect too much from yourself, you'll
end up frustrated and feeling that
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1987

you're failing. So will your employees.
The men and women now reporting
to y ou w ant to f eel that not onl y do
you have their best interests at heart,
but that you're the sort of boss w ho'll

stand up for them with upper management—�"The�buck�stops�here"�—type
of person. At the same time, they expect to be recognized by you for doing a good job, and that you won't tolerate sub -par performance. Managers
who allow a nonproductive employee
to continue getting away with it end
up losing the good faith and confidence of virtually everyone.
I don't know how effective a communicator you are, but I assume you
have some skills that have helped
you achieve your new position. Now,
however, is the time where clear communication is vital. You can't expect
employees to get the job done to your
specifications if they're unsure of
what they are.
Get to know your people and their
individual capacities, talents, shortcomings, and personalities. A good
man ager blend s a winn in g t eam t ogether, even if there are weak spots.
Extend extra challenges to those who
thrive on this, and approach those
who don't in a less stress - producing
manner. Remember, your bottom line
is to get the job done, and that requires handling and respecting each
employee's individuality in order to
get the most out of each.
Combine within yourself various
man agemen t app roaches, By that, I
mean avoiding too rigid a management style. There are times when you
must be direct: "I want this done today." There are other types of employees who'll give you a better effort

when they're brought into the decision- making process: "I need this
done before the end of the day. How
do you think we should approach it ?"
Be specific, and realistic in your
goals. On ce you 've an al yzed a p ro ject (what must be accomplished and
when), structure the approach of your
team so that there is a measurable
sense of achievement and progress.
Break down a major project into a series of smaller ones, each contributing
to t he whole, and monit or t hese
smaller projects carefully, making
sure that those working for you have
a clear idea of where things stand.
Once you've communicated clearly
to employees what you expect, give
them as much autonomy as possible.
And, always cause them to stretch a
bit, rather than to coast with tasks
that are too easy and don't challenge
them. It may be an old cliche, but virtually everyone responds favorably to
being challenged, as lon g as it
doesn't demand performance far beyond his or her innate capabilities.
Be honest! Be direct! Be nice! (Nice
doesn't mean being soft. It means being nice, and niceness smooths out a
lot of rough edges in the early going.)
Start reading good books on effective management. Do your homework,
relax, keep your eye on th e prescribed goals of your new position
and enjoy it. You've undoubtedly
earned it.
Mr. Half is chairman of Robert Half International, Inc., a financial and data
processing recruiting firm with more
than 100 offices on three continents.
Mo s t o ff ice s a re ind e pe n de n tly
owned and operated.
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"That was when we called in a plumber
to fix that leak in the restroom. "
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By H. Thomas Johnson and Robert S. Kaplan
riven by the procedures and cycle of the
organization's financial reporting system, management accounting information is produced too late, too aggregated, and too distorted to be relevant for
managers' planning and control decisions. With increased emphasis on meeting quarterly or annual earnings targets, internal accounting systems focus too narrowly on producing a
monthly earnings report. And despite the considerable resources devoted to computing a monthly
or quarterly income figure, this figure fails to
measure the actual increase or decrease in economic value that has occurred during this period.
Consequently:
Management accounting reports are oflittle help
to operating managers attempting to reduce costs
and improve productivity. Frequently, the reports
decrease productivity because they require operating managers to spend time trying to understand
and explain reported variances that have little to
do with the economic and technological reality of
their operations. Management accounting systems
do not provide timely and detailed information on
process efficiencies, or they focus too narrowly on
inputs, such as direct labor, that are relatively insignificant in today's production environment.
Thus, the system not only fails to provide relevant
information to managers, but it also distracts
them from noticing the key factors important for
production efficiencies.
The management accounting system fails to provide accurate product costs. Costs get distributed
to products by simplistic measures, usually direct labor based, that do not represent the demands
made by each product on the firm's resources.
While simplistic and aggregate product costing
methods are adequate for financial reporting requirements —the methods yield values for inventory and for cost of goods sold that satisfy external reporting and auditing requirements —these
methods systematically bias and distort product
costs at the individual product level. The standard
product cost systems, which are typical of most
organizations, usually lead to enormous cross-subsidies across products. When such distorted standard product cost information represents the only
available data on "product costs," a dangerous
opportunity exists for misguided decisions on
product pricing, product sourcing, product mix,
and responses to rival products. Many firms seem
to be falling victim to this trap.
Managers' horizons contract to the short -term
cycle of their monthly profit and loss statement.
The financial accounting system treats many cash
outlays as expenses of the period in which they are
made even though these outlays will benefit future
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periods. Discretionary cash outlays for new products and improved processes, for preventive maintenance, for long -term marketing positioning, for
employee training and morale, and for developing
new systems all can produce substantial cash inflows for future periods. Managers under pressure
to meet short -term profit goals, on occasion, can
achieve these goals by reducing their expenditures
on such discretionary investments. Thus, short term profit pressures can lead to a decrease in investment for the long -run. Monthly accounting
statements, using practices mandated for external
reporting, can signal increased profits even when
the long -term economic health of the firm has
been compromised.
There could be many valid short -term measures
that would be appropriate for motivating and
evaluating managerial performance. It is unlikely,
however, that monthly or quarterly profits, especially when based on the practices mandated and
used for external constituencies, would be one of
these.
Today's management accounting systems provide a misleading target for managerial attention.
They fail to provide the relevant set of measures
that appropriately reflect the technology, products, processes, and competitive environment in
which the organization operates. Originally designed earlier in this century to help coordinate
the diverse activities of emerging vertically integrated enterprises, financial measures such as return on investment (ROI) have become for many
organizations the only measure of success. Financial managers, relying exclusively on periodic financial statements for their view of the firm, get
isolated from the real value- creating operations of
the organization and fail to recognize when the
accounting numbers are no longer providing relevant or appropriate measures of the organization's
operations.
The Challenge
Vigorous global competition, rapid progress in
product and process technology, and wide fluctuations in currency exchange rates and raw material prices demand excellence from corporate management accounting systems. An organization's
management accounting system must provide
timely and accurate information to facilitate efforts to control costs, to measure and improve
productivity, and to devise improved production
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1987
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Management accounting information is too late, too aggregated, a nd too distorted to be relevant.

processes. The management accounting system
also needs to report accurate product costs so that
pricing decisions, introductions of new products,
abandonments of obsolete products, and responses
to the appearance of rival products can be made
with the best possible information on product resource demands. Finally, large decentralized organizations require systems to motivate and evaluate
the performance of their managers. These systems
should provide appropriate incentives and signals
to managers working in different functions, with
diverse products and processes, amid globally dispersed operations.
The organization's management accounting
system serves as a vital two -way communication
link between senior and subordinate managers. It
is the means by which senior executives communicate to subordinate and decentralized managers
the goals and objectives of the organization. In the
reverse direction, the management accounting system is the channel by which information about the
firm's product performance and production efficiencies get reported to upper levels of management. Further, managerial compensation and promotion decisions are usually based on the
numbers reported by management accounting
system.
An excellent management accounting system
will not by itself guarantee success in today's
economy. Ultimately, success depends on products that meet customers' needs, on efficient production and distribution systems for these products, and on effective marketing efforts. However,
an ineffective management accounting system can
undermine even the best efforts in product development, process improvement, and marketing
policy. With an ineffective management accounting system, the best outcome occurs when managers understand the irrelevance of their system and
bypass it by developing personalized information
systems. But danger lurks if managers do not recognize the inadequacies in their management accounting system and erroneously rely on it for
managerial control information and product
decisions.
The Opportunit3
Fortunately, the increased demands for excellent management accounting systems occur at a
time when the costs for collecting, processing, analyzing, and reporting information have been deMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1987

creasing. With many production processes under
direct control of digital computers, information
can be recorded in real time for analysis of operating performance. In highly automated environments, virtually every transaction can be captured
for subsequent analysis. Automated parts recognition and tracking systems combined with Local
Area Network technology can provide continual
status reports on work -in- process. Thus, extensive
systems now can accurately measure and attribute
the resource demands made by each product in a
diverse product line. Timely and relevant managerial performance measures can be computed and
disseminated throughout the organization.
Today's designers of management accounting
systems can use sophisticated electronic technology to devise reporting and control systems that are
more accurate, more timely, and, hence, more effective than those designed by their predecessors.
Simplified and aggregate procedures that were
adopted in earlier decades because more relevant
and timely procedures would have been too costly
or even infeasible no longer need to be tolerated.
The computing revolution of the past two decades
has so reduced information collection and processing costs that it has removed virtually all barriers to the design and implementation of effective
management accounting systems.
Management Accounting's Roots
Historians have demonstrated that accounting
reports have been prepared for thousands of years.
Bookkeeping records, dating back to ancient civilizations, have been found engraved in stone tablets. Five hundred years ago, a Venetian monk,
Fra Pacioli, described the basics for a well -functioning, double -entry bookkeeping system. Thus,
the demand to record information on commercial
transactions has existed for as long as people traded with each other in market exchanges.
But the demand for management accounting information, for information about transactions occurring within organizations, is a much more recent phenomenon. Before the early 19th century,
virtually all exchange transactions occurred between an owner /entrepreneur and individuals
who were not part of the organization: raw material suppliers, labor paid by piece -work, and customers. There were no "levels of management,"
nor were there long -term salaried employees of
the organization. Transactions occurred in the
23

Is Management Accounting Irrelevant?
In Relevance Lost: The Rice and Fall of Management Accounting,
Professors Tom Johnson and Bob Kaplan state that contemporary
trends in competition, technology, and management demand major
changes in the way organizations measure and manage costs and in
how they evaluate short- and long -term performance. They conclude
that if companies fail to make modifications in their management
accounting systems, their ability to be effective and efficient global
competitors will be inhibited. Recently, we asked Professors Johnson
and Kaplan questions on some of the issues raised in their soon -to -be
released book.
When and how did you become aware that management accounting
systems were failing to provide relevant information for management
planning and control decisions?

Around 1981 I began meeting regularly with corporate financial
executives to discover "real- life" material that would enliven my
university courses in management accounting. To my surprise, these
executives concentrated their attention on problems that did not relate directly to topics that we customarily teach in the classroom.
The problems that these managers considered very important are
not even broached in the usual management accounting curriculum.
For example, problems such as managing overhead costs or managing product quality. Moreover, conversations with these executives
revealed that the information supplied by their accounting depart24

internal operations. Lacking price information on
the conversion processes occurring within their
organizations, owners devised measures to summarize the efficiency by which labor and material
were converted to finished products. These measures also served to motivate and evaluate the
managers who supervised the conversion process.
Such measures were especially important because
frequently, the factories were located a considerable distance away from the central office of the
owners. Thus, management accounting developed
to support the profit- seeking activities of entrepreneurs for whom multi - process, hierarchical, managed enterprises were more efficient than managing conversion processes through continual
transactions in the marketplace.
The early management accounting measures
were simple but seemed to serve well the needs of
owners and managers. They focused on conversion costs and produced summary measures, such
as cost per hour or cost per pound produced, for
each process and for each worker. The measured
costs included labor and material and involved
some attribution of overhead costs. The goal of
these systems was to identify the costs for the intermediate and final products of the firm, and to
provide a benchmark to measure the efficiency of
the conversion process. In effect, the management
accounting information provided a substitute or a
surrogate for the market prices that were absent in
managed enterprises.
By the middle of the 19th century, great advances in transportation and communication, especially the invention of the railroad and the tele-

ments —often resembling the information that we ask management
accounting students to analyze —does not solve the problems that
mattered to them. (Johnson)
My personal journey started about four years ago when I became
aware of the major changes occurring in the organization and technology of manufacturing operations: zero defect total quality control
systems, just -in -time inventory systems, and computer- integratedmanufacturing, for example. It seemed to me that such radical
changes undermined the intellectual basis of almost all we teach and
research in management accounting. During the next two years, I
attempted to study how innovative organizations were adapting
their management accounting systems to the new competitive and
operating environment. I found, first, that the accounting systems
were lagging far behind the manufacturing process changes being
implemented by innovating companies in manufacturing and in deregulated service industries. But more importantly, I found that even
companies with traditional manufacturing technologies, who had
not made major changes in their operations and equipment, also had
management accounting systems that were completely inadequate
for cost control and for product planning decisions. That's when the
obsolescence of virtually all companies' management accounting systems became apparent to me. (Kaplan)
How do you think management accountants in industry and academe
respond to your book?

will

Thomas Johnson is
the Zulauf Alumni
Professor of
Accounting at Pacific
Lutheran University in
Tacoma.

H.

market and measures of success were easily obtained. The owner /entrepreneur needed to collect
more cash from sales to customers than was paid
out to suppliers of the input factors of production,
primarily labor and material.
As a consequence of the Industrial Revolution
and the ability to achieve gain through
economies of scale, it became efficient.
for 19th century enterprise owners to
commit significant sums of capital to
their production processes. In order to
gain maximum efficiency from their
capital investment, owners hired workers on a long -term basis, rather than
bearing the costs and risks of continual
spot contracting in the labor market.
The long -term viability and success of
these "managed" organizations revealed
the gains that could be earned by managing a hierarchical organization, as opposed to co n d u ct i n g all business
through market transactions. Examples of such
successful, hierarchical organizations are the textile mills founded in the first half of the 19th century, the railroads formed around mid - century,
and the steel companies created in the second half
of that century.
The emergence, more than 150 years ago, of
managed, hierarchical organizations created a
new demand for accounting information. As conversion processes, which formerly were supplied
at a price through market exchanges, became performed within organizations, a demand arose for
measures to determine the "price" of output from

I expect management accountants in industry to respond favorably to the book. The book discusses problems and solutions to
problems with which people in real -life industrial organizations can
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1987

graph, provid ed fu rth er o p p o rtu n ities fo r gain to
large, hierar ch ical o rgan izatio n s. Th ese en terprises could n ow coo rd in ate the acq uisition o f raw
materials an d th e distrib utio n o f fin al prod u cts
over m uch larger geo grap hical areas than had previously been p ossible. Bu t with o u t a co r resp o n d ing incr ease in th e q u an tity an d q u a lity o f m an agem en t acco u n t in g in fo rm at io n , these
organizations wo u ld no t h ave b een ab le to cap ture
the full poten tial gains from in creased scale o f op erations. In fact, effective m an agemen t acco u ntin g
system s were n ecessary to co o rdin ate, efficien tly ,
the logistical, co n versio n , and d istrib u tio n activities of these en terp rises an d to p ro vid e su m m ary
measures o f p e rfo rm an ce for decen tralized an d
dispersed m anagers.
Perhaps the b est ex am p les of effective man agement accou n tin g system s cou ld be found in the
railroad corpo ratio n s of th e m id -19th cen tu ry. At
the time, they were the largest en terp rises ever
created by m an . To o versee th eir d iverse an d d ispersed operatio n s, n ew pro ced ures were in ven ted
just to co n tro l th e receipt an d disbu rsem en t of
cash. In add itio n to th ese sign ifican t fin an cial recording or b o okkeep ing inn o vatio n s, h owever, th e
railroads also d evelo p ed ex ten sive su mm aries of
their intern al op eratio n s an d performance. Measures such as cost -p er- ton -m ile were created an d
reported fo r each major segment of o p eratio n s.
The operating ratio , the ratio o f reven ues to o p erating costs, was d evelo ped , both to m easu re th e
profitability of variou s segm ents of bu sin ess —p assenger vs. freight, region b y region —an d to evalu ate the perfo rm an ce o f m an agers.

Im proved transportation and com m unication
co m bined with econom ies of scale also perm itted
th e growth of large distribution enterprises, partic u la rly retail sto re ch ains such as Ma r s ha ll
Field, Sea rs, and W oolworth. These retailers developed their own measures of internal performance to support their managerial planning and control activities. Obviously,
measures of conversion costs, such as
co st per h our or cos t per poun d, or the
op erating m easures of the railroads, the
co st- per -ton m ile, were not relevant for
th ese distribution enterprises. These organ izations required inform ation on the
effectiveness and efficiency of their purch asing, pricing, and retailing activities.
Fo r these activities, measures such as
gross m ar gin by departm ent — selling
revenues less purchases and operating
costs —and inventory sto ckt urn were
created.
These exam ples reveal that managem ent acco u nting inform ation was developed to expedite
the management of process -type industries such as
textile and steel conversion, transportation, and
d istribution. The managem ent accounting measu res were designed to m otivate and evaluate the
efficiency of int ernal processes. The re was little
co n cern with measuring the overall "profit" of the
en terprise. These organizations really had only
on e activity they had to do well; convert raw m aterials into a single final product such as cloth or
steel, m ove passengers or fre ight, or re -sell purch ased goods. If t h is basic act ivity were per-

identify. It is more difficult to predict how management accountants
in academe will respond to the book. I hope it will be embraced by
those academics who view management accounting as a vital management tool that can be understood only in the context of the organizations that use it. However, I am not optimistic about the reception the book will receive from th o se acad em ics who view
management accounting information solely in the context of economic decision theory. (Johnson)
That's an interesting question because I predict the reaction will
be quite different by the two audiences you ask about. I find virtually no resistance from industry management accountants to the message being made in the book. They know that their current systems
are inadequate for today's and tomorrow's environment. They may
not know what the systems were designed for, or by how much the
systems are influenced by financial reporting requirements and cycles, but they understand that the systems do a poor job of computing product costs and are too late and too aggregate for being helpful
for measuring production performance. I sense a real interest in
looking for new approaches for design of their systems. Perhaps the
most convincing evidence of this occurred at the NAA Conference,
Cost Accounting for the '90s. We had two full days of new ideas and
directions for management accounting systems. The message was enthusiastically received; not one of the more than 250 in attendance
spoke up to defend existing systems or to declare that the speakers
were advocating change from a system that was not broken.
The academic response has been quite different. For one thing,
most of our academic colleagues are not staying abreast of the radiMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1987
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cal changes occurring in contemporary organizations. They tend not
to appreciate how the simple models and procedures they are teaching produce distorted product costs and dysfunctional performance
incentives when applied to complex production processes in companies producing hundreds and thousands of different products. Thus,
they are more skeptical than we about the need for rethinking the
traditional approach to management accounting teaching and research. (Kaplan)
Is it a controversial book?
Yes, we hope so; for a number of reasons. We are challenging a
number of conventions and assumptions that have gone unchallenged for many years, if not decades. For one, we show that management accounting systems worked better for their organizations in
the nineteenth century than they do today. Many probably feel that
with all the knowledge produced during the past century, with more
than 65,000 MBAs and 200,000 undergraduates in business graduating each year, and with the great advances in information technology, that our organizations should be better managed than organizations operating 60 to 100 years ago. We show, that at least along the
important dimension of how well management accounting systems
function in organizations, this belief is unfounded. In effect, we are
saying that the emperor has no clothes. All these computerized cost
accounting systems are producing highly distorted, dysfunctional information. The management accounting systems used by railroads in
the 1860s, in the Carnegie Steel company in the 1880s, and in DuPont and General Motors earlier in this century served their owner managers much better than most systems in existence today. We also
25

Financial
managers often
fail to
recognize
when the
accounting
numbers are no
longer
providing
relevant or
appropriate
Of
measures
Opera tions.

formed efficiently, then the organization could be
confident that it would be profitable in the long
run. Thus, the management accounting system
was created to promote efficiency in the key operating activity of the organization. There could be
an alternative, transactions- based, system that recorded receipts and expenditures and produced
periodic, probably annual, financial statements for
the owners and creditors of the firm. But these
two systems, management and financial, operated
independently of each other.
Further advances in the technology of management accounting systems were made in conjunction with the scientific management movement.
This movement started in metal fabricating companies during the last two decades of the 19th century. While the goal of the scientific management
engineers, such as Frederick Taylor, was to improve the efficiency and utilization of labor and
materials, the physical standards they developed,
such as labor grade and labor hours per unit, and
material quantities per unit, were easily converted
into standards for labor and material costs. Eventually, these labor and material costs, often combined with an allocation of indirect or overhead
costs, were aggregated together into a finished
product unit cost that could be used for pricing
decisions. With fluctuations in the price paid for
labor and materials, the standards were frequently
updated to reflect the most recent purchases.
Thus, finished product standard costs were often
closer to what we now call replacement cost than

are exposing the degree to which financial accounting practices have
come to dominate the design and implementation of the organization's internal accounting system. And we also are challenging the
academic accountants' use of single product, single process models
for illustrating cost accounting concepts in their teaching and research. So there are many opportunities for controversy to arise
from the messages in the book. (Kaplan)
What should management accountants do to facilitate the creation of
relevant management accounting and control systems? And, why is it
important that engineers and operating managers work with accountants in modifying management accounting and control systems?

As in any crisis, the first step is awareness and overcoming defensiveness and denial. After that, and assuming that senior management enthusastically supports their efforts —a necessary condition to
implement any major organizational change— management accountants will need to talk with operating personnel, with marketing people, with product managers having profit responsibility, and with
general managers to learn what factors are critical to their success.
They need to understand that management accounting systems exist
to promote operating efficiency, encourage excellent product designs, and provide insight on where profits are being earned and
where losses are being incurred in the organization. The use of cost
accounting information to value inventory for financial statements is
a detail that can be handled by relatively simple systems, and should
not be the driving force in the design of cost systems. The management accounting system has to track, support, and encourage the
value- adding activities of the organization.
The environment for effective product design and process technology has changed radically during the past decade and will continue
to evolve rapidly in the years ahead. Management accountants have
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to any measure of historic cost. As with the measures ofconversion efficiency developed earlier in
process industries, finished product unit costs
were calculated to aid managerial decisions (pricing in this case), and not to produce external financial statements. Therefore, there was little demand for h aving the unit cost information be
"consistent" with the books of transactions used
to prepare summary financial statements.
The final develo pments i n management accounting systems occurred in the early decades of
the 20th century to support the growth of multi activity, diversified corporations. The DuPont
Powder Company, formed in 1903 as a combination of previously separate family -run or independent companies, was the prototype of this new organizational form. The man agers of t he n ew
DuPont Company faced the problem of coordinating the diverse activities of a vertically integrated manufacturing and marketing organization
and of deciding on the most profitable allocation
of capital to these different activities. Before DuPont, organizations engaged in only a single type
of activity. The only important capital choice was
whether to expand the scale of one homogeneous
operation, not which of several diverse operations
should be expanded.
A number of important operating and budgeting activities were devised by the senior managers
of DuPont to coordinate the activities of their diverse operating groups. But the most important
and the most enduring management accounting

to understand the impact of their systems on the product design activities of engineers, of the payoffs that accrue from investment in
flexible automated process technology (CIM), and the change in local performance measures that arise when organizations move to
zero defect and zero inventory production systems. These changes
are occurring today in most organizations. Management accountants
who leave their offices will not find it difficult to discover where
these changes are occurring in their organizations and the engineers
who are in the forefront of implementing these changes. The big intellectual step management accountants have to make is recognition:
recognition that the old way of counting the beans and keeping score
is inadequate in today's organizations.
Our book also documents that innovative ideas in management
accounting were made by engineers, not professionally trained accountants. People like Andrew Carnegie, Alexander Hamilton
Church, Alfred Sloan, and Donaldson Brown had great insights into
the design of effective management accounting systems. Somehow,
in the past 60 years, the growth of the "accounting profession" with
its emphasis on external reporting demands, has prevented ideas
from outside the profession from influencing the design of internal
accounting systems. We need to again learn from engineers how to
design more effective internal measurement systems. (Kaplan)
In your book you chronicle the history of management accounting.
What can management accountants learn from their "roots" that will
help them create relevant management accounting systems?

The ultimate purpose of historical writing is to describe the past and
to explain the conditions that made things as they were. Historians
don't study the past in order to prescribe solutions for the present.
However, astute individuals realize that knowledge about the past
provides important insight into the options that we face in the pre-
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innovation was t h e return -on- investment (R O I )
measure. Return -on - investm ent p ro vid ed an o verall m easure of th e co mm ercial su ccess o f each o p erating unit and o f t h e en tire organizatio n . Beca u s e c a p it a l a llo c a t io n r e m a in e d a c e n t r a l
managemen t fu nctio n in th e early Du Pon t co mp any, departm en tal man agers were n o t held resp o n sible for ROI p erfo rm an ce. Th ese m an agers to o k
their scale ofop eration s as given and co ncen trated
solely on promo tin g efficiencies in their intern ally m anaged pro cesses, ju st as th eir 19th cen tu ry
cou nterp arts h a d d o n e. On ly to p m an agers used
ROI, to help direct th eir allo cation s of cap ital an d
to evaluate th e p erfo rm an ce of th e o p eratin g d epartm ent (wh ich co u ld b e d ifferen t fro m th e p erform ance of th e m an ager of th at d ep artm en t).
Donaldson Bro wn , the ch ief fin an cial officer of
DuPont, decom posed the RO I measure in to its
com pone nt p ar ts an d d em o n s trated th at t h e ROI
measure cou ld b e viewed as a co mb in atio n o f two
efficiency measures —the op eratin g ratio (retu rn
on sales) an d stock turn (sales to assets) —u sed by
single activity o rgan izatio n s.
Us e of th e RO I m easu r e was ex p an d ed in th e
1920s as the m u ltid ivisio n al fo rm o f o rgan izatio n
evolved in th e Du Pon t an d th e n ewly reo rgan ized
General Mo to rs co rp oratio n . Th e decen tralized ,
m ultidivisio n al co rp o ratio n d evelo p ed to cap tu re
economies of scop e —th e gain s fro m sh aring com mon organizatio n al fu nctio n s across a broad sp ectrum of prod ucts. Bu t th e en o rm o u s d iv ersity in
the product m arkets served b y th ese gian t co rp o -

rations required new system s and measures to coo rd inate dispersed and decentralized activities.
Division m anagers were responsible for the profitab ility and return on capital em ployed in their divisio ns a nd ha d au thority t o gen erat e cap ital req u e s t s . It wa s no lo n g e r p o s s ib le f o r t h e
corporate -level depart m ents of m ar ke ting, purch asing, and finance to have the requisite informatio n to function effectively or efficiently in all the
m arkets being served by their organization. Decen tralization was nece ssary a nd each operating
division required its own staff functions to support
its activities. Thus, central m anagers were now in
th e position of providing capital to diverse operatin g units and attem pting to coordinate, m otivate,
an d evaluat e t he perform ance of their divisional
m anagers. The RO I m easure playe d a key role in
p erm itting this inte rnal m arket for m an agers and
fo r capital to function.
Lost Relevance
By 1925, virtua lly all m ana gem ent accou nting
practices that are practiced today had been develop ed: cost accounts for labor, m aterial, and overhead; budgets for cash, income, and capital; flexib le bu dget s, sales fo re c as ts , s t a n d a r d co st s,
variance analysis, transfer prices, and divisional
p e r f o r m a n c e m e a su r es . Th e s e pr a c tic e s had
evo lved to serve the infor m ational and control
needs of th e managers of increasingly com plex
an d diverse organizations. But the pace of innovation seem ed to s top in the mid- 1920s. Perh aps

sent, For instance, knowledge about the historic cond itions that
prompted manufacturing managers to account for unit direct labor
cost of products may help us evaluate the relevance of that type of
accounting information under present -day conditions. If the technological and market conditions no longer exist that made managing
direct labor a strategic source of profits, then perhaps it is time to
create new information that is more relevant to new strategies. Understanding their "roots" will help management accountants consider carefully the conditions that make particular systems relevant. If
systems that management accountants currently use are relevant to
technological and market conditions that no longer exist, it may be
time to ask what might be more relevant to current conditions. But
history can only help management accountants raise that question; it
can't help them answer it. The answer requires them to go where no
one has been before. (Johnson)
Any time you are advocating major organizational changes, as we
are in this book, you need to understand how we acquired the systems and procedures in use today. After all, the people running our
organizations are not foolish, unmotivated individuals. It would be a
normal and correct response to initially deny the claims by a couple
of academics that a system as fundamental to the organization as the
management accounting system could be as inadequate as we claim.
The value of tracing the roots of today's system is to show that these
systems were eminently sensible and useful for the environment in
which they were designed: an era of high direct labor content, relatively limited product lines, simple production flow processes, and,
most importantly, expensive information processing technology. We
can then see that these factors are not valid today. And when we add
in the impact of tod ay's glob al econ omy , with rapid technology
transfer to factories in less developed nations, with worldwide capi-
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tal markets, and extremely efficient bulk transportation and communications around the globe, it should not take a genius to recognize
that perhaps new systems for measuring product costs and motivating performance may be called for. (Kaplan)
What are .some typical examples of problems caused by the failure of
management accounting systems to provide relevant data for management planning and control decisions?
A partial list of the most serious problems includes the following:
misdirected marketing efforts that result from poor info rmation
about the profitability of a company's diverse products; inability to
manage "overhead" costs; a misplaced emphasis on cost - cutting programs as the way to increase productivity; the use of modern flexible
machining systems to produce standard parts in high volume, not
custom parts in small lots; and underinvestment by manufacturers
who fail to consider the full strategic consequences of investments in
computer -aided production systems. (Johnson)
There are a number of problems that arise from the failure of
management accounting systems. Perhaps most basic is that virtually no multiproduct organization today knows the costs of each of its
products. The cost accounting system is the only system for estimating product costs. Today's systems do a miserable job of tracing the
consumption of indirect or overhead resources to products. Large
cost categories, such as marketing, distribution, and engineering support may not even be attributed to products or product lines.
The systems also provide misleading targets for m anufacturing
managers. We see in many organizations, operating managers producing products in excessively large batch sizes so that they can
have favorable volume variances and high labor and machine utilization measures. That they are producing inventory that is not easily
stored or sold is not evaluated. Nor is the lack of customer respon-
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th ere was little in cen t ive t o co ntin ue to develop
in n o vative m an ag em en t acco u nting procedures
because th e co rp orate o rgan izational forms develo p ed b y co m p an ies su ch as Du Pont and Ge neral
Mo to rs p ro ved to be the m od el for many corporatio ns fo r the next half - cen tury.
Even with o u t sign ifican t inn o vations in organizatio n al fo rm s, h o wever, the d iversity of products
and co m p lex ity of man u factu ring processes contin ued to in crease in th e d ecades after 1920. Thus,
th e n eed fo r accu rate p ro d u ct costs and effective
pro cess co n tro l sh o u ld h ave im posed new deman d s o n o rgan izatio n s' m an agem ent accounting
sy stem s. Yet th e evo lutio n o f m an agem e nt acco u n tin g sy stem s after 1920 did not keep pace
with the im pro vem en t in co rp orations' product
an d p ro cess tech n o lo gies. Th is lag eventually led
to to d ay 's p ro b le m s: d isto rted pr oduct costs, delayed and overly aggregated pro cess control inform atio n , an d sh ort -term p erfo r m ance m easures
th at d o no t reflect th e in creases or decreases in the
organizatio n 's eco no m ic p o sitio n.
In p art, th is stagn atio n can b e attributed to the
do m in an ce of th e ex tern al o r financial accounting
statements d u rin g th e 20th century. With more
wid esp read p ub lic o wn ership o f corporations' secu rities, th e d em an d fo r p erio d ic, audited financial statem en ts in creased . Au ditors, mindful of
po ten tial liab ility to u sers of financial statements,
preferred co nservative acco u nting practices based
on ob jective, verifiable, an d realized financial
tran sactio n s. Wh en m easurin g cost of goods sold

siveness caused by keeping labor and machines busy producing unwanted inventory penalized. The monthly variance measures produced by typical management accounting systems also arrive too
late and are too aggregate to be helpful for operating managers attempting to control their production processes and make productivity improvements.
Finally, monthly and quarterly income figures provide a poor target for th e value- creating activities of organizations. Recording
product design, process improvement, employee training, and prototype development activities as expenses of the current period completely distorts the value being created by these long -term investments in the organization's knowledge base.
Basically, when complex, diversified organizations do not produce
valid information about the effectiveness and efficiency of their internal operations, they become vulnerable to smaller and more focused competitors. Focused enterprises have much simpler information needs, they can become highly efficient in their narrow product
segments or range of production processes and will outperform diversified organizations that, because of inadequate management accounting information, cannot assess the relative profitability of their
varied activities. Whatever scale economies large diversified enterprises attempt to achieve will be dissipated by their inability to manage complexity and diversity. (Kaplan)
Did you find any innovative organizations developing new and relevant management accounting systems?
Yes. There are a number of organizations in the process ofdeveloping and instituting new management accounting systems. We interact with the movers and shakers for these new systems in organizations su ch as the Asso ciatio n fo r Man ufactu rin g Ex cellence
(AME) and Computer - Aided- Manufacturing, International (CAM-
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and valuing inventory, auditors insisted on product costs based on t he historical transa ctions recorded in the firm s' ledger accounts. Further, they
wanted the incom e statem ent and balance sheet to
"articulate" —that is, the two financial statem ents
had to be based on the sam e transactions and
events. It did n ot m at te r f or th e s um m ar y f ina ncial statem ents if the inventory costing procedures
distorted or cross - subsidized product costs as long
as the total value recorded in the inventory accounts was sufficiently acc ura te. Thus, sim ple
methods were used to assign direct and period
costs to products.
In principle, of course, early 20th - century managers did not have to yield the design of their cost
accounting system s to their financial accountants
and auditors. They could have m aintained separate system s for m anagerial purposes and for external reporting, But the inform a tion technology
in the early 20th century may not have made such
parallel systems cost effective.
Pe rh a ps th e product line of 1920s' organizations was m ore focused than that of today's organizations so that the distorting effect from using
sim plistic m ethods to attach costs to products was
not as severe as it has become today. Also the cost
of collecting data and providing prom pt reports to
produ ctio n m an ager s m ay have bee n to o high to
perm it the real -tim e process control that is now
possible. Thus, the decision by m a na ge rs to n ot
invest in managem ent accounting systems separate from those already m andated by the demands

I)_ It's interesting that the professional organizations in the forefront
of promoting change in management accounting systems are basically production and engineering organizations, such as AME and
CAM -I. They have given up waiting for management accountants to
implement change on their own; they are establishing projects under
their influence and control to stimulate new ideas in management
accounting systems design.
Companies such as Hewlett- Packard, IBM, General Electric, Caterpillar, and Motorola are developing and implementing innovative
management accounting systems at least in parts of their organization. Another source of innovation, ofcourse, arises in newly deregulated service industries: banking, transportation, health care, and
telecommunications. Given the major changes in their environment,
the companies in these industries now worry much more about operating efficiencies and, more importantly, now need to know the cost
of each of their m ajor products or services so that they can learn
where they are making and where they are losing money. Before,
many of these companies earned regulated rates of return on their
entire product mix and did not have to be concerned about profit or
loss at the individual product level. Thus, many companies in service
industries are now developing, for the first time, product costing systems. (Kaplan)
You point out that companies can't be run entirely "by the numbers. "
What nonfinancial measures should be developed and implemented to
improve decision making?
Each organization has to decide for itself those measures that will
promote its tactical and strategic goals. It is unlikely that monthly
income will be one of these measures. Organizations stressing total
quality control and zero defect policies will want to measure yields,
the incidence of failures internal and external to the organization,
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for audited , perio d ic fin an cial state m en ts may
have been th e co rrect eco n o m ic decisio n . Th e
benefits fr o m a m o re accu r ate a n d m o re re sp o n sive managem en t acco un tin g system m ay no t h ave
been worth th e co st of m ain tain in g su ch a sep arate system .
Over the y ears, h o wever, as co rpo ratio n s' p ro d uct lines ex p an d ed , as p ro d u ct io n tech n o lo gy
changed, as prod u ct life cycles sh ortened , as glob al com petitive co n d itio n s shifted, an d , most importantly, as great ad van ces in in fo rm atio n tech nology oc c u r r ed , we sh o u ld h ave ex p e cted a
reconsideratio n o f th e d ecisio n to n o t in vest in a
more relevan t and m o re tim e ly m an age m en t accounting sy stem . Bu t b y th e tim e th ese events u n folded, the sp irit an d kn o w led ge o f m an a gem en t
accounting systems d esign th at o ccu rred th ro ugh out the hundred -y ear 1825 -1925 perio d had d isappeared. Organ izatio ns had fix ated o n the co st system s and managem en t rep o rt in g m e th o d s o f th e
1920s. In fact, when cost systems becam e au to m ated on d igital co m p u ters, start in g in th e m id 1960s, the sy stem designers basically au to mated
the manual systems they fo un d in the facto ry . Left
unquestioned was whether th ese systems were still
sensible given the great ex p an sion in in fo rm atio n
tec hn olo gy rep res en t ed by elec tr o n ic , d igita l
com puters.
Academics Led Astray
Why did university -based researchers fail to
note the growin g obso lescence o f o rgan izatio n s'

managem ent accounting system s? And, why did
th ey not play a m ore active or stim ulative role to
im prove the art of m anagem ent accounting system s design?
We believe academ ics were led astray by focusin g too narrowly on a sim plified m odel of firm behavior. Influenced strongly by econom ists' one p roduct, one - production process model of the
firm , managem ent accounting academ ics found
little value in the cost allocations im posed on organizations by financial accounting procedures.
Sixty years of literature emerged advocating the
separation of costs into fixed and variable com pon ents for m aking good product decisions and for
co ntrolling costs. This literature, very persuasive
wh en illustrated in the s im ple one - product settin gs used by academ ic econom ists and accountan ts, never fully addressed the question of where
fixed costs cam e from and how these costs needed
to be covered by each of the products in the corpo rations' repertoire. Nor did the academ ic researchers attem pt to im plem ent their ideas in the
en vironment of ac tual organizations, with hundreds or thousands of products and with complex,
mu ltistage production processes. Thus, the acad em ic liter ature conce ntrat ed on elega nt an d soph isticated approaches to analyzing costs for single product, single process firm s while com panies
tried to m ana ge wit h a ntiqua ted systems in settin gs that had little rela tionship to the sim plified
mo del assum ed for ana ly tic al convenie nce by
researchers.

the percentage of items produced that required no rework, etc. Organizations attempting to impelement just -in -time production systems
may want measures such as average setup times, days production in
inventory, and average travel distance for produ cts. One measure
that leading Japanese companies are now stressing is throughput
time: how long from the time an item is first started into production
until the time it is sh ipped, o r at least read y to be shipped, to the
customer. The overall performance of an entire factory is judged by
its throughput time. In effect, innovating Japanese companies are
now managing time, not costs. This could be a profound change for
U.S. management accountants, especially those trained to think only
about financial measures.
There are all kinds of nonfinancial measures that can provide
much better ind icators o f a co mp any 's success than mo nthly or
quarterly income. Product launch times, percentage of delivery commitments met, product design measures, marketing and distribution
performance measures provide superior targets for motivating and
measuring short -term performance. We don't think that the financial accounting model for measuring periodic profits was ever designed to measure firm -wide performance during short time periods.
Certainly, this was not the intention of DuPont and General Motors
executives when they devised return on investment (ROI) measures,
earlier in this century.
Many of the most difficult problems faced by the Financial Accounting Standards Board arise from attempting to time the recognition of income and expense or allocate long term costs and benefits
to arbitrarily short periods. Whatever the outcome of these deliberations, they are unlikely to be able to capture the outcome of all the
wealth creating activities of the organization in a single number, like
net income. If we can get this point generally accepted, perhaps the
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pressures to measure all performance through a measure created by
financial accountants will lessen. (Kaplan)
Can you .speculate on the characteristics offuture management accounting systems?
Future management accounting systems should distinguish clearly between two types of information — strategic profitability information and process control information —that most management accountants today derive from the sam e system , the financial
accounting system. There must be one system to provide information about the strategic variables that create value for an organization, In particular, this system should identify the long -run contribution that each product or service m akes to an organization's
profitability. This information is virtually non - existent in today's
management accounting systems. Second, there must be a system
that provides relevant information for controlling an organization's
operating processes. Here there must be timely and detailed information about the myriad economic events through which an organization efficiently creates value for the customer. Much of that information, referred to in the previous question, will not come from the
accounting system per se.
In the final analysis, the management accounting system must
help managers answer one fundamental question: why does this organization exist?
A proper management accounting system should reveal whether
an organization conducts its internal economic activities more efficaciously than another organization or unaided m arket exchange
might conduct the same activities. That is the ultimate strategic
question. A proper management accounting system must be designed to answer that question. (Johnson)
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Ironically, as management accounting systems
became less relevant and less representative of the
organization's operations and strategy, many
companies became dominated by senior executives
who believed they could run the firm "by the
numbers." Early 20th century organizations, such
as DuPont, General Motors, and General Electric, had been created by owners who well understood the technology of th ei r p ro d u ct s an d
processes.
In succeeding decades, however, chief executives were selected whose entire careers were spent
in staff functions, such as finance and legal. Lacking knowledge and uncomfortable with their
firms' underlying technology, these CEOs increasingly looked at what the projected short -term impact would be on financial measures when making
decisions — especially earnings - per -share and return-on- investment. But as product life cycles are
shortened, and more costs are incurred before
production begins (research and development,
product and process design, capital investment,
software development, and education and training), directly traceable product costs become a
much lower fraction of total costs. Consequently,
traditional financial measures, such as periodic
earnings and accounting ROI, become less useful
measures of corporate performance.
Accounting for Caravans
In some respects, this is not a new phenomenon. If we return to the 15th century and the publication of perhaps the original accounting book
by Fra Pacioli, we can ask what kinds of events
were occurring that led to a demand for accounting information. Undoubtedly, merchants in Venice were trading goods with other countries. Consider a group of Venetian investors who acquired
goods produced in Northern Italy and chartered
an expedition to sell these goods in India. Once
the goods were sold in India, the traders purchased tea, traveled back to Venice, and then sold
the tea. At the end of the expedition, the accountant subtracted the cost of the caravan and the
cost of acquiring the initial load of merchandise
from the revenues received from the sale of tea in
Italy to compute a profit for the entire trip, a profit to be distributed among the investors in the
venture.
This was a worthwhile role for accounting —to
compute the overall profitability of the venture
and to distribute the net proceeds (the retained
earnings) among the initial investors. However,
did the investors or the Venetian version of the
SEC or FASB also ask the accountant to compute
the expedition's profits during the third quarter of
1487 when the caravan was traversing the Persian
desert enroute to India? Probably not. Because
even in the early unsophisticated days of account30

ing 500 years ago, investors understood that allocating the total profits of expeditions to periods as
short as three months was not a meaningful exercise. Yet isn't the value of preparing monthly income statements for many of today's organizations not unlike an attempt to allocate the profits
of a lo ng ven ture to every month within that
venture?
Arguing that it is meaningless to allocate project profitability to short -time periods within the
life of a project does not imply that we believe it
fruitless to attempt to obtain valuable indicators
of short -term progress. Returning to our Venetian
expedition, there probably are many measures of
the caravan's performance during the third quarter of 1487 that the investors would be interested
in knowing, For example, what distance did the
caravan cover, and in what direction? How many
provisions are left? What is the condition of the
inventory being transported? Are t he wo rkers
content or rebellious? There are many potentially
useful indicators of the caravan manager's performance during the third quarter, 1487. But quarterly profits is not one of them!
And given the current competitive, technological environment, there are probably many better
indicators of a company's short -term performance
than its quarterly earnings. Certainly, cash flow is
important and we would want to know the pattern and structure of a company's cash receipts
and cash expenditures. But knowing sources and
uses of cash is very different from working hard
every month and every quarter to produce complete income statements and balance sheets, replete with amortizations, capitalizations, and
many other accruals.
Needed: Innovation
The challenge and opportunity for contemporary organizations is clear. Management accounting systems can and should be designed to support
the operations and the strategy of the organization. The technology exists to implement systems
radically different from those being used today.
What is lacking is knowledge. But this knowledge
can eme rge fro m ex p er i men t at i o n and
communication.
The innovative spirit of 100 years ago at the
outset of the scientific management movement
can be recaptured by creative managers and academic researchers who are committed to developing the new concepts for designing relevant management accounting systems.
This article was excerpted from a new book, Relevance Lost: The Rise and Fall of Management
Accounting, by H. Thomas Johnson and Robert S.
Kaplan, published by Harvard Business School
Press.
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NOWTHE ISAFASTEF4EASIERWAY
TOEARNYOURAPECREDITS
The Accountants
Television Network provides the important facts
you need to be more competitive and better informed. In easy - to-digest
videotape magazine form.
Each month you will
receive two hours of
video in four half -hour
segments, along with
written workbook material. Together these constitute four hours of
instruction time, enough
to provide a total of 48 CPE
credits for the year.

Network provides 48
credit hours annually.
The total cost is just
$100 per credit hour.
Whether it is used to
train five, ten, fifty or
two hundred people.
Compare that with the
cost of sending people
to seminars.
The Accountants
Television Network gives
your training program
complete flexibility.
Schedule regular weekly
or monthly group sessions, make the program
available for individuals, or use it both ways. ,

THEINFORMATIONYOUNEED,THECPE
CREDITSYOUWANT.INAMONTHLY
VIDEOTAPEMAGAZINEFORMAT.

THE LATEST NEWS.THE NEWEST VIDEO
TECHNIQUES.
The Accountants Television Network delivers news that is both timely and practical. You'll
be made aware of pronouncements from the
FASB, SEC, NAA, AICPA and others. There will
be summaries of new tax legislation. Plus information on new regulations and developments
you should know about.
Additionally, the videotapes will feature
useful and informative how -to ideas to help you
sharpen your professional skills. They will also
explore non - technical subjects that will aid your
development as a well rounded executive.
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The lack of suitable accounting models
has led factory managers to ignore accounting numbers entirely.
By ,James T. Mackey
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Even though manufacturing technology has made
significant strides, North American productivity
has lagged behind other industrialized countries.
In a recent survey of 32 companies, I identified 11
management accounting issues that have evolved
from developments in machine technology, management philosophies, and computerized planning
directly relevant to promodels. These issues
ductivity gains.
Of the 32 Canadian manufacturing plants participating in the study, one -third were U.S. subsidiaries; two, European; and the rest domestic. The
sample was selected from the Dun and Brad street's 1984 Guide to Manufacturers, with factory
size serving as the dominant criterion. Most of the
plants in the study were located in southern Ontario. Each plant had a minimum of 200 or more
factory employees. Five firms fell marginally below this figure. Ninety firms which seemed suitable were contacted; of these, 32 completed the
study.
The original study was intended to examine existing accounting systems. It involved two extensive questionnaires that were completed during
two -hour interview sessions with two key employees —the plant controller or accountant and the
plant or production manager. Each had a unique
view and specialized knowledge of management
problems. The issues presented here were distilled
from questionnaires, personal interviews, and my
own observations.
Six of the companies were engaged in metal
working; eight were in food processing; 11 were in
primary processing industries; three were engaged
in rubber products processing; and the remaining

four were involved in textiles, and furniture and
fixtures manufacturing.
Emerging Productivity Strategies
Three general productivity strategies were observed. The grouping has been identified by the
unique set of accounting issues they introduce.
The management accounting issues for each strategy tend to be different (see Figure 1).
The first productivity cluster concerns the introduction of new machine technology, perhaps
the most obvious and traditional way to improve
productivity. A second cluster encompasses the
group of strategies centered around new management philosophies. These concepts such as the
"focused factory approach" and just -in -time (JIT)
production give rise to the same general cost accounting issues.
Finally, a separate, but often related strategy,
involves the use of computerized scheduling models like Materials Requirements Planning and Material Resources Planning. These computerized
models may often be applied hand -in -hand with
the earlier strategies, but this need not always be
the case. The dominant feature that makes them
different is their degree of ability to produce timely and accurate data and, thus cope with complex,
stochastic operating environments.
Two significant, broad conclusions are evident
from this analysis: first, the technological world is
changing and accountants do not seem to be meeting the challenge; secondly, there seems to be a
group of problems that have well - developed solutions in theory but are not being implemented in
practice.
Consequently, recognition is given to two types
of accounting issues: new problems in theory, and
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old theoretically solved problems that seem to be
unsolved in practice. The issues underlying the
problems are not, strictly speaking, new; they
have always existed, But what makes them problems today is the changing environment. For large
manufacturing plants attempting to improve productivity, I have identified six emerging issues
that require theoretical development and five issues that require research to arrive at practical solutions. (Figure 1).
Emerging Issues Requiring Additional Research
1. PIECEMEAL SELECTION OF
NEW EQUIPMENT

in- process that should be kept. More than 50% of
the companies in the study stated that they have
significant work in process during 25% or more of
the time, indicating that excess work -in- process
inventories still exist in practice and hence are a
costing issue. Just -in -time management philosophies and the risk of high interest rates make the
need for more explicit costing models for work -inprocess stocks more pressing.
The basic philosophy of JIT is that factories
should not carry any work -in- process inventories
that are not being worked on. Each part or material input should only be available as it is needed to
keep the production flowing. Therefore, JIT suggests that there will be minimal inventories and no
idle time if the input for each operation arrives
just -in -time. These systems, however, are only optimal for repetitive manufacturing industries.
Few companies, however, are able to meet this
ideal perfectly and indeed some levels of work in
process can be very beneficial and cost effective
under conditions of operating and demand uncer-

Bottlenecks occur when machine capacities are
not perfectly balanced to production demand.
This is often the case when numerous products in
different volumes are required. Accounting systems need to be developed that will both identify
and cost bottleneck processes. Such systems
would aid management tremendously in the systematic selection of more efficient equipment and
in the assessment of the benefits of this equipment. This need could be filled by a system that
accumulates the cost of historical bottlenecks and
at the same time provides a means to model the
impact of alternative machinery choices. This issue borders on the need for computerized planning models and simulation.
The problem can be straightforward in process
technologies where a single machine or small cluster of machinery can be easily identified as the
bottleneck, but it becomes very complex as the
technology approaches a job shop. With a job
shop's highly variable demand, both the capacity
and the bottleneck machinery change with the
product mix. Ten companies in the study indicated that short -term capacity was difficult to measure because of product mix characteristics. Capital impro vemen t decisions tak e on a mo re
complex form. The make -or -buy solution to the
short -term capacity decision also becomes more
complex. The impact of machine purchases on
overall plant capacity can be significantly different under each set of conditions. Shifting bottlenecks make it more difficult to identify the optimal machinery replacement alternative. Research tainty. Certain amounts of work in process repreis required here to develop accounting systems sent stored capacity, and are used to protect
that support these decisions.
against perturbations in production activity and
demand surges with semi- finished products. Many
2. COSTING WORK -IN- PROCESS INVENTORIES
flow processes stored partially finished goods that
The most obvious costing need arising from could be converted into many end products on
new management philosophies (such as "Just -In- short notice, in effect, substituting finished goods
Time") is to reassess the cost of carrying inven- for work -in- process inventories. Hence, new intories. Work -in- process inventories make both the ventory costing models for work in process must
management of the workplace and response to de- include consideration of the cost and benefits of
mand uncertainty easier. Carrying costs are im- just -in -time versus protection against other operportant to decisions concerning the level of work- ating uncertainties.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1987
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3. COSTING RUSH ORDERS

Slightly less than half of the companies in the
study indicated that rush orders represented more
than 10% of their annual production. Such a high
level was surprising. And even more surprising
was the fact that none of these companies had developed models to estimate the costs and benefits
of accepting rush orders. With the pressures on
management to reduce inventories, the need to explore these costs will be increasing in the future.
The costing of rush orders has been virtually ignored by both practitioners and academics.
Rush orders can increase or decrease costs by
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the way that they influence the length of the production runs, sequencing of jobs, purchasing activities, machine set -ups, and inventory policies.
For some kinds of technology their cost impact
may be minimal. This is especially the case where
current delivery dates are loose and products are
relatively homogeneous. The necessary costing
models must be flexible enough to be used under
all operating conditions.
4. MARKETING AND
MANUFACTURING COORDINATION

While certain forms of computerized planning
systems allow rescheduling to be done on short
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notice, none of these models was used to determine the cost of meeting rush orders. Only informal systems were observed in practice. They invol ved es t i mat es and opi nio ns offered by
manufacturing and marketing to determine the
suitability of acceptance. Cases existed where
marketing, manufacturing or the general manager
had the final authority.
From a Darwinian point of view, the absence of
formal costing systems could be interpreted as satisfaction with current informal methods. However, it would be naive for either practitioners or
management to ignore the changing environment,
Reduction in inventories creates situations where,
increasingly, short-term manufacturing flexibility
will be used as a substitute. With decreases in the
inventory buffers between manufacturing and
sales, the coordination of these activities should
become a more important consideration. Related
to the management of rush orders and computer aided manufacturing is the issue of setup costs.
The significance and ability to measure setup costs
will influence both the cost and measurability of
rush orders.

Few academic accountants have investigated
accounting for machine setups. Alternative approaches to this costing problem have been limited mainly to professional journals and obscure
proceedings. However, setup costs are significant
for more than half of the responding firms. The
minimization of machine setup time has been recognized by engineers to be a central issue in improving manufacturing efficiency. Accountants
have largely ignored the impact of setup costs.
Machine setup costs are usually fixed for each job
lot. Hence, the problem of costing is similar to the
allocation of fixed costs over the number of units
per job run. In many modern production situations, however, variable lot sizing is the goal.
6. DOWNSCALING

A significant portion of most business school
curricula are devoted to the study of systematic
and efficient expansion strategies. Very few, if
any, curricula are directed to teaching the subject
of downscaling. In the study, however, it was
clear that numerous firms are suffering periods of
competitive decline. One manager in particular
was adamant about the need to improve his firm's
budgeting models so that rational and efficient
downscaling could be dovetailed with competitive
pricing behavior. Little, other than zero -base budgeting, has been done in this area. Clearly, the
typical engineering analysis would be useful; but
various types of flexible budgets, with perhaps
multiple costing objectives, are absolutely essential to analyze the impact on profits of various alMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1987

ternatives if we wish the choices to complement
the firm's technological changes.
Another form of downscaling also has achieved
wide acceptance in practice. In particular, ideas
about smaller units and the focused factory have
been introduced based on the success of the Japanese model. While enhanced productivity has
been achieved, this practice can be a very costly
alternative because it may involve scrapping existing equipment and purchasing more compatible
machinery. This kind of downscaling represents a
shift to designing a reduction in the number of
separately identifiable production stages and replacing them with self - reliant production cells.
Economic theory would say that this kind of
downscaling reduces the number of internal transactions that a firm would make. Consequently,

the need for accounting numbers to provide prices
for internal decisions would be reduced. In a
sense, this kind of downscaling designs an organization to need less accounting data, and, thus, this
strategy may influence the problem of costing inaccuracies (the transfer pricing problem) by eliminating the need for costing. This issue has not
been fully addressed in theory and clearly requires
more research.
These six emerging issues — piecemeal selection
of new equipment, costing work -in- process, rush
orders, marketing and manufacturing coordination, set -up costs, and downscaling —are new important problems that require precise cost data so
that management may systematically improve
manufacturing productivity. They have been
largely ignored in the past because in the context
of older technologies, management philosophies,
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1987

and growth economies, they were rarely significant cost elements. Today they can be linked directly to the drive for greater productivity.
Theoretical Models that Would Be Useful
in Practice
The second set of issues are more troublesome
and their solution may merely be a function of
time. It is not clear whether or not there has been
an implementation failure or whether the economic need to use these models has only very recently
appeared.
7. COSTING LONG -TERM VS.
SHORT -TERM CAPACITY

While piecemeal capacity additions represent
one solution to productivity improvement, a second strategy of jumping into holistic systems can
be accomplished on various scales— large -scale
technology [paper mills (two companies), glass
(two companies), steel (one company), chemicals
(four companies)], and smaller scale - technology
(downscaling) [fiberglass (one company), plastic
coatings and food processing (two companies)].
These are process technologies. The investment
processes that accommodate smaller articulated
production systems are less risky. But often the
larger process operations often require long periods of lead time to construct and, thus, must rely
on longer -term capacity forecasts.
Under these circumstances of longer lead times
and mixed capacities, modified volume variances
can be used to separate costs of current operations
from noncurrent strategic planning costs. Because
of the high cost of automated and robotic machinery, accounting systems as a matter of practice
should be generating variances that reflect the
cost of carrying under - utilized capacity. Managers
should be constantly made aware of existing excess capacities. This is especially useful for larger,
divisionalized, yet vertically integrated, companies. No such systems were observed in practice.

Business
schools devote
very little
study, if any, to
the subject of
downscaling
while
numerous firms
are suffering
periods of
competitive
decline.

8. PRICING

This issue of costing touches on another problem that has been observed by others — pricing.
Automated systems have shifted more relative
costs to fixed overhead categories. The labor content has been driven down, but overhead costs
have increased significantly. In many cases, direct
labor is a relatively small component of production costs. Such a preponderence of fixed, longterm costs makes incremental pricing hazardous
at best. Various versions of full -cost pricing have
been observed in practice for costing. The costs of
production, while relatively clear in theory, are
still a problem to the practitioners. In all fairness,
however, only six companies indicated that cost
accounting was used as a basis for pricing.
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9. BOTTLENECK MANAGEMENT

10. SCREENING RULES

Many of the companies (14) had very sophisticated and complex standard costing systems. Various managers, however, expressed dissatisfaction
and confusion with these systems. Some lamented
that because variances were too numerous, most
were meaningless. Managers frequently expressed
the concern that only a few variances were even
considered to be important and the remainder
were ignored.
Vari ance screen ing models have been researched and developed in the academic literature
for more than 20 years, but virtually no companies in the study used any models for screening
the reported variances. If this response can be
generalized to all other companies, considerable
research is necessary to explore the implementation problems and the conditions that will make
the screening models useful to management.
Finally, from discussions with plant managers
and a more detailed analysis of actual operating
systems, it is clear that many of the premises upon
which much of the academic work is based may
be incorrect. For example, much of the cost accounting literature evolved from quality control
theory, which is based on relatively restrictive statistical assumptions, These statistical confidence
intervals have been interpreted as limits to variance reports in order to implement management by- exception systems. But factory managers, in
fact, are rarely surprised by the variances that are
generated by accounting reports. Eighty -two percent of all companies used monthly reports while
Some planning models (like optimized produc- only the remaining 18% used more frequent,
tion technology for example) are set up to manage weekly reports. Variances then, when used, are
short -term bottleneck capacity. For the Master most often useful only for management above the
Production Schedule the computerized factory factory level.
This finding leads us to question the usefulness
management tools can be used to "juggle" men
of
disaggregated variances. Is the current educaand machinery to minimize bottlenecks and maxitional
emphasis misplaced? Should exercises in
mize the plant's short-term capacity. But these are
satisficing` models working within short -term price and efficiency variances be taught while igconstraints; they rarely use relevant costing be- noring behavioral and quantitative controls? In
yond actual short -term cash flows. They assume some cases, detailed accounting variances compleincremental contributions of added short -term mented other controls, while in others their exisproduction will justify certain strategies like over- tence seemed redundant. The conclusion that
seems to come through is that variances are used
time and varying lot sizes.
Accountants have developed models to deter- by higher -level managers to control the plant
mine opportunity costs using linear programming; manager's activities and not to evaluate individual
however, none of these models have been devel- responsibility centers within a production unit.
oped sufficiently to be applied widely in practice. This view represents a slightly different focus. For
It is clear that the value of efficiency variances for example, this might suggest that variances could
bottleneck departments is much greater than for be used in lieu of or to complement. ROI meanonbottleneck departments. But these issues are sures. This observation, while intriguing, was not
not as clear in practice as they are in theory. None pursued in the study.
of the companies in the study changed the price of
efficiencies or inefficiencies to reflect varying op- 11. QUALITY CONTROL
Finally, quality is an issue of interest to the acportunity costs. Little research has been done into
the issues that need to be resolved in order to im- countant. Quality in a manufacturing context refers to meeting production specifications. Some
plement the theoretical models.

About one third of the firms in the study found
that capacity varied with the product mix and was
thus difficult to predict. Under these conditions,
different machine groups will limit production capacity with alternative product mixes. Consequently, management needs to evaluate the costs
and benefits of exploiting these bottlenecks.
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factories (seven companies) use the first few production stages to standardize their throughput for
the remaining conversion process. The great majority of the companies (two- thirds or more) expressed concerns about the quality of production
inputs.
Often companies have few alternatives and
must accept the quality of input materials as a given condition. This is often the case with resource processing industries. Other companies, however,
could improve input quality by purchasing more
expensive inputs that would guarantee consistency. These companies believe that the savings from
variations in quality offset any extra production
costs. This approach is the direct opposite to
many Japanese production philosophies where
consistent quality is valued highly and given absolute priority. Clearly management should evaluate
this strategy carefully.
From the accountant's point of view, deliberate
variation of quality makes efficiency variances difficult to interpret. In theory, multiple standards
have been suggested as a solution to this problem.
While the situations in practice where this approach may be useful are restricted, there would
appear to be conditions where multiple standards
or a socio -tech approach may be more useful. It is

interesting that standards are still being used in
many of these environments even under conditions of unreliable quality inputs.
Where Do We Go from Here?
I feel the results of this study are very important to the management accountant because of the
links between particular productivity strategies
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and related costing problems. If certain specified
strategies are to be followed, the accountant must
consider the cost accounting issues or endanger
the success of these strategies. Specific methods
and research objectives, not heretofore examined,
that accountants can use to promote the success of
productivity strategies have been proposed. Factory managements' current solution to the lack of
suitable accounting models has been to ignore accounting numbers entirely. I would suggest that
this is a less than satisfactory solution,
Generalizing the results of this study to a larger
universe is precluded by the sample location
(chiefly southern Ontario), size (larger manufacturing plants), and participation (about one -third
of the companies approached agreed to participate). However, many ofthe companies were subsidiaries or branch plants of larger organizations
both national and international —one -third were
U.S. subsidiaries and two were European subsidiaries. Consequently, my findings are representative of a wider population of firms.
The following specific issues need to be investigated further:
1. The role of cost systems in the selection ofnew
equipment under varying technologies needs to
be reconsidered.
2. Models and techniques to determine the costs
and benefits of work -in- process inventories
must be developed.
3. The manufacturing costs of rush orders may be
useful and should be developed.
4. Data and decision models concerning the problems of coordination and motivation of sales
and manufacturing using accounting data must
be explored.
S. The implications of alternative accounting
methods for setup costs should be investigated.
6. Accounting and budgeting for downscaling
must be introduced to the curriculum.
7. The implementation problems of theoretically
sound accounting methods must not be ignored. The reasons for the preferences for relatively crude applications of volume variances,
pricing, bottleneck costing, variance screening
rules, and quality control must be thoroughly
examined and understood.

Managers
expressed
dissatisfaction
with their
complex
standard
costing
systems.

Both academic and professional accountants
must be responsible for the necessary changes in
manufacturing accounting practices. Both groups
must share their knowledge, successes, and failures. Working together, these two sectors of the
accounting profession can open the workplace to
new ideas.
'Theory promulgated by Economist Herbert A. Simon that executives do noI try to
maximize profit but, possessing incomplete information. settled for what they
would regard as "satisfactory" profits, coining the term "profit satisficing.-
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Standards of Ethical Conduct
for Management Accountants
Management accountants have an obligation to the organizations
they serve, their profession, the public, and themselves to maintain
the highest standards of ethical conduct. In recognition of this obligation, the National Association of Accountants has promulgated
the following standards of ethical conduct for management accountants. Adherence to these standards is integral to achieving the ObjectivesofManagement Accounting.' Management accountants shall
not commit acts contrary to these standards nor shall they condone
the commission of such acts by others within their organizations.

Objectivity

Competence

In applying the standards of ethical conduct, management accountants may encounter problems in identifying unethical behavior
or in resolving an ethical conflict. When faced with significant ethical issues, management accountants should follow the established
policies of the organization bearing on the resolution of such conflict. Ifthese policies do not resolve the ethical conflict, management
accountants should consider the following course of action:

Management accountants have a responsibility to:
• Maintain an appropriate level of professional competence by ongoing development of their knowledge and skills.
• Perform their professio nal duties in accordance with relevant
laws, regulations, and technical standards.
• Prepare complete and clear reports and recommendations after
appropriate analyses of relevant and reliable information.

Confidentiality
Management accountants have a responsibility to:
• Refrain from disclosing confidential information acquired in the
course of their work except when authorized, unless legally obligated to do so.
• Inform subordinates as appropriate regarding the confidentiality
of information acquired in the course of their work and monitor
their activities to assure the maintenance of that confidentiality.
• Refrain from using or appearing to use confidential information
acquired in the course of their work for unethical or illegal advantage either personally or through third parties.

Integrity
Management accountants have a responsibility to:
• Avoid actual or apparent conflicts of interest and advise all appropriate parties of any potential conflict.
• Refrain from engaging in any activity that would prejudice their
ability to carry out their duties ethically.
• Refuse any gift, favor, or ho sp itality th at wo uld influ ence or
would appear to influence their actions.
• Refrain from either actively or passively subverting the attainment
of the organization's legitimate and ethical objectives.
• Recognize and communicate professional limitations or other constraints that would preclude responsible judgment or successful
performance of an activity.
• Communicate unfavorable as well as favorable information and
professional judgments or opinions.
• Refrain from engaging in or supporting any activity that would
discredit the profession.
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Management accountants have a responsibility to:
• Communicate information fairly and objectively.
• Disclose fully all relevant information that could reasonably be
expected to influence an intended user's understanding of the reports, comments, and recommendations presented.

Resolution of Ethical Conduct

• Discuss such problems with the immediate superior except when
it appears that the superior is involved, in which case the problem
should be presented initially to the next higher managerial level. If
satisfactory resolution cannot be achieved when the problem is
initially presented, submit the issues to the next higher managerial
level.
If the immediate superior is the chief executive officer, or equivalent, the acceptable reviewing authority may be a group such as
the audit committee, executive committee, board of directors,
board of trustees, or owners. Contact with levels above the immediate superior should be initiated only with the superior's knowledge, assuming the superior is not involved.
• Clarify relevant concepts by confidential discussion with an objective advisor to obtain an understanding of possible courses of
action.
• If the ethical conflict still exists after exhausting all levels of internal review, the management accountant may have no other recourse on significant matters than to resign from the organization
and to submit an informative memorandum to an appropriate representative of the organization.
Except where legally prescribed, communication ofsuch problems
to authorities or individuals not employed or engaged by the organization is not considered appropriate.
'National Association of Accountants. Statements on Management Aceoantlng: Objectives ojManagomerit Accounting. Statement No. la, New York. N.Y.. June 17, 1982.
As a service to memberr. NAA is n7Wnting this statement on 'Standards of Ethical Conduct for the
Management Accountant. - You can obtain a copy ofthis varemenr fSMA lc) by sending St. 50 to Special
Order Dept.. NAA. 10 Paragon Drive. Montvale. NJ 07615.1760
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The Push -Down
Accounting Controversy
This accounting method decreases net income,
degrades the price- earnings ratio,
and reduces dividends.

By Charles L. Holley, Edward C. Spede,
and Michael C. Chester, Jr.
Push -down accounting is an evolving concept for
which no authoritative statement has been issued.
However, there are pronouncements of several accounting and governmental bodies that contain
principles and procedures that are relevant to the
concept. The Financial Accounting Standards
Board (FASB), in its deliberations on the reporting entity, is currently addressing the use of the
concept and a Statement of Financial Accounting
Standards is expected to be issued this year.
Push -down accounting has been defined as:

"'

"The establishment of a new accounting and
reporting basis for an entity in its separate
financial statements, based on a purchase
transaction in the voting stock of the entity,
that results in a substantial change of ownership of the outstanding voting stock of the
entity.
This definition states that the basis for the acquired entity's assets, liabilities, and stockholders'
equity should be derived from the purchase transaction. That is, the carrying value of the stock to
the investor is "pushed down" and is deemed to
be the new basis for the net assets.
In January 1982, the FASB added push -down
accounting to its agenda in the area of "Consolidations and the Equity Method." The central issue is whether there are specific circumstances
when push -down account ing should be required,
permitted, or prohibited. Some important considerations are:
What degree of control should trigger the use of
push -down accounting?
How should the assignment of values to assets,
liabilities, and minority interest be accomplished when the controlling interest is less than
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1987

100 %?
Should step transactions for changes in ownership be allowed, and if so, what is the appropriate time period?
• Should implementation be limited to corporations only?
• Should the concept be applied to spin -offs and
split -offs?
0 Should retained earnings of the predecessor
firm be carried forward, and if not, should subsequent retained earnings be dated?
0

The increased use of leveraged buyouts has
stimulated interest in the use of push -down accounting. When a takeover is leveraged, a large
part of the purchase price is borrowed with the
loan being secured by the assets of the target company. Lenders require the liability to be reflected
on the acquired company's books, and, if a substantial premium has been paid, the entity's balance sheet is downgraded. However, if push -down
accounting were allowed, the assets and liabilities
of the acquired company would be revalued to reflect the purchase price. This would permit the
premium over historical cost to be recorded in the
separate financial statements of the subsidiary,
thereby enhancing the balance sheet. The result
can be especially advantageous when the acquired
company is subject to governmental regulatory requirements regarding capital or covenants on outstanding debt.
The Issues
The push -down acco unt ing deb ate can be
summed up as relevancy versus historical cost.
Supporters of the method view a transaction in
which a substantial change in ownership takes
place as one where net assets are purchased and a
new business is established. In such an instance,
the most relevant basis for measuring assets, equities, and results of operations from the new owner's perspective is the price paid for the net assets.
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This approach also is viewed as capturing the substance rather than the form of the transaction.
Proponents contend that symmetry in presentation is necessary. Therefore, separate financial
statements of subsidiary companies should be
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based on the purchase price of the entity because
that is the basis required in consolidated financial
statements. In extending the symmetry viewpoint,
advocates of push -down accounting note that
FAS 14 requires that a parent's cost be the basis
used when reporting segment information, They
argue that to report other information in separate
financial statements would be to issue conflicting
and confusing financial data,
Opponents of the method contend that the historical cost basis of accounting is violated by use
of push -down accounting. The use of the purchase
price set in a transaction between shareholders as
a new basis for financial statements disregards the
separate entity assumption. The activity of an enterprise must be distinguished from the transactions of its owners. The accounting quality of
comparability would be lost if a new basis were
used. It is conceivable that some companies would
be in violation of debt agreements after pushing
down the purchase price. Finally, opponents ask
for a logical method of determining which stockholder transactions would quality for pushing
down. Certainly not all stock exchanges would
qualify, but at what percentage of ownership
change would a cutoff occur?
It should be noted that advocacy of and oppostion to push -down accounting sometimes shifts
depending on circumstances. Acceptability may
vary if a company has publicly or institutionally
held outstanding debt, or if there is a class of
stock excluded from the transaction. Support also
differs depending on the percentage change in
ownership and whether the change in ownership
involves noncorporate entities.
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Current Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) guidance regarding business acquisitions is contained in APB Opinion 16 (Business
Combinations). This opinion requires that a new
cost basis be used in consolidated statements for
the assets and liabilities of a purchased enterprise.
The new basis is established by the price paid by
the acquiring entity in the exchange transaction.
In certain circumstances, GAAP requires that
consolidated financial statements be issued. However, in these cases, no requirement exists regarding presentation of separate statements for individual subsidiaries. As a result, there is no specific
guidance in APB 16 on whether or not acquisition
cost to a parent corporation should be used in a
subsidiary's separate statements.
The Committee on Accounting Procedure first
dealt with the topic of business combinations in
Accounting Research Bulletin (ARB) 43, "Restatement and Revision of Accounting Research
Bulletins." Chapter 7, Section C of this Bulletin,
provided guidance on accounting when two or
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Push -down accounting has an impact on the
balance sheet and the income statement —its use
results in a stronger balance sheet through the enhancement of capital. In general, it can have a
negative effect on the income statement by reducing net income, by degrading the price- earnings
ratio, and by reducing dividends when certain
debt covenants are introduced. Moreover, an in-
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After raising these questions, the FASB deferred
action on the issues until the conceptual framework project progressed to a greater extent.
The Securities & Exchange Commission in Staff
Accounting Bulletin (SAB) 54 of November 3,
1983, presents the staffs position on applying
push -down accounting. The SAB states that when
a purchase transaction results in an entity's becoming substantially wholly owned, the entity's
assets and liabilities have a new basis of accounting. The staff reasoned that if a parent company
controls the form of ownership, the basis of assets
and liabilities should be the same regardless of
whether the acquired company remains a legally
separate entity or is merged into the parent. However, the SAB does not require push -down accounting when circumstances may impact on the
parent company's control of the form of ownership. This may occur when the acquired corporation has outstanding public debt, preferred stock,
or a significant minority interest.
The Federal Home Loan Bank Board ( FHLBB)
in its January 17, 1983 Memorandum R55, concluded that push -down accounting would be permitted in certain circumstances. The FHLBB considers push -down accounting acceptable when the
acquisition transaction is assured to be arms length, at least a 90% controlling interest is acquired, and the transaction takes place within a
12 -month period. The memorandum also indicates that the method is appropriate only if the
acquisition is accounted for as a purchase. Finally,

An Illustration
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• Should the acquired entity's balance sheet reflect the p arent compan y's co st including
goodwill?
• Should the income statement show amortization and depreciation based on the parent company's cost?
• Should a new cost basis be reflected in statements of a subsidiary with a significant minority interest?
• If so, how should the amounts be allocated?
• Should the stockholders' equity section be restated to include only post - acquisition earnings?

to a caveat to supervisory personnel, the memorandum recommends that evidence in the form of
assurance from an independent public accountant
be obtained to support the staff's determination
regarding the appropriateness for any particular
entity.
Another recent event that, while not directly
applicable to financial accounting and reporting,
gives rise to an acceptance of the use of pushdown accounting in practice is a 1982 change in
the Internal Revenue Code (IRC). The Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 changed
Section 334 of the IRC. Previously, in order to
elect a stepped -up basis for the assets of an acquired company, the acquiring entity had to liquidate the subsidiary. Currently, under Section 338,
a stepped -up basis may be elected without liquidation, thus putting the Code in agreement with the
position of the SEC in stating that the same basis
should be required regardless of whether or not
the corporations are merged.

$

more businesses combine. This section was superseded by ARB 48 which, in turn, was replaced by
APB 16.
In Implementation Issue 13 ofthe FASB's 1976
Discussion Memorandum, "Accounting for Business Combinations and Purchased Intangibles,"
the Board raised the question of whether or not
the new accounting basis of an acquired company
recognized in combined financial statements
should be recognized in the separate financial
statements of the acquired company. The memorandum requested respondents to address questions relating to:
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come statement prepared under push -down accounting will conform to the matching principle
(expenses are matched with revenues) and will
provide a basis for the determination of return on
investment and the payback period.
The application of push -down accounting is illustrated by the following hypothetical examples.
The balance sheet and income statement of Target
Firm before acquisition are presented in Figure 1.
Assume that Parent Holding Company makes a
leveraged buyout of 100% of Target Firm's common stock for $15 million using $5 million of its
own funds and borrowing the other $10 million.
The loan is secured by the assets of Target Firm
and there is a covenant on the debt that dividends
be limited to no more than 10% of net income if
income falls below $.80 per share. Assume that in
the past a regular dividend of $36 per share has
been paid. If push -down accounting is not used,
the balance sheet and income statement of Target
Firm after the acquisition will be as shown in Figure 2.
The balance sheet after acquisition presents a
poor financial position. The firm has no equity
and the long -term debt equity ratio has gone from
.50 to 13/4. The results of operations show a
slight decrease in earnings per share because of
the increase in interest expense caused by the increase in long -term debt. The earnings are still
above $.80 per share so dividends are not curtailed
because of the debt covenant and the price -earnings ratio has increased to 17.9 from 15.

Consider now how the financial statements look
when push -down accounting is used. In this case a
premium of $9 million has been paid. The fixed
assets and the other long -term debt are revalued
at their fair value and the excess over fair value
recorded as an intangible. Assume the other longterm debt is reduced by $.5 million and fixed assets are increased by $2 million. The financial
statements will now look like that in Figure 3.
The balance sheet is now relatively stronger.
Equity is at $5 million and the long -term debt equity ratio has changed to two and one -half from
13/4. Net income decreased to $437,000 because
of increased depreciation expense from the revaluing of fixed assets. Earnings per share has decreased to $.44. This is below the $.80 debt covenant so dividends must be held to a maximum of
10% of earnings or four and four - tenths cents per
share. This is a considerable reduction from the
previously paid dividend of $.36. The price -earnings ratio has increased from 17.9 to 34. The effective tax rate has increased from 40% to 48% becau se of the inabi lity now to expense the
amortization of goodwill.
Now consider the case where no debt is involved and Parent Holding Company provides all
of the $15 million to p urchas e Target Firm's
stock. No additional debt is incurred and therefore there is no debt covenant. Under historical
cost accounting, the financial statements will be
identical before and after the acquisition. Under
push -down accounting the statements will be as
shown in Figure 4.
The balance sheet now reflects the fair values
paid for by the purchase of the stock. Equity is
$15 million and the long -term debt equity ratio is
.17. Net income is slightly improved over that in
the leveraged buyout because of the elimination of
the interest on the loan. The price- earnings ratio
has changed to 25. The effective tax rate is now
46%.
A Recommendation
Push -down accounting is an emerging issue
that focuses on inconsistent accounting practices
followed when ownership of a subsidiary or other
component of a business entity is transferred to
new owners or when the ownership of an entire
business entity is substantially changed. The use
of push -down accounting has an impact on both
the balance sheet and income statement. Often it
is very significant. Consequently, in establishing
policy for an accounting standard, we recommend
that the final pronouncement reflects certain conceptual accounting objectives such as usefulness
and relevance.
❑
AICPA Issues Paper, "Push -Down Accounting,- by the Task Force on Consolidation Problems (Accounting Standards Division) October 30. 1979.
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By Martha A. Fasci,
Timothy J. Weiss,
and Robert L. Worrall
Many corporate controllers are charged with providing financial and accounting information to divisional managers who are making day -to -day operat i n g deci s io ns . F req u en t l y, h o wever,
controllers have neither the analytical staff nor
the advance knowledge of pending operational decisions to carry out this responsibility effectively.
As a result, some decisions that should be reviewed from a cost/benefit standpoint are not analyzed, or, at best, the analysis is performed by a
no n accou n tan t using imp reci se an al yti cal
techniques.
United Services Automobile Association, a diversified insurance and financial services complex
headquartered in San Antonio, Texas, has solved
this problem. USAA, which provides property
and casualty insurance, life insurance, banking,
mutual funds, real estate investments, discount
brokerage, wholesale consumer buying, and travel
services to approximately 1.5 million members
worldwide, developed a simple yet comprehensive
system of analysis that anyone can use.
Presuming that any operating manager facing a
major decision would want financial or cost/benefit data as input, the Association took steps to ensure that accurate data could be made available in
an easy -to -use form. USAA's cost/benefit analysis
program has been operating successfully for 10
years. Here's how it works.
Through a written statement outlining pertinent departments' responsibilities, the chairman
established a cost/benefit analysis program. The
day -to -day responsibility for conducting cost/benefit studies lies with operating managers throughout the company, not with the corporate controller or fi nance officer. When requested, the
corporate finance officer acts as a technical consultant on a study and has primary responsibility
for the cost/benefit analysis program. The corporate finance officer also publishes and distributes
to all groups, divisions, and departments copies of
the USAA Standard Costing Manual, which tells
how to conduct a cost/benefit study. Its major
components are:
L A practical guide to comparing the most commonly used analytical techniques, such as incremental vs. full costing and discounted cash
flow analysis vs. accrual basis accounting.
2. A set of examples of standard costing studies
demonstrating the application of these analytical techniques in common operating situations,
such as purchase vs. lease and "go or no -go"
decisions on proposed projects.
3. A set of standard costing forms used to sumMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1987

marize financial data incorporated in the analysis. The forms simplify the analysis and standardize the medium through which the results
are communicated.
4. A set of standard costing factors used to quantify both costs and benefits in the analysis.
Line and staff managers have access to the
Standard Costing Manual so they can conduct
cost /benefit studies quickly, using appropriate
and accurate analytical techniques even if they
have had no previous accounting or financial
training. Although the corporate finance staffs
role is smaller because of the decentralization, the
department still can serve as technical consultant
to a cost/benefit study or as primary analyst in
more complex studies. Cost/benefit analyses may
be performed routinely, but they are required by
the chairman for decisions involving USAA resources above $100,000.
Conducting a Standard Costing Study

Martha A. Fasci, CPA,
is associate professor
of accounting and
information systems at
the University of Texas
at San Antonio. She
holds a Ph.D. degree
from the University of
Texas at Austin. Dr.
Fasci is the 1987 -88
president -elect of the
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USAA's standard costing program classifies analyses on the basis of whether they have an accounting or a financial objective. These two objectives, however, do not lead the analysis effort
down mutually exclusive paths. In fact, the process is a two -step procedure that accomplishes
both objectives. The procedure usually addresses
the financial objective first. Then, once a decision
has been made to devote resources to a particular
option, the accounting consequences are measured
on a pro forma basis.
FINANCIAL OBJECTIVE

The financial objective of a standard costing
study is to select the most cost - effective option
among several competing alternatives by measuring incremental cash flows discounted for the time
value of money. In addition, to assure a complete
review from a senior management perspective,
nonfinancial elements often are itemized even
though they cannot be quantified.
Because the standard costing program addresses day -to -day operating decisions, organizational
and staffing changes required to accommodate
growth or changing business conditions constitute
the largest single type of cost/benefit analysis. For
example, one study evaluated several alternatives
for appraising automobile physical damage
claims. The analysis consisted of determining the
incremental costs of leasing inspection sites, hiring
new personnel, and providing them with training
and support, then comparing these costs to the reduction in independent appraiser fees that could
be expected, The study found that in areas of high
membership concentration leasing inspection sites
and employing USAA personnel was more cost
effective than paying independent appraisers. Lat-
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er, operating personnel employing these same
techniques determined on a case -by -case basis
when specific locations should be converted.
Another activity on which the program focuses
is the acquisition of capital assets and method of
procurement. For example, property and casualty
insurance group personnel recently completed a
study that indicated that substantial savings in
both personnel and paper could be obtained by
maintaining procedure manuals online with a
computerized system. The operating personnel
also determined that the computer equipment and
related software should be purchased rather than
leased in order to maximize the net present value

Table 1

tion expense. The manual also advises the reader
to refer technical questions on accrual accounting
to the group accounting department and to be
aware of the impact of certain types of overhead
expense, such as expenses relating to the computer
center, office rent, and other chargebacks or allocations incurred by the entity as a result of a decision on a particular project.
Standard Farms Help
USAA designed five different standard costing
forms to help the user apply analytical principles
consistently when satisfying the financial objective. Each form covers a five -year period to coin-

STANDARD COST FACTOR TABLE
SAN ANTONIO OFFICE
PROJECTED YEAR 19XX
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Personnel
Average
Personnel
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Cost
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Benefits Subtotal Expense Expense Expense Expense Subtotal
Bonus
Grade Salary Bonus
Increase
12
13
14

$ 238
252
276

$ 0
0
0

$ 3
3
3

$ 9
9
10

3=1
35
36

1,183
1,241
1,321

0
0
0

0
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$ 16
16
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$ 25
25
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0
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0
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11
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9
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52
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88
88
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1,545
1,621
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9
9
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88
88
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1,709
1,813

Accounting
12
13
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0
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3
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$ 9
9
10

34
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1,183
1,241
1.321

0
0
0

0
0
0

43
45
48

36

$

65
69

11

11

of this proposal.
ACCOUNTING OBJECTIVE
The accounting objective of a standard costing
study is to isolate the impact of various decisions
or projects on the income statement, budget,
product line report, profit center report, or other
comparable accounting statement. Usually the
translation of incremental cash flows into accounting data to satisfy the accounting objective is
fairly straightforward. The manual describes the
accrual concept of accounting as it applies to the
capitalization of asset acquisition costs and the periodic write -off of these costs through deprecia46

cide with the USAA long -range planning horizon,
although some studies may be performed over a
shorter time length. The Summary Worksheet
summarizes detailed costs and benefits from other
standard costing forms. Tangible Benefits itemizes
reductions to, savings in, or prevention of planned
additions to personnel and expenses. Development
Costs and Operating Costs itemize costs of additions to or dedication of personnel and expenses.
Capital Expenditures itemizes costs and benefits
related to purchasing or leasing capital assets and
calculates net present value of options. No standardized forms have been developed for analyses
satisfying the accounting objective, mainly beMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1987

cause each USAA operating group has unique
budget and accounting standards and formats.
Two sets ofstandard cost factor tables also have
been developed to help persons using the manual
quantify analysis results. As shown in Table 1,
one set offactors was developed using incremental
costing techniques. These factors are appropriate
for analyses satisfying the financial objective. The
second set offactors shown in the table reflect accounting conventions adopted by the company,
and they are useful when addressing the accounting objective.
Both cost factor sets project a weekly cost for
each of the pay grades in the USAA salary plan,
and both contain the same personnel and personnel maintenance components. The method of developing the employee benefits, equipment, and
office space rental expense components differs because of the existence of accounting chargebacks
and cost allocation systems.
Only expenses and equipment common to the
majority of personnel at USAA are included in
the standard cost factors. As such, they can be
viewed as a baseline to which other expenses can
be added. For example, only ordinary office supplies have been included in the cost factors, so the
cost of special forms needed to implement a proposed change can be added without duplication.
How Effective Is the Program?
The corporate finance department, which is responsible for the cost/benefit analysis program,
says it is successful. Other key executives who
make day -to -day operating decisions that require
financial input agree. They note that most association executives are aware of the standard costing
program and actually have read the USAA Standard Costing Manual. Most are requiring subordinate management personnel to use the standard
approach to cost /benefit analysis whenever appropriate and as required by corporate policy. For the
most part, executives use informal methods to familiarize their subordinates with the manual's
contents. Some executives have just one manual
available for everyone to use, while others provide
each manager with a copy. Similarly, some executives give informal, individual instruction to managers, while ot hers h ol d group instru ction
sessions.
Executives rated the manual and its standard
costing forms and factors as effective, easy to
comprehend, and easy to complete. Managers
were pleased with their ability to conduct cost/
benefit studies independently and satisfied with
the technical consulting support provided by the
corporate finance department. An overwhelming
majority ofUSAA executives considered the standard costing program helpful and necessary.
Pleased with their standardized approach to
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1987

cost /benefit analysis, USAA executives recommend that other companies consider installing
similar programs if they want to provide valid financial inputs to their operating managers who
make important day -to -day decisions. Other companies that want to initiate a similar program
should include these key elements of the USAA
program:
• Senior management must provide the impetus
and support for the program. Leadership by example is critical if the program is to be used
widely by lower management levels.
• The standard costing program should be installed using a written corporate policy that is
communicated and explained to managers at all
levels.
• The program should be accompanied by a standard costing manual that explains in "cookbook" fashion to the nonfinancial manager the
preparation of a valid cost/benefit analysis. The
manual should be user friendly in its language.
Standard costing forms and tables of standard
costing factors can simplify both the completion of the analysis as well as the communication of its results.
• The corporate controller or corporate finance
officer should be prepared to assist any nonfinancial user in completing a cost/benefit study.
Additionally, corporate policy should require a
technical review of completed studies above
specified dollar thresholds to ensure the accuracy of the financial inputs to the decision - making
process.
Constant Attention Is Necessary
Any program must be nurtured over its lifetime
to assure its continued use, acceptance, and appropriateness. USAA periodically updates its
USAA Standard Costing Manual, tables, factors,
and forms. In addition, the corporate finance department is in the process of developing cost/benefit seminars to present in each department. These
seminars will introduce the standard costing program to newcomers as well as refresh persons already familiar with the program. The corporate finance dep artmen t also is planning to fully
integrate the program with the capital budgeting
process to make sure all items approved in the
capital budget have been subjected to a cost/benefit analysis.
Major executive -level decisions require input
covering a wide range of subjects such as product
development, marketing, production, finance, and
employee morale. A standardized approach to
cost /benefit analysis can help the corporate controller ensure that any decision maker in the company will have valid financial input as part of the
daily decision- making process.
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An improvement in internal controls
from `inadequate to adequate'
decreases average audit hours 52 %.

By Kathryn M. Means and Paul M. Kazenski
How seriously should you consider implementing
your auditor's recommended improvements in internal control? Can management action on an auditor's recommendations influence audit fees? If
audit fees necessarily reflect an estimate of total
Kathryn M. Means, audit hours, and if management can influence the
Ph.D., CPA, is total time required to complete the audit, then
associate professor of
accounting at Florida management action can affect audit fees!
Atlantic University,
We conducted a recent study that examined the
Boca Raton, Fla. This
relationship
of internal control ratings by the auarticle was submitted
through Fort ditor, the incidence of interim testing, and total
Lauderdale Chapter.
audit. hours. The results of this study demonstrate
that there is a positive relationship between internal control ratings, interim testing, and audit
hours. The relationships are significant because
they place management in a position to apply a
meaningful cost/benefit analysis to the auditor's
recommendations by quantifying the influence
management has over total audit time. Moreover,
we developed a model that will aid management
in predicting and monitoring total hours necesPaul M. Kazenski is an sary to complete an audit.
instructor of
We studied audit clients in the South Florida
accounting at Florida
Atlantic University and area by distributing questionnaires to 19 local ofa member of the Fort
Lauderdale Chapter. fices of the Big 8 firms. We asked for information
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about the size of the audited firm (as measured by
annual sales volume), the actual number of audit
hours, the auditor's assessment of the client's internal controls, and whether or not interim testing
was performed. To ensure that other, industry specific factors would not affect the comparability
of the observations, we limited responses to those
clients engaged in light manufacturing.
We focused on audit hours rather than on audit
fees because audit hours were deemed to be more
indicative of the effort expended by both the auditor and the client in completing the audit. Moreover, the use of audit hours, rather than fees,
avoided the introduction of certain complications
such as relative negotiating skills of the auditor
and the client, and differences caused by the expectation of repeat engagements, among others.
Also, it is reasonable to assume that audit fees, at
least in part, reflect the auditor's expectation of
the time necessary to complete the engagement.
Finally, focusing on audit hours ensures that the
results are more generally applicable because billing rates might vary geographically.
Analyzing the Sample
In any given sample of audit clients, one would
expect to find that the number of hours required
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/JANUARY 1987

to complete an audit would increase as firm size
increases. In the first stage of the analysis, therefore, we focused on determining if the data contain ed in the res p on s e s amp l e met this
expectation.
The sample was categorized into two groups,
based on sales volume, of those falling above the
median in annual sales volume and those falling
below. Each of these two categories was further
subdivided into those falling above the median in
audit hours and those falling below. The results of
a chi - square test applied to the resulting 2 x 2 matrix indicated that the relationship between annual
sales volume and audit hours was not random.
The systematic relationship between these two
factors suggests that sales volume might be a reasonable basis on which to predict audit hours.
The mean audit hours per $ million of annual
sales volume was found to be 73.60. The standard
deviation about this mean was calculated to be
86.54 hours per $ million in annual sales. While
this provides a starting point for predicting actual
audit hours, the magnitude of the standard deviation precludes making estimates with any degree
of precision.
This finding appears consistent with the lack of
published research on this topic. Because audit
hours apparently cannot be predicted solely on
firm size, other factors that influence the amount
of total audit time need to be identified before developing a predictive model.
The state of the client's internal control, as
judged by the auditor, was considered to be one
factor that might influence the amount of audit
time. The next stage of the analysis, therefore,
compared those firms receiving an adequate overall rating on internal control with those firms
whose internal controls were judged to be inadequate. It appeared reasonable to expect that firms
with good internal controls would require less audit effort, in terms of the extent of audit tests performed, than those firms whose internal controls
were less than adequate.
In order to ensure that a comparison of these
two groups was valid, the median test' was employed to determine whether the two groups —
those rated adequate and those rated inadequate —were drawn from the same population. No
statistical difference between the two groups was
found. This finding implies that any differences
between the two client groups stem, at least in
part, from the differences in the internal control
ratings and not from some fundamental difference
in firm characteristics.
A comparison between the two client groups
shows a dramatic difference (Figure 1). The group
rated adequate required significantly lower audit
hours than did the group rated inadequate -64%
lower —on a size adjusted basis. This tends to supMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1987

port the view that improved internal controls do
benefit the audit client, and suggests that there is a
significant benefit, in terms of reduced audit
hours, in obtaining an adequate overall rating on
internal controls.
While these results are interesting, there remains a question as to what other factor(s) may be
present that also influence audit time.
A further analysis of the data showed that interim testing was performed on only 16% of the
firms whose overall rating on internal control was
inadequate, while 65% of the firms whose overall
rating was adequate were interim tested. Accordingly, it appeared that the performance of interim
testing during the course of the audit could be
used as the basis to further partition the client
group that had been rated adequate in internal
controls. The mean and standard deviation of the
audit hours required by those clients who employed year -end testing only was compared to
those employing interim testing (see Figure 2).
We tested the mean audit hours for the two
groups and determined the difference was statistically significant. This supports the contention that
management can obtain still further reductions in
audit time by employing interim testing in combination with improving internal controls.

Figure 1
Actual Audit Hours
A verage audit hours
per $ million in sales
S tandard deviation

166.77

58.85

OVERALL RATING
ADEQUATE
INADEQUATE
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Figure 2
Sample Rated Adequate in Internal Control
® Average audit ho urs

77.00

per $ million in sales
Standard deviation

58.85
49.24

INTERIM TESTING EMPLOYED
YES
' '
NO

COMBINED

interim testing.
Armed with these data, management now can
estimate the reductions in audit hours resulting
from (1) an improvement in the overall rating of
internal control from inadequate to adequate; and
(2) incorporating interim testing as part of the audit program, given that internal controls have
been rated adequate. An improvement in internal
controls, from inadequate to adequate, decreases
the mean audit hours per $ million of sales from
161.2 to 77.00, a decrease of 52 %. Combining interim testing with an improvement in internal
controls further reduces the mean audit hours per
$ million in sales to 49.24, an additional decrease
of 36 %.
Linear regression was employed to determine if
this final partitioning of the groups would allow
audit hours to be predicted from annual sales volume with a reasonable degree of precision.
The regression results were statistically significant. The R- Squared indicates that 98% of the
variation in audit hours is explained by annual
sales volume for companies whose internal control
rating was adequate, provided that interim testing
was employed.'

'

Estimating Internal Control Benefits
Interim Testing
From the auditor's standpoint, the decision to
employ interim testing has certain advantages. Efficiencies may be gained from the performance of
certain tests in conjunction with other audit activities, e.g., planning, review, and evaluation of internal control, and so on. As well, the ability of
the auditor to schedule staff efficiently is increased as the work is spread over a longer period
of time. It should be expected, however, that interim testing would be employed only in those
cases where it can be shown to be cost effective.
That is, interim testing should be employed only
when the time required to apply substantive tests
at an interim date, and again for the remaining
period, is less than that which would be required
by applying the tests only at year end. The results
of the study confirm that efficiencies are to be
gained by employing interim testing, and auditors
apply interim testing only when it is efficient, in
terms of total audit time.
SAS 45 does not require reliance on internal
control to extend audit conclusions to the balance
sheet date. In 95%n of the cases where interim testing was performed, however, the client had received an adequate overall rating on internal control. In all cases, the auditor responded that
conclusions reached at the interim date were extended. This result indicates that while not specifically required by SAS 45, the auditor's ability to
rely on internal control, and to roll forward conclusions weighs heavily on the decision to employ
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In our study we viewed the overall rating of internal control as having only two states — either it
is adequate or it is not —in order to determine the
existence of a positive relationship with audit
hours. In fact, the state of a firm's internal control
is continuous —extending from the case of nonexistent controls to one of extreme reliability. This
fact suggests that at least a portion of the standard
error in the model presented might result from the
relative strength of internal control among the audit clients represented in the sample.
Interim testing, as part of an audit program,
was also viewed as a dichotomous variable—either it was employed or it was not. Again, the extent to which interim testing was employed also
may explain a portion of the model's standard
error.
The study results demonstrate that there can be
significant cost s avings if in ternal control is
strengthened to the point where interim testing
may be employed. Our analysis of the results also
shows that there is a basis upon which management can evaluate the cost/benefit relationship of
implementing auditor recommendations. This basis provides a model that can be employed to estimate these benefits. The results do not provide
any guidance as to how management should approach making improvements in internal control.
When auditors recommend the strengthening of
internal controls they often address issues in both
separation of duties and procedural compliance.
Management must ask itself which auditor recomMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1987
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segregation of duties has been established, a lack
of procedural control may raise the level of audit
risk sufficiently to warrant an overall inadequate
rating of internal control. To illustrate, consider
an individual responsible for performing an accounting function — posting payments to the accounts receivable subledger. If no basic control is
performed— reconciling the subsidiary ledger with
the control account —errors made through misunderst and i ng of th e process are likely to go
undetected.
Clearly, then, good procedural controls may
substantially reduce the risk of material misstatements reaching the financial statements, even in
the absence of adequate separation of duties. Adequate separation of duties, in the absence of good
procedural control, however, may not reduce this
risk to acceptable levels.
These results indicate that an audit client will
have more impact on the auditor's overall evaluation of internal control by strengthening procedural areas, rather than by reassigning or hiring
additional staff members. From management's
standpoint, these results are significant. Many improvements in procedural areas come at little or
no cost, while personnel additions always carry a
cost. Staff reassignments, as well, may incur costs
relating to lost productivity, retraining, or both.
Goal: Reducing Audit Fees
Those responsible for the accounting function
recognize the importance of strong, sensible procedures combined with a high rate of compliance.
Such a combination can substantially ease the difficulties associated with month -end closing.
Good internal controls provide the potential to
reduce audit fees by limiting the amount of time
necessary for the auditors to complete their audit.
Companies also can save costs through the reduction of number of employees, and hours made
available to assist the auditors.
A concurrent benefit stems from the quality of
management information available from the accounting system. Clearly, a system operating
without proper controls will provide less reliable
and /or timely information than one operating
with proper control. This study provides the accounting manager with a way of "selling" management on the need for improvements in internal
control. Rather than focusing on those benefits
where the results cannot be quantified (better
deicisions, morale, timeliness... ), the accounting
manager can now point to tangible, quantifiable
benefits — reduced audit fees.
'The median test is a nonparametric procedure used to determine if two independent groups differ in central tendencies. Precisely, the test gives information as to
whether it is likely that two independent groups have been drawn from the some
population. For further discussion
the applications of this test, see Segal, Non paramerric Sraristics for the Behavioral Sciences. McGraw -Hill Book Company,
1956, pp. 111.115.
'R squared = .98; A coefficient — 224.15; B eoeficient = 11.29; standard error =
103.56.
or

mendations, if implemented, would yield the maximum benefit.
The total sample of audit clients was partitioned into those companies whose overall rating
on internal control was adequate versus those
whose overall rating was inadequate. These two
groups were then categorized according to the individual ratings received in the areas of procedural compliance and separation of duties. The data
were analyzed to determine if there was a relationship between the auditor's separate evaluation of
internal controls with respect to separation of duties and procedural compliance, and the client's
subsequent overall rating. If a positive relationship exists, it would tend to indicate that efforts
expended to improve internal controls would have
a different impact, depending upon the area in
which they were made.
The results of this partitioning demonstrate
that there is a significant relationship between the
auditor's individual ratings for separation of duties and procedural compliance, and the overall
evaluation of internal control. The auditor's evaluation of a client's internal control with respect to
separation of duties and procedural compliance
does not carry equal weight in arriving at the
overall rating.
When an auditor notes internal control deficiencies, one strategy is to identify and test other
controls that may compensate for that deficiency.
The results obtained in this study indicate that
procedural strengths may often compensate for a
poor segregation of responsibility. The converse,
however, does not appear to be true. Adequate
separation of duties does not appear to compensate for a lack of procedural control. In 80% of
the cases, a good procedural rating outweighed
poor separation of duties in arriving at an overall
adequate rating, while in only 20% of the cases
was the opposite true.
This finding is of particular importance to those
clients that find it impractical, either because of
budgetary or other constraints, to hire additional
personnel. In assessing internal control the auditor is concerned with audit risk —the risk that material misstatements will find their way to the financial statements. This may occur either because
of errors or misconduct that remains undetected
and uncorrected when the statements are issued.
Small firms, which would otherwise find it impossible to achieve an adequate overall rating on
internal control because of poor segregation of responsibilities, can overcome this deficiency with
strong procedural control. For example, misappropriation of a firm's assets by an individual having custody of both physical assets and the related
accounting records may be detected during an inspection of the assets by a second party.
On the other hand, even in large firms where
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Post-Retirement nefits0,

The
F'ienanc
Ice
A large merchandising
stunned to learn
its future retiree
present value
benefits was estimated to
several billion dollars.

In the private sector today, approximately 80% of
large and medium -sized employers continue retiree life and /or health benefits for former employees. The realization is dawning, however, that the
costs can be stunning for these benefits, and the
accounting and legal requirements for them are
changing quickly.
For individual employers, the relative proportion of the hidden retiree costs can vary, but, in
general, these plans are deceptive and very expensive. In the case of one large merchandising client,
one with a mature workforce, we estimated costs
for an existing plan to more than quadruple in the
next 15 years. The most eye- catching revelation
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for this client, however, was that the overall present value of future retiree benefits was estimated
to be several billion dollars.
Recently, another company, considering the
adoption of a retiree health plan, asked us to provide financial estimates. This employer's workforce was relatively young, with very few current
retirees. The estimated hidden costs —those for future years when more retirements would be anticipated —were enormous compared to the initial
costs expected by the employer.
The company's benefits manager had made his
own estimate, but only of next year's costs. Our
analysis, which projected retirements and costs
much further into the future, provided a quite different picture. While both our approaches agreed
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that costs would begin at less than $100,000 per
year, our projection indicated that benefits were
expected to increase to almost $1 million by the
year 2000. Not only wasn't the proposed retiree
program a $100,000- per -year affair, its present
value of future benefits was in the $13 million
range!
Regardless ofthe group, the plan design, or any
reasonable assumptions about the future, our sonar continually beeps the warning that we're
headed straight for a potentially devastating iceberg. Retiree medical plans are expected to be a
major future business expense for employers who
offer them. Actuarial estimates of the financial
implications are an essential stepping -stone for
employers in forming strategies that will enable
them in the future to gain added control of their
benefit programs and business expenses.
The accounting profession has been instrumental in pointing out the problem. In early 1984, the
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB)
split its long- running study of the accounting for
pension and nonpension postemployment benefits
into separate Board projects. The lengthy pension
study ended in December 1985, after including
various discussion memorandums, preliminary
views, exposure drafts, and public hearings. It resulted in FAS 87, "Employers' Accounting for
Pensions," and 88, "Employers' Accounting for
Settlements and Curtailments of Defined Benefit
Pension Plans and for Termination Benefits."
Throughout the pension accounting study, the
virtual "ki d sis ter" to pensions had been the
vaguely named "other postemployment benefits"
(including primarily group life, health, and disability coverages). Now, with the guidelines for
pension accounting put to rest, the FASB members and staff are turning their attention to these
"other," nonpension benefits.
To better understand the issues associated with
retiree health benefits, we should first note that;
• The accounting standard- setters have gone beyond just recognizing an important "crack" —
exclusions regarding group insurance obligations —that has existed in FAS 5, They have examined the materiality and measurability of the
value of retiree health benefits, as well as the
apparent extent of employers' obligations to
former employees. Their preliminary findings
indicate a-need to account for the value of such
benefits over the working lifetimes of employees, rather than using today's nearly universal
norm, cash (or pay -as- you -go) accounting. Definitive statements by FASB on accounting
standards are expected in the near future.
• Increasingly, our legal system is wrestling with
the degree ofentitlement by retirees to benefits
that are construed to have been earned over the
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active working lifetimes of those former employees. Despite what appears to be a legal
trend toward entitlement for retirees, Congress
chose in the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 to
emasculate available funding mechanisms
through severe taxation of retiree reserves and
contributions. In addition, Congress has yanked
its financial carte blanche from governmental
health programs such as Medicare, putting even
more pressure on the private sector to finance
benefits for the elderly.
• Where the legal status of benefits is such that
funding, reserving, and accrual accounting for
plans are appropriate, actuafial estimations of
future costs are needed, using mathematical
models that combine economic, demographic,
and probabilistic assumptions, In the interest of
developing the best possible estimation methods, the actuarial profession (primarily through
th e Ameri can Academy of Actuaries) has
worked closely with the FASB —as well as with
other interested parties such as both bodies of
Congress, the IRS, and the Department of Labor—in developing an understanding of related
costs.
Not only are accounting and legal issues pressuring retiree benefits at this time, but the twin
factors of an aging workforce and ongoing medical inflation are causing the surprising cost estimates seen for the many post- retirement benefits
programs in the U.S. today. The House of Representatives' Select Committee on Aging has been
provided estimates indicating that the liability for
future retiree health benefits for the Fortune 500
companies is approximately 150% of total assets,
Sure, the numbers for individual employers will
vary, but the costs and present value estimates can
be counted on to push a CFO's heart rate to its
aerobic threshold and beyond, pronto. The pay as- you -go accounting and funding approach generally used —along with the unavailability of better, mo re helpful data —has masked those
exponential increases in retiree costs which are
lurking just below the water level.
The Employee Retirement Income Security Act
(ERISA), the landmark benefits legislation of
1974, set funding, participation, and vesting standards for retirement income plans. Even prior to
1974, pension accounting and actuarial values
were determined on an accrual basis. For nonpension coverages, accounting standards are not as
advanced, As noted, they are still under study at
FASB, as are possible funding, participation, and
vesting standards at the U.S. Departments of
Treasury and Labor. Moreover, retiree coverage is
the focal point for a raft of recent, attention -demanding judicial disputes that lean toward requiring more empl oyer responsibility for retiree
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ligation is being addressed in a growing number of
recent court cases.
Companies
Characteristics of an Employer's Obligation
Employee groups have virtually gone to war
must formulate
The FASB has studied a number of issues relat- with employers over the obligation issue, As a rea strategy to ed to retiree benefits, including materiality, mea- sult of court decisions, the obligation question is
control the surability, and the extent of the ongoing employer being gradually answered, frequently in favor of
COS ts Of
their obligation. Its Emerging Issues Task Force has retirees. Recent court cases indicate that the types
post retirement addressed the accounting for these benefits in of employer promises for benefits do vary, but a
plans, terms of mergers and acquisitions as well. FASB de facto obligation for these benefits to current reand the American Academy of Actuaries continue tirees appears to be a trend in the rulings.
A Bethlehem Steel decision (Eardman V. Bethto work closely in developing an understanding of
lehem
Steel, 607 F. Supp. 196, (W.D.N.Y. 1984) )
the accounting and actuarial principles involved
was
reversed
to favor retirees. The reversal hinged
in estimating retiree costs and liabilities, in order
that future accounting standards will be based on primarily upon whether employer communicaa comprehensive knowledge of postemployment tions uniformly reserved the right to alter benefits
for existing retirees. A White Farm case (In Re
benefits.
Based on FASB's study to -date, it is virtually White Farm Equip. Co., 788 F. 2nd 1186. (6th
Circuit 1986) ) at first went further, effectively allowing vested status to retirees through a federal
Figure 1
common law interpretation. Notably, this decision
Sample Retiree Cost Projection
was recently reversed earlier this year. Several
other
noteworthy cases have been decided as well,
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The passage of DEFRA's funding limitations
was
a philosophically puzzling move, coming at a
certain that accounting in the future will not be
time
when the federal government has consistentallowed on a pay -as- you -go basis for these plans.
ly
asked
the private sector to shoulder a greater
No estimation method will predict the exact
amount of future expense for retirees; however, share of employee welfare costs. Under DEFRA,
actuarial approaches do exist which can be used actuarial funding over the working lifetimes of
to reasonably estimate costs based upon assump- employees is technically allowed for health plans,
but may not provide for a critical component —
tions that are appropriate for the employer.
medical inflation. Also, tax advantages have been
Recent Court Cases
stripped from the holding of advance - funded retirThe major legal issues associated with retiree ee reserves. These provisions create a tight set of
benefits involve the extent of employer obligations handcuffs for well- intentioned employers who
to present and past employees, and the tax treat- wish to fund retiree benefits as they are earned.
Fortunately, and as previously mentioned, there
ment of benefit plan contributions and reserves.
Until now, employer obligations for nonpension have been indications from the federal governbenefits were believed to be less certain than for ment that it may be possible to regain legislatively
pensions, because the former lacked the clearly the favorable tax treatment (similar to that acspecified vesting and accrual schedules that exist corded to pension plans) of retiree health profor pension plans. However, the extent of this ob- grams. However, it is quite likely that tax - favored
c
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plans will be required to operate within specific
funding, vesting, and participation rules. Thus,
employers who wish to continue their plans in order to assist former employees with the financial
risks associated with their health may soon find
themselves required to fund on a basis more accelerated than pay -as- you -go. The direction of that
potential funding/taxing change would coincide
with, rather than contradict (as do the provisions
of DEFRA), the direction of expected future accounting changes.
What Employers Can Do
Employers' increased interest in the financial
risks associated with their retiree health plans is understandable because they may soon be faced with:
requirements for accrual accounting; guaranteeing
coverage for former employees in certain instances;
and establishing formal vesting, funding, and participation provisions for their plans. Each of these likely requirements involve actuarial estimations of the
value of future retiree benefits.
Actuaries, like most professionals today, tend
to specialize in their work. Experience with health
and welfare coverages is especially valuable in
projecting retiree costs because the valuations rely
upon a number of unique (and highly sensitive)
variables, and projecting them many years into
the future. Several of the economic and probabilistic assumptions involved (inflation, mortality, retirement, withdrawal, etc.) are similar to those
used in defined benefit pension valuations. The
following health and welfare -type considerations
must also be carefully handled:
• Estimating credible incurred claim costs by
plan, coverage, and age;
• Reflecting plan and enrollment changes;
• Estimating future medical inflation, utilization,
cost - shifting, and Medicare effects; and
• Assessing the effects of coverage for spouses,
dependents, or disabled persons.
Some of the basic types of information that employers generally find most helpful in analyzing
the expenses associated with retiree health plans
are listed below, along with rough ranges of costs.
These costs are quite sensitive to an employer's
own situation, particularly characteristics such as
plan design, eligibility, workforce demographics,
and so on.
• Present values of expected future benefits for
current and past employees can range from 20
to over 100 times current pay -as- you -go costs;
• Expected future annual cash flows over the next
15 years might grow to be 3 to 15 times current
costs;
• Potential accrual /funding levels under different
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actuarial cost methods might amount to 3 to 5
times current costs; and
• Sensitivity tests on certain assumptions (e.g., inflation, discount, Medicare, etc.) can be especially useful in demonstrating the effects of alternative future scenarios.
Now Is the Time to Develop a Plan
Plan sponsors have unknowingly granted health
benefits to retirees and disabled persons worth literally billions of dollars. To a certain extent, employers were blind -sided on this retiree issue because sufficient information was generally not
available to help them decide upon, and shape,
these plans. The reported pay -as- you -go costs
were just the tip of the iceberg. Most employers
didn't ask for, and no one offered, better data.
Even with better data and projections, however, it
would have been difficult to predict the advent of
the tough legal restrictions that have been established. And now the iceberg won't go away —it
only grows.
It shouldn't be surprising that employers who
sponsor retiree health programs are beginning to
feel some pressure. Those employers are truly being backed into a figurative corner. We are likely
soon to discover the courts and Congress demanding that employers guarantee promised benefits,
as well as advance -fund them. Similarly, the accounting profession is likely to begin to require
recognition of retiree costs and liabilities on a basis that ties the accrual of benefits to the period in
which they were earned. Based on these considerations, the pressure on employers will continue to
mount, with no easy escape in sight. The only positive thing that an employer can do now is to begin to formulate a long -range plan to match these
long -range benefits.
First, learning about the costs associated with
the existing plans is imperative. Employers who
have not yet studied their plans' costs, or who are
involved in mergers or acquisitions with companies who haven't examined retiree costs, are certain to benefit greatly. For them it is imperative to
get their first look at the entire iceberg, not just its
tip.
After the costs have been studied and projected,
the planning half of the task begins. Each company should formulate its own strategy toward managing the risk involved with these benefits. The
additional knowledge derived from an actuarial
valuation of its retiree benefits will assist the employer in determining the amount of risk to be accepted. The employer's stance on risk will then
lead to either changes in, or an affirmation of, existing policy. Once the employer's philosophy and
plan for retiree benefits are in place, periodic updates of legal, accounting, and actuarial developments will help to keep the entire iceberg visible.

Companies
have
unknowingly
granted health
care benefits to
retirees worth
literally billions
of dollars.
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How well do you manage your meetings —not
only the ones you chair but those meetings in
which you participate?
It's true that you cannot control a meeting you
do not chair, but you can manage your own behavior. Because so many decisions today are made
at meetings, your "meeting manners" can have a
significant impact on your career advancement.
Based on my experience in playing both roles,
here are some "dos" and "don'ts."
If you are attending a meeting:
Be on time. Nothing is more irritating than having two or three late participants hold up a meeting while others wait. The most common excuse —
"I was on long- distance " —is not acceptable. If
you have a meeting scheduled, don't make or take
any phone calls 15 mintues before the meeting
starts. If you know you're going to be late, have
your secretary notify the meeting chairperson and
suggest that perhaps the meeting should start
without you. Unfortunately, some people are
chronic late - arrivers, be it a dental appointment
or a church wedding. If you are always late you
should correct this tendency because it could
damage your business reputation.

Don't forget about the meeting. Mark your calendar immediately upon learning about a meeting —and check your calendar first thing every
morning. Even with this precaution, it is easy to
become engrossed in a project and fail to remember a meeting. Some executives wear a programmable watch, which can be set to sound an alarm
five minutes before the scheduled meeting. Charging your secretary with the responsibility of reminding you of meeting engagements is often the
best solution. The higher your rank the more unpardonable it is to forget about a meeting.
Take pad and pen but don't write a book. You
can't record everything that is said and done at a
meeting, but you can write down salient facts,
even if it's just a word to remind you of a point.
At some meetings I have observed people writing
with such sustained zeal that one would suspect
they were writing a letter or a memo that had
nothing to do with the meeting. It is difficult to
listen with understanding and take notes, too, so if
a comprehensive record is necessary, a secretary
should be invited to take notes so everyone else
can concentrate on listening. Be a good listener
and learn to write down key words or phrases and
rely on your memory for the details. Come prepared. If you have to borrow pen and paper from
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the person next to you, it may appear as though
taking notes was an afterthought.
Don't talk too much or too little. Some people
think their calling in life is to dominate a meeting.
Usually they come across as insufferable boors.
Even when such people have something worthwhile to say, their effectiveness is diluted because
they turn people off. Rambling is a sign of insecurity; it is usually an attempt to sway others' opinion of you. It always backfires.
In contrast, if you say nothing in meetings,
eventually others may think you aren't paying attention or are totally disinterested. Speaking only
when called on does not add to credibility. If you
speak with initiative to make a point, your sincerity will reap dividends.
Don't ask a question to be repeated. This indicates you aren't paying attention. If your attention
has wandered for several minutes, see if you can
piece together the general tenor of the conversation. If you feel you missed something important,
compare notes with a participant aft er t h e
meeting.
Don't betray your boredom. Engaging in such
distractive activities as cleaning your nails or
reading while the meeting is in progress is the
height of bad manners. Others will find this behavior offensive and retaliate when the opportunity arises. It is indeed tiring to fake attentiveness
for sustained periods, but it could be damaging if
you don't.
Don't lose your temper. Meetings can become
heated at times, but nothing is gained through anger. Meetings have a way of moving into uncharted territory. Sometimes you're put on the spot
without time to think, Don't panic, there are plenty of strategies you can use. Whatever the provocation, take the high road. When the situation is
moving hard against you, just imagine you know
you're going to win the state lottery on the weekend. Such a prospect somehow puts things into
perspective.
Don't embarrass anyone. Meetings bother some
people, making them feel uneasy and vulnerable.
Putting a colleague between a rock and a hard
place is not only inhumane, it's politically unwise.
Quite often in meetings, issues are brought to a
vote. You may need all the support you can marshal, so make everyone feel like a winner.
Always come prepared. Faking attentiveness is
possible and passable, but it is always obvious
when you're unprepared for a meeting. If you've
been asked to give a report, there is no conceivable
excuse for not giving it. And the most feeble pretense you can make is to say you were just too
busy. Again, use your calendar or appointment
book so that plenty of time can be allocated for
preparation.
Recently, a meeting was scheduled at my comMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1987

pany to review a presentation on a computerized
standard cost and inventory control system. Two
days before the meeting, a 50 -page report on the
system was distributed to those who were to attend. This was during our busiest time of the year
and I wondered how thoroughly the report would
be analyzed by meeting time. Knowing how unprofessional it would appear to attend the meeting
unprepared, I was able to read the entire report,
while the management class I teach took a midterm exam, and to write down 19 questions about
the material. Not only did 1 go to the meeting
with complete confidence, my questions sparked
other discussion that made the meeting chairperson feel we'd all done our homework.
Always be positive. Meetings generally are called
to solve or prevent a problem. Meetings don't
need crepe hangers. If you have to throw cold water on an idea, do it courteously. If you feel you
have to play the devil's advocate, then at least offer alternatives or possibilities. Some people can

Meetings
accelerate
fatigue so keep
them short —
and sweet.

see only what's wrong with an idea, and rarely offer anything that will improve it. Negativism not
only constricts your own creative juices but it also
turns the whole meeting sour.
In one meeting I was severely hammered but
managed to remain calm and even upbeat. A few
days later I received one of the kindest letters
from a man who attended the same meeting, commending me for my sangfroid. My self- control
paid off.
Don't complain or act dumped on. Meetings are
good places to develop your managerial image and
strengthen interpersonal relations. They permit
others to see you in action, observing your performance. Meetings can be opportunities, and the
very next meeting may be the opportunity you've
been waiting for. Don't blow it!
Chairing a Meeting
Running a meeting —and running it well —is a
difficult job. Often not enough thought goes into
the process. Perhaps these tips will make your
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meetings more successful.
Prepare an agenda, circulate it, and follow it.
An agenda sets the pace of the meeting and can
literally speed it along. The agenda also can be
used to write on and thus serve as an excellent
guide as to what transpired in the meeting. Even
though I distribute a syllabus to my management
class at the beginning of each semester, I still provide an agenda for each class meeting. Either it's a
handout or I write it on the board. My students
also inform me that they prefer an expanded agenda, They say it helps them in taking notes and reviewing the material covered.
Announce the meeting well in advance. If there
is only a 20% chance that you could schedule any
one person for a meeting on a given day and there
will be 10 people attending, then the probability of
all 10 being able to make it is about one in ten
thousand. Sometimes the odds seem to be just that
bad. You may even try sending out queries asking
your prospective attendees which day and time
would be best for them, asking them also to list
alternate times and dates. Also, you may want to
consider alternate attendees but let the principal
suggest his surrogate in the event he can't make it.
Start the meeting on time. Beverly Hyman, a
meetings consultant, tells about an authoritarian
Argentine businessman who arranges just enough
chairs for those who have been invited to the
meeting, When the meeting starts, he removes all
the empty chairs so the late - arrivers must stand_
Not only can this be tiring, but it reminds everyone present what penalty awaits those who are
tardy.
Perhaps this move is a bit drastic, but usually
those who are late are late in everything. It is the
express responsibility of the meeting chairperson
to start the meeting on time for the benefit of
those who were thoughtful enough to be on time.
Don't schedule a "one-sided" meeting. Every issue, every critical decision deserves a second opinion. "Packing the board" may work in dictatorships, but democracy works better in politics —
and in business meetings. It won't take the opposition long to realize it never had a voice. Such a
situation breeds resentment. Give each side the
chance to hear and to be heard. If you don't, the
chairperson will be the one who pays and repercussions are likely to be counterproductive. When
it becomes necessary to ask someone to join a
meeting in progress, don't make the person feel as
though he has been the subject of the meeting so
far. Explain fully why his input is important, provide the proper context of what the meeting is
about, and above all —if the impromptu summons
catches him unprepared —make it clear that you
understand.
Try to arrange smokers together. You shouldn't
ask people not to smoke in meetings. It will cause
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resentment and you will not receive their full cooperation. However, as a courtesy to nonsmokers,
arrange to have the smokers sitting together,
Publish minutes immediately following the
meeting. There are several reasons why this is a
good practice. Everyone attending the meeting
needs to know concisely and precisely what was
covered and agreed on, what assignments were
made, what the new deadlines are, and when the
next related meeting is scheduled. It is the mark of
a good meeting chairperson and an effective executive to publish comprehensive notes of a meeting.
The notes do not have to be exhaustive, such as
"John said" or "Mary pointed out." Moreover,
the minutes should be in report form, clear, and to
the point.
This practice also ensures that you, as chairperson, got everything right. And if you didn't, someone will likely contact you right away and set you
straight. Andrew S, Grove, in his book, High Output Management, stresses that part of a meeting

chairperson's job is to "nail down exactly what
happened by sending out minutes that summarize
the discussion that occurred, the decisions made,
and the actions taken."
Discourage the use of tape recorders. Tape recorders and TV cameras do strange things to people, causing them to act stilted and phony, and
some to become unnaturally shy and timid. Recordings are too permanent for some. You can always dispute what someone thought you said, but
having it down on tape scares people.
Don't schedule meetings too early or too late in
the day. Regardless of what people say about having meetings late in the day to prevent them from
lasting so long, it is not a good idea. If people have
to leave, they become preoccupied with that commitment and you don't have their full attention.
As a result, the meeting becomes more costly because another meeting may have to be scheduled.
This guide also holds true for early morning
meetings, Some people are just not early risers.
They are cantankerous early in the morning and
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the last p eo p le y o u wan t at a m eetin g are cran ky
folk. If it's going to be a lo ng m eeting, th en 9:00 to
11:30 is id eal in th e m o rn in g an d 2:00 to 4:30 in
the afternoon.
Don't sch ed u le long meetings. Peo p le have a
natural b u ilt -in clo ck ab o u t m eetin gs. Th ere is a
limit as to ho w m uch th ey can end u re. It varies, o f
course, with in d ivid u als, b u t b y and large all -d ay
meetings are n ot wise. It is m u ch b etter to h ave a
series of sh orter m eetin gs b ecause it allows "cogitation tim e," a tim e for th e em p lo y ees to th in k
about every th ing that wen t o n in th e meeting, ho w
it might affect them, th eir d ep artm en t, th eir responsibilities. Th ere m ay b e co m p lex so lu tio ns to
be worked o u t. Peop le d o n 't th in k well wh en th ey
are fatigu ed , an d m eetin gs accelerate fatigu e.
1 put th is p rin cip le in actio n recen tly as we attem pted to prep are th e sales fo recasts fo r next
year. Instead of meetin g n on sto p fo r three d ay s to
nail down fo recasts b y sales rep, by district, by
product lin e, b y m arket segm en t, an d b y mo n th, I
set up a series o f sh o rt meetin gs, h and ed o u t calculations fro m each p revio u s m eetin g, an d , as a
result, redu ced 192 h o u rs o f m ee tin g t im e to 72
hours. Try in g to acco mp lish such a major task
without b reakin g wo u ld h ave b een u n du ly weary ing and far less effective.
Don't let the meetin g get t oo tech nical. Th is ad vice especially ho ld s tru e fo r large m eetings. Bu t if
the m eeting is a worksh o p, slo w it d own , keep everyone busy, an d get as techn ical as you must.
People get bored with details unless they have
been advised to expect complexities.
Use visual aid s when at all possi ble. Visual aid s
greatly en han ce u n derstan d in g. It makes th e reference poin t s co m m o n fo r all. With o u t t h em , each
person will m ost likely imagine so meth in g sligh tly
different fro m th e n ex t p e rs o n . Try t o a rr an ge a
chalk board , an o verh ead pro jecto r (for acetates),
and a slid e pro jecto r. But b e fo rewarn ed : Acetate
transparen cies are often difficult to read unless
you're sea ted n ear t h e fro n t. Make su re th ey can
be re ad e asily fr o m t h e b ack o f t h e r o o m . Slides
are m uch m ore imp ressive and p ractical, and m ay
be worth th e ad d ed exp en se.
Last year I h o sted an NAA p ro fessio n al d evelopm ent meetin g on inven to ry m anagemen t. All o f
the particip ating pan elists either h ad slides o r acetates. No th in g was left to th e im agin atio n . Six
speakers sp o ke fo r th ree an d on e -half ho u rs with
no breaks excep t fo r q uestio ns. Even th o ugh I was
forced to vio late my own can o n s o f c h a irin g a
good m e etin g, in ter est le vel ra n h igh an d t h e reviews of th e p r o gram w ere ex c ellen t. Th e visu al
aids m ade th e difference.
Always h ave a po in ter available; it enab les y o u
to quickly target y o u r p o in t o f referen ce.
Do n' t a llo w a lead erless meet i n g t o hap pen.
H a ve you ev er been in a m ee tin g wh e re you
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couldn't tell who was leading it? Usually, such
meetings are a tr em e ndo us waste o f tim e. They
seem to drag with n othing being d ecided. A follow-up m eeting is invariably required. Rem em ber:
th e m anner in which m eetings are run in a compan y usually reflects ho w the com pany is run, If a
com pany's executives are self- confident and assertive, m eetings won't drift aim lessly like a rudderless ship.
Don't let t he coffee and donuts overwhelm your
objective. Kee p t he "good ie s" out o f a rm 's rea ch
until break tim e. Nothing is m ore demoralizing to
som eone trying to get a point across than to have
h alf o f t he peo ple pouring coffee and the o ther
h alf m u nching Danish. Another approach is to
serve the pastry at, say, 7:30 and start the m eeting
at 8:00.
I a tte nde d a n N AA cha pt er boa rd m ee tin g r ecently and in an attem pt to conserve tim e, it was
d ecided we would eat while we conducted business. Personally, I found the experience disconcerting. When I gave m y report, I told the board I
knew how it must feel to do a scene from "Clan of
the Cave Bear. " A ppa ren tly, m y de prec ating rem ark had som e bearing. At the next board m eetin g, we finished our m eal before conducting business and the m eeting went sm oother.
Keep t he meet i ng on a hi gh not e. Don 't u nd er
an y circum stances allow the m eeting to becom e a
Thunderdom e. If you see such a situ ation brewing, head it off. As chairperson, try to com m ent
after each person has spoken, with the intention to
ex plain, reinforce, affirm , refer, build esteem , and
to prom ote harm ony and mutual respect. Make
everyone feel that it was a good m eeting, that each
co ntributed, that each learned, and that perhaps a
problem was solved or prevented_
Observing these "m eeting m anners" may not
lead to a prom otion but adhering to these principles will not dam age you. You m ust keep in mind
th at in m eetin gs y ou ar e on disp lay. Your peers
can see you at your be st o r a t yo ur w ors t. M ake
th e m ost of it.
O
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Management Accounting's
In its second annual special supplement, MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING presents a sampling of some of today's
most popular software packages for your personal computer. You'll find critiques of personal financial planning modules, customized accounting packages, standalone pa ck ages which are not dep end ent on
spreadsheets, and a va riety of ba sic accounting
packages.
Written by professionals in business and academe,
the reviews discuss user environment, equipment and
support needed, best use for each package, ease of installation and use, and features geared especially for the
financial professional. A glossary of some possibly unfamiliar terms also is included. (See p. 72)
For further information on any of the packages reviewed, consult the accompanying vendor listing (p.
72). The information is current as of the date of publication. Because of the fast - changing computer environment, some information may have been changed.

PC Package Review
Personal Financial Planning
WillWriter
If you are among the millions who don't
have a valid will and are confused by
complex legal language, this program
may be for you.
WillWriter takes a modern "us er
friendly" approach to helping individuals prepare simple legal wills with the
aid of a microcomputer. The product
consists of a basic primer on wills (the
manual) and an easy-to-understandand -use microcomputer program written in Microsoft BASIC. The program
is written for a variety of machines, including Apple II; Macintosh; IBM PC,
XT, AT, and compatibles; and Commodore 64 and 128. Complete instructions
for each mach i n e are gi ven i n t h e
manual.
The procedure for preparing a will is
clear, informative, and entertaining.
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You begin by read in g th e manu al,
which cautions you that if your estate is
large enough to require estate planning
(which is discussed in some detail), the
will you create with WillWriter should
be used only as an interim step until you
have time to develop, with the aid of a
professional, a comprehensive estate
plan.
After you've complet ed the background reading, you're ready to load
WillWriter into your computer and get
started. Your first task is to back up the
program, load BASIC or advanced BASIC, and boot up WillWriter. Copying
to a hard disk is not recommended.
From that point, the WillWriter program takes over with simple, easy -tofollow instructions and menus. As you
input data, the verify function allows
you to check each entry. Editing is easy
and can be done any time. A panel in
the left margin of each main screen
gives you a reference to the appropriate

section of the manual.
One particularly helpful feature is the
F3 function, which allows you to highlight and obtain a definition of the legal
terms contained in the on- screen text.
You can leave WillWriter at any time,
and what yo u have d on e u p to t hat
point will be saved automatically. When
you return, the program bri ngs you
back to the point where you stopped.
You can review and display your will
any time. Printing is menu driven and
easy to use.
In conclusion, WillWriter is an excellently designed program that makes it
possible for anyone with a few hours'
access to a microcomputer to create a
simple legal will.
Tom Deacon
NAA Consultant
Personal Computer /Professional
Finance Program
Designed to help individuals manage
their personal finances, Personal ComMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1987

puter /Professional Finance Program
(PC /PFP II) does not require the user
to have a financial background or accounting skills. The program offers an
individual or a small business extensive
information management capabilities
and a wide variety of financial and management reports.
PC /PFP II runs on the IBM PC, XT,
AT, or compatibles with at least 128K
memory, two double -sided floppy diskette drives or a fixed disk, and an IBM
compatible printer. I reviewed the software on a Zenith 148 with two floppy
drives, a monochrome monitor, and an
Epson MX80 printer. I also used the
software on a Zenith 158 with one floppy drive and a 20- megabyte fixed disk.
There were some compatibility problems with this system related to the Paradise card (Hercules compatible) that
was installed. The program froze on
several occasions, and I had to reboot
the system. When I asked a representative of Best Programs about this particular problem, he said they had never
tried to run the software on a system
with a Hercules card installed and that
the technical support staff would look
into the problem.
PC /PFP II is not a general ledger
program and is not based on the double
entry accounting model. It is a single
entry system or checkbook manager.
When used for its intended purpose, it
offers powerful information- gathering
and analytical capabilities. It can be described as a "where got, where went"
system. Assets and liabilities are maintained in accounts. Income and expenses are maintained in categories to
explain "where the resources came from
and where they went."
The data entry screen, used for entering transactions, provides spaces or
fields for entering the necessary information such as check nu mber, date,
amount, payee, and similar data. There
is a help menu at the top of the screen,
and Fl can be pressed to call up additional explanations. Transactions consisting of deposits or checks are entered
easily. Split transactions —where one
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check is written to cover several categories of expense or one deposit is made
up of several sources of income —also
can be entered easily. Transactions that
affect only asset or liability accounts are
handled as transfer transactions and require a little more thought.
A Few Features
PC /PFP II offers a variety of reports
including income /expense distribution;
asset, liability, and net worth statements; transaction listings; budget reports; account reconciliations; and several management reports. A11 can be
viewed on the screen or lis ted on a
printer. One particularly useful feature
is the ability to produce reports for a
specific month, for the current year to
date, or even for a prior year.
A variety of bar graphs can be produced to provide a clear picture of cash
flow, budget performance, asset or liability balances for the last 12 months,
or net worth for the last 12 months. Either a monochrome or color monitor
can be used, and, if you have both, an

option on th e men u allows you to
switch from one to the other.
Function keys are used extensively,
and prompts guide the user through
many of the operations. Routine entries
can be set up in an auto -entry file to be
entered automatically. This capability
can be used even if the amounts vary
from month to month because there is a
pause option for manual entry of the
amount. Another useful feature is the
maintenance of a payee register with
names and addresses. The system will

writ e check s— in clu di ng payro l l
checks —and the register enters the appropriate name and address information. The payroll function would be adequate if only a few empl oyees were
involved. The data related to payroll
also can be calculated and placed in an
auto -entry file. Employee deductions
will be detailed on the check stub.
In addition to record - keeping capabilities, PC /PFP II provides a variety of
amortization schedules including simple
interest loans, rule of 78ths loans, adjustable rate loans, and two types of balloon payment loans. These schedules
can be displayed on the screen, or a
printed schedule can be prepared. A
complete payment -by- payment account
of the loan is provided.
PC /PFP II is set up with expense categories corresponding to the IRS categories of tax deductible expenses, which
provides a convenient way to maintain
record s for income tax preparation,
These pre -set categories can be changed
as needed.
The manual is well written and clearly explains the system in nontechnical
terms. A table of contents and an index
also are provided. The only problem I
encountered was related to data entry
for the balloon payment loan —it was
not explained clearly. However, a call to
Best Programs provided the necessary
information and a statement that the
manual was being revised.
Again, this program is not designed
as a general ledger and does not produce a true balance sheet. It probably
will be most useful to doctors, lawyers,
and other professionals who want to
track income and expense and manage
personal finances but who do not need a
double entry system and do not want to
deal with debits and credits. The program retails for $245 and can be obtained from Best Programs. Other programs available from Best Programs are
PC/TaxCut Program and PC /Personal
Investor.
Diane T. Pearson, CPA
Assistant Professor of Accountancy
University of Mississippi
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counts cannot be copied, so a separate
chart has to be created for each company. Data entry screens are divided into
four sections, which can be accessed
quickly by using the cursor. A user or
programmer can define several fields for
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Open Systems Accounting
Package (Version 3)
Open Systems is a well - established, full featured accounting package that offers
single -user, multi -user, and local area
network versions. To install the software and manage the files, the user
should have the resource manager module. Flexible and comprehensive, the
system includes sample data and lessons. The source code is shipped with
each package, so the user can customize
the software. Additional modules available— besides resource manager —are
accounts payable and receivable, gener- reporting or sorting purposes. The sysal ledger, inventory, payroll, fixed as- tem also offers options to speed up data
sets, sales order processing, purchase entry. The report writer module allows
order, job cost, report writer, project es- the user to customize reports with infortimating, time billing, and human re- mation from the accounting files, to
sort, and to perform some math.
source management.
When inputting new customers or
The operating environment consists
of DOS, Xenix, Unix, CP /M, and MP/ vendors, information from already exM. The system requires a hard disk and isting master files can be copied to work
minimum memory of 256K for single - like a template. Both credit and cash
user or 512K for multi -user and local customers can be accommodated, and
area network versions. More memory is the system provides for separate bill -to
required with a window inquiry feature. and ship -to addresses. The software
works mainly on a batch basis. The
The system also supports color.
The user works with Open Systems comprehensive inventory module offers
through a series of well - laid -out menus. three costing methods: LIFO, FIFO,
As many as 35 separate P & L state- AVERAGE. Users can set up multiple
ments can be set up online. Memo ac- warehouses, maintain serialized invencounts can be used to track nondollar tories, and have up to three vendors per
numbers such as mileage or labor hours. product and five quantity discount levThere is no online help function, but the els. Entering products can require up to
manuals and sample data provide the five screens of information. Mass or sininformation needed to run the system. gle -unit price changes can be made.
Passwords can be assigned to the vari- Open Systems accepts prepayments and
ous functions. No ready -to -run financial installment payments against vendor
statements come with the system, but invoices.
Many reports can be sorted in a varithe user can customize sample statements provided. As with most account- ety of ways and ranges. Generally reing packages, setting up the format for ports cannot be shown on the screen,
but an inquiry features lets the user disfinancial reports is time consuming.
play customer and vendor information.
The
syst em also lets the user retain
Additional Features
General ledger accounts can use up to more historical customer transactions
12 digits to consolidate companies or di- than most systems do. No recurring envisions. Posting can be to different ac- tries are provided for in either accounts
counting periods, and a formal monthly receivable or accounts payable, but reclose is not needed to produce up -to- curring journal entries can be estabdate financial reports. The chart of ac- lished in the general ledger. Multi -peri62

od posting and comparison of actuals to
budget and prior periods are possible,
Installation and Ease of Use
Installation of the six modules I had
for review went smoothly. The system
helps size the initial data files and gives
step -by -step instructions to guide the
user through the installation process.
One of those steps requires setting up
tables indicating which accounts the
system should debit and credit for standard transactions. To do this, the user
has to be familiar with the basics of accounting. Accounts receivable are installed prior to sales order processing
and inventory before accounts payable.
Once set up, the system is not difficult to use. An unusual feature is that
the cursor stops in front of the field instead ofin the field to enter or edit data,
so a secon d command is required to
move the cursor into the field. However, a "quick mode" moves the cursor
right in, Sales order entry processing
seemed slow to me. This module is an
add -on to accounts receivable. When
using both modules, the user winds up
going back and forth between the two
manuals because some of the instructions for sales order are in the accounts
receivable manual,
The inquiry window feature is great.
It allows you to select records, such as
vendors or general ledger accounts,
from the master files during data entry
and insert them where needed on the
data entry screen.
Judging Its Performance
Overall performance was good although slow in some areas, especially in
sales order entry. The system does a lot
of beeping for errors and calling the operator's attention to the next move displayed on the screen. When I pressed
the "escape" key by mistake, the system
dumped me into BASIC without any instruction as to how to get back into
Open Systems. I have since learned
from Open Systems that to exit from
this version of BASIC you type "bye"
instead of the usual "system."
The documentation is first -rate. The
manuals do a good job of explaining
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how the system works, how the files relate to each other, and what accounting
entries the system makes for standard
functions.
This system is solid. It is one of the
few micro packages which can be modified, is available in multi -user and local
area network versions, and has a comprehensive selection of modules.
Claude Bartel
President
Bartel Associates
Westport, Conn.
Plans 'n Totals
Plans 'n Totals (Release 1.2) from Resource N Corp. is a new modeling tool
and comprehensive business planning
package for use on personal computers.
Designed for budgeting, forecasting,
planning, organizational and financial
analysis, and financial statements, it is a
standalone package and is not dependent on use with a spreadsheet. It can
be used by all levels of decision maker
from project managers to chief financial
officers or chief executive officers.
Plans 'n Totals produces reports
automatically in either a manufacturing
format or a service /retail format. Examples are financial statements, product
gross profit detail, expense budgets, and
ratio analyses. The program will calculate depreciation, taxes, inventories, and
cost of sales, and it can compare the
plan and the actual data. The user can
request reports with monthly or quarterly data for up to five years.
Easy to Use
Plans 'n Totals planning software is
easy to use because of its user - defined
menus. Through the input of a few reference facts, the program builds menus
instantly to guide the user through creating a complete budget. For instance,
the program asks the planner to input
expense department and expense account. names, which then appear on other menus for inputting related data.
The program also gives the user the
option to input numerical data in graph
form. A screen is provided that displays
the vertical and horizontal axes and a
choice of scales. The cursor movement
determines the points for input, and cer-

tain letter keys indicate the trend patterns. For example, L tells the program
to draw a straight line, and G indicates
growth at a certain percentage rate,
which the user i s told how to enter.
Other screens are available for direct
numerical input with repeat and growth
options, I found one drawback: the
graphs cannot be printed out directly
from Plans 'n Totals except through the
use of the print screen function. You
can, however, generat e graph s via a
graphics package. Data al so can be
transferred through the DIF file to other programs for graphical output.
Functional relationships between
data items are possible through an English -like p ro grammi n g language.
Through elementary commands, the
user can build complex interrelationships into the business plan. For example, assume there is $100 of telephone
expense for every salesperson. The command to make this relationship part of
the plan would he:
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scene formulas that generate outputs.
However, the time I saved in not having
to specify output requirements, input
areas, and complex relationships soon
convinced me that Plans 'n Totals can
be a better alternative in many projects
where a great deal of data must be processed and organized into clear reports.
The program offers a great variety of
standard report formats that most companies will find useful. If they wish to
vary them, however, output formats can
be changed through transfer with a DIF
file or ASCII file to another program
for further manipulations.
Versatile Purposes
Special knowledge of accounting or
computers is not required to use Plans'n
Totals successfully. The reference manual does a good job of explaining the
general planning process and how the
program is calculating each item. This

"e. sales. telephone= lOOim.sales."
The element on the left indicates an expense account, and "tm.sales" indicates
the to tal man p o wer in the sales
department.
Data di sks can be passed around
from department to department with
even t ual cons oli dat ion performed
through the combine options. Even if
expense account budgeting is done
through a mainframe, department managers may find this software handy for
developing subdepartment budgets.
Result s of a plan can be printed
through a reporting menu or can be
viewed on the screen in either graphical
or numerical form. Options are available for outputs in rounded thousands
or whole numbers and for comparing to
another file.
A Note to Spreadsheet Users
Although Plans 'n Totals is comprehensive and fast, regular spreadsheet users will have a brief period of adjustment because the method of inputting is
completely different from spreadsheet
programs. I found it somewhat unnerving to be unable to see the behind -the-

For IBM PC or compatible

Lim ited Of f er $99.95
Order now, only 1000 copies will be
sold at this price. (Regular Price

$19500)
Money back guarantee Not copy protected
found Lighthouse a very powerful
tool for Financial Management to
easily view statements, graphs, ratios,
and break even analysis" ... Management Accounting, December 1986
"I

"It offers graphic and analytical features that we've never seen bundled
together in just this way. We rate it a
"very good performer" ... Info world, November 10, 1986

SMI Enterprises Corporation
Box 582221
Tulsa, OK 74158 (918) 560 -9536
MasterCard and Visa accepted
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feature reassures the accounting minded
that the program is doing the job correctly, and it can be an ideal help to
small businesses which may lack the resources for a planning staff. Because it
is easy to use and saves time, Plans 'n
Totals would be a helpful small business
planning tool. Spreadsheet programs
may be overwhelmingly complicated or
too time - consuming for them.
Because the program builds five -year
plans from few assumptions, it is ideally
suited for new - product planning and acquisition analysis. The graph method of
input makes analyses easy to develop
where trend patterns are important. The
planner can start with actual financial
statements and easily "grow" them at
several different rates for acquisition analyses. Plans'n Totals calculates quickly, making what -if analysis efficient.
As with every software program, it is
up to the user to ensure that the final
product is valid. Unless you carefully
input reasonable numbers, the program
can produce some odd results such as
negative inventories and bad debt expense. There is no warning that these
situations have occurred, but there is a
message if the inputted balance sheet
brought forward doesn't balance. Although the user need not be a computer
expert, he should have a good understanding of planning, financial analysis,
and his own business.

Features
Resource N is extremely enthusiastic
about this product and is very willing to
provide telephone support if necessary.
When I had questions, they were answered quickly and clearly. Plans 'n Totals requires a 512K RAM, IBM PC or
compatible using PC -DOS or MS -DOS
2.0 -3.0. You can use either a monoch rome o r co lo r mo ni t or, but your
printer must be capable of 132- column
output. The software is offered in three
versions. Model III ($195) produces
three cost center budgets per file, Model
V ($295) produces five cost center budgets per file, and Model VIII ($395),
eight cost center budgets per file. However, more departments can be brought
in by using a file combine option.
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As a special offer to Management Accounting readers, Resource N Corp. is
offering the packages at a price of $99,
$149, and $199 respectively, a 50% discount, for factory- direct orders. I feel
certain that every business will appreciate the many benefits of Plans 'n Totals.
This software at these prices is truly on
outstanding value.
I repeat: Plans 'n Total is for anyone
who is looking for a way to save time
and money in their business planning
process.
Marsha L. Lewis, CMA
Budget Analyst
Anaquest
Madison, Wis.
LeaseManag -r
LeaseManag -r software, a database
management and accounting support
system, was created by Michael J. Pochan and Robert F. Culberston, III, of
Edgewood Systems in Pittsburgh. Designed for vehicle and equipment leasing o p erat i o n s , it is just one of
Edgewood's lease management systems.
Others include LeaseAnalyz -r, Deal Mak -r,
Leas eOrigin at -r,
and
LeaseQuote.
To operate the system, you need an
IBM XT, AT, or compatible, with a 10megabyte hard disk, 512K memory, and
DOS 2,0 or 2.1. The LeaseManag -r program is menu driven and consists of
three disks. Installation is quick, easy,
and problem free, and you can see files
being copied to your hard disk. The accompanying notebook /manual is informative and easy to read.
Depending upon intended use, Lease Manag-r keeps track of leases by lease
number, license plate number, or serial
number. It maintains individual customer accounts and handles billing and
invoices. Information in the system includes day lease payment is due, day
late charge is incurred, balance of lease
payments to become current, amount of
late charge, and overall summary of late
charges for all accounts. Automatic late
charges can be based on a percentage or
dollar amount.
The system is twofold in that it keeps
track of leases, insurance —for both
driver and bank —and financing, and it

supports your accounting needs —such
as interest income, cash receipts, and
lease receivables balance.
You can add a lease quickly by filling
in the screen with specific account information and assigning each lease its
own number. You also must indicate
the date a lease begins —the system assumes payments are made in advance —
date and day due, length of the lease,
and residual value. All these items must
be included when entering the account
or you will be forced to abort, enter all
blanks, and enter the lease when you
have the required information.

Options
Screen options include lease payments and schedule, early termination,
termination ofexisting lease, earned interest income of all active leases, trial
balance of lease portfolio per SFAS 13,
and interest rate implicit in the lease.
With LeaseManag -r you can perform
these daily activities: add a lease, credit
a cash receipt to the proper account,
terminate an expiring lease, bill customers for extras, and keep track of delinquent customer accounts. Monthly activities include totaling cash receipts,
calculating the month's income, figuring sales tax by each state, billing active
lease accounts for next month's payment, and listing the month's upcoming
expirations. LeaseManag -r annually
lists purchases and sales from inventory,
totals outstanding lease balances, and
totals depreciation expense.
A good feature of the system is that
you can review active lease payments by
month, which gives you a preview of
next month's lease payments. The printout of this information lists lease number, lessee, due date, payment, sales tax,
nontax "other," and total payment. In
addition, the package keeps track of delinquent customers /accounts, depreciation, lease receivables balance, interest
income, cash receipts, and external financing and sources.
The depreciation information screen
also has many important functions. It
confirms the depreciable basis ofthe asset, specifies the asset's book values,
elects an investment tax credit percentMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1967
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age, and keeps track of the depreciating
asset's book and method.
One drawback of the system is that
the software appears to be geared more
toward automobile leasing rather than
equipment leasing.
LeaseManag -r can simplify your leasing functions. Because it is user friendly,
the software is well suited to keeping
leases and customer accounts on file.
Plus, if yo u h ave any qu es t io n s ,
Edgewood's phone number is included
in the user's manual. Overall, the system's performance is rated high.
Kim Serocke
PR Assistant
NAA
BPI's New Enterprise
In today's competitive, demanding marketplace, any accounting software package is expected to provide such basic accounting modules as general ledger,
accounts receivable, accounts payable,
payroll, and inventory functions. Mandatory features include key master file
information, transaction processing capability, audit trails, and key reports.
BPI's new Enterprise Series provides
all the basic accounting functions you
would expect plus some nifty features
that help set the product apart: framework -like pull -down menus; prompted
installation requiring less than 15 minutes; display of possible responses to a
system request; work suspension and return while in a function; context- sensitive help information; function, command, and menu consi stency across
modules; tailored colors and message
prompts; ability to set up a print queue;
ability to add other accounting modules
without reinstallation.
The system operates on the IBM PC,
XT, or AT with at least 320K memory
and DOS 2.1 or a later version. Each
module retails for $795.
Excellent Manuals
Most people approach computers
with the attitude, "If all else fails, read
the documentation." Accountants are
no different. Fortunately, when you do
resort to getting out the BPI manuals
you are in for a pleasant surprise. The
manuals are highly readable and written
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as much as possible in layman's terms.
The type is large, and boldface is used
to highlight key areas. Text is broken up
by white space, bullets, and examples.
The manuals are well organized, which
makes it easy to find the answer to a
particular question. The list of safety
tips in the front of each manual is good,
and the checklists for setting up and
closing the company's books are very
helpful.
With any new software package, getting the program out of the box and
onto yo ur comput er can be a has sle
sometimes. BPI handles this step in a
straightforward, easy -to- follow manner.
In the front of each manual is a six -step
approach to installing and using the system. The actual installation of the software on the hard disk is a matter of inserting the system disk in drive A and
typing "install" at the prompt. From
that point on, you follow a series of instructions on the screen to complete the
installation process. Installing additional accounting modules is just as easy
and straightforward.
As a part of my review I installed and
used the general ledger and the accounts payable modules. As I mentioned, installation was a piece of cake.
Actually using the system went well
also. Data and transaction entry provide all the bas ic edit features you
would expect. One limitation, however,
is the inability to tell easily if the numbers lock key is on or off. Also, specific
procedures for error correction need to
be added to the documentation. One
particularly nice feature is the ability to
suspend transaction entry, set up a new
account, and return to transaction entry, substantially enhancing the transaction entry process. Once data are in the
system, the general ledger inquiry feature is quite good and simple to use.
Reports can be printed to the disk,
the screen, or a printer. The general ledger automatically generates a balance
sheet, income statement, and trial balance in a standard form, or you can do
some tailoring. Each of the other accounting modules provides a variety of
reports, journals, ledgers, schedules,
lists, and special forms. The Enterprise

system comes with several fonts (normal, compressed, and bold), or you can
define new fonts. You also can enter up
to 20 print commands in the queue to
create a print run for multiple reports.
When you are ready to run the reports,
you select "R u n t h e Qu eu e" fro m a
menu.
Easy to Use
BPI's success is based on easy -to -use
software that has many of the features
users need to perform their accounting
functions. The Enterprise Series continues this reputation. For a small business
system, it has a surprising number of
capabilities.
Documentation is one of its strong,
suits. It is well written, not overly
wordy, and has excellent examples,
checklists, and a tutorial to get the buyer started with automated accounting.
The system currently supports the IBM
PC network, allowing one user per application, or it offers multi -user record locking capibility via the Novell LAN
(local area network) software. In addition to providing all the expected accounting features, this system has a
number of enhancements that are devoted to improving the "system user" dialogue. With the Enterprise Series, BPI
has added a truly distinctive product to
its line of quality business software.
Sam Barcus
Brentwood, Tenn.
Harmony
If ease of use and pure power are the
features you look for in an accounting
package, then the accounting modules
of Harmony are for you. While sorne
software companies are foregoing power
in favor of ease of use, Harmony has
discovered that excellent documentation plus online tutorials and contextsensitive help features separate powerful
software from the also -ran.
One three -hour period going from
manual general ledger to Harmo ny's
general ledger shows you a great deal
about an accounting package. That time
includes defining a chart of accounts,
establishing the beginning balances for
the balance sheet accounts, then eneering summary year -to -date amounts to
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1987

the expense accounts. In that period,
Harmony produced a trial balance, income statement, balance sheet, and general ledger in report form that would
bring tears to the eyes of a typist asked
to produce the reports in such a short
time.
With Harmony you can define up to
20 profit centers plus an unlimited number of accounts using any account numbering scheme you desire. You can run
each or any module standalone, or you
can integrate them. The integration in
the accounting modules is excellent. By
way of posting tables defined to the system only once you can keep all the detail you probably will ever need in subsidiary ledgers for yo ur acco u nt s
receivable and accounts payable while
mechanically posting all information required for the general ledger. The system even will check your files after a
post and advise you if it feels something
might have gone wrong, such as lost information, and that you might need to
back up and post again.
Impressive Features
Probably the most impressive feature
about Harmony is its compatibility between modules. If you understand one
of the modules in the accounting series,
you are at least 90% of the way to understanding the others. The online tutorials in each will guide you through
the system easily, especially if you are
experienced with any other Harmony
module. If you are in the system and
forget what you should be doing, just
reach up and press help (F2). The help
screen pertaining to what you are doing
at the time the key is pressed will appear, allowing you to refresh your memory. Then, at another press of a key, you
are back where you were, ready to complete your task.
Harmony excels in operation. The
ability to post to any period at any time,
though, is perhaps a two -edged sword.
The ability to post to many periods coupled with the allowance of up to 50
transactions in a single journal is quite
nice indeed, but posting a normal
month's transactions where a missed
key could result in a transaction going
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1987

to a period other than the one planned written for word processing appears to
could present some small problems, be a standard ASCII file and should be
This fault (if it is one) is tempered by processible by virtually any word prothe fact that the period entered last is cessor by appending the proper extenbrought back up automatically for the sion to the file name.
next journal, invoice, and so on, thereby
Harmony runs on an IBM PC, XT,
decreasing the possibility of an error. or AT and all 100% compatibles plus
The ability to process recurring journals the Tandy 1000, 1200, 2000, and 3000.
in general ledger and recurring pay- It requires 512K RAM and one hard
ments in accounts payable will lessen disk drive plus one diskette drive, DOS
your monthly processing time. No long- 2.1 or higher, and a printer that prints
er is there a need to process and enter a 132 characters per line. Either a monodepreciation journal; make it once, then chrome or color monitor may be used.
once a month by th e stroke of a few
In summary, if you need a fast ackeys post it. The same goes for your counting product with a lot of power,
payables for rent or any other constant look no further than Harmony by Open
amount. These recurring entries can be Systems. Integrate general ledger, acchanged if conditions dictate, but they counts payable, and accounts receivreally can be time savers if used to their able. It's worth it.
fullest.
Donald Newman
Another good feature is the ability to Grand Prairie, Tex.
keep and report on a budget and last Open for Business I: Cash Accounting
year's balances. The previous year is re- Open for Business I, a recent newcomer
tained in the system automatically,
while the budget must be entered. Harmony does offer some help in the budWhen It's Important ...
geting process by taking a period -one
amount and calculating a percentage or
Measure Up
dollar growth factor that you apply.
You also can in pu t the bu dget
with
manually.

MicwMash!

Good Reporting
Reporting is another strong suit of
Harmony. A feature within the reporting function allows you to define your
own reports should the supplied reports
prove inadequate for your needs. You
then may set your reports to report actual only, actual vs. last year, actual vs.
budget, or actual vs. both last year and
budget. In Harmony's ready -to -use reports, the income statement and trial
balance can be issued for year -to -date or
current month only. The income statement can compare to year -to -date budget or year -to -date previous year. The
general ledger can be current month
only or any number of periods you select in the current fiscal year. All reports can be produced in detail or in
summary form. If the report is close to
your liking but not exactly what you
want, it can be reproduced on a word
processor for modification. The file
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password wi th u p to 10 characters, documents, journals, ledger accounts,
somewhat longer than in competitive and reports and graphs that serve as impackages and consequently tougher to portant audit trails as well as provide
summary information in a meaningful
break into by a hacker.
The accounts receivable module con- manner for a small business person; an
tains pre- formatted hard copies of cus- easy -to- follow manual; and several good
tomer list, customer statements, sales control features. Additionally, OFBI
journal, aging of accounts receivable re- can be upgraded readily to an accrual
port, invoices (normally assumed as ba- system as the business grows. OFBI is
sic to a sales subsystem but not in sever- an investment second to none.
al competitive packages), credit memos, La Verne E. Gebhard, CMA, CCA, CIA,
and cash receipts journal. Automatic CPA
credit limit checking, receivables aging Aardvark /McGraw-Hill's
on each customer, and general ledger Fixed Asset Accounting Software
Aardvark /McGraw - Hill's Fixed Asset
updates are particularly nice features.
Th e cash dis bursemen ts module Accounting software is a menu - driven
printouts include checks, cash disburse- database program. It organizes and calments journal, and vendor list. Auto- culates the depreciation of fixed assets
matic general ledger updates also are for small to medium -sized businesses. It
will run on the IBM family of personal
featured in this module.
The general ledger section generates a computers —the PC, XT, and AT —as
proof list by journal, account listing (on well as Compaq, AT &T, and other true
account type only or whole chart), de- compatibles. According to the manual,
tailed general ledger trial balance, sum- you r PC sh ou ld have at l east 256K
mary general ledger trial balance; two memory and at least 212,992 bytes after
balance sheet formats; a format showing DOS (version 2.0 or later) and other
the net change on each account's bal- memory- resident programs are loaded.
ance over the current period and the cu- Use the DOS command CHKDSK to
mulative balance in each account; de- determine the number of "bytes free."
tailed or summary income statements You also need one of these disk drive
with three options (a comparison with configurations: two double- sided, 5.25 the same period last year, with a per- inch, 360K floppy disk drives; one doucentage of income comparison, and with ble- sided, 5.25 -inch, 360K or 1.2 megaa four -month trend analysis). A built -in byte high- density floppy drive and a
control provides an automatic check af- hard disk; or one high- density disk
drive and one 360K disk drive.
lowed by detailed discussions of all as- ter posting in the other two modules.
The program is copy - protected, so a
Yet another menu selection is "print
pects of the system along with sample
backup
system disk is provided. The
flash
report
&
graphs"
which
outputs
hard copies. Also of comfort is the peprogram
can be installed on the hard
current
period
information
about
sales
rennial help area on the screen, always
disk
by
using the DOS co mman d
present to get you out of difficulties or and cash flow transactions along with
COPY
.
*..
The system disk must be ingraphs of a year's history of any general
to answer questions.
One confusing manual subhead, how- ledger account and sales categories. The serted when you start the program. This
ever, is: "Post to General Journals," business analysis report provides a peri- is known as the "key disk" method of
This section pertains to putting transac- od's financial overview, cash flow analy- copy protection. Although inconvetions into the general journal with the sis over a four -month period, accounts nient, it is the "l esser evil " of many
subsequent posting to the general led- receivable analysis for a four -month pe- copy - protection schemes. It should not
ger. OFBI offers a prepared 97- account riod, and customer sales analysis and cause problems when you do a full syschart of accounts that can be custom- operating profit analysis for the last six tem backup of your hard disk. Many
software companies are now removing
ized to suit your own business. An ac- periods.
th e b o t h ers o me copy - protection
count number can use up to seven digits
schemes
from their software, and perA
Superb
Investment
t o acco mmo d at e su baccou nt s and
haps
Aardvark
/McGraw -Hill will do
For
a
cash
-basis
small
business
acdepartments.
the
same
soon.
counting package, OFBI offers numerRunning Fixed Asset Accounting on
ous advantages — preparation of both inOther Features
a
PC
with two floppy drives is a someA good security control is an optional voices and checks; hard copies of

in a growing number of accounting software products by Open Systems, is intended for use by small, cash -based
businesses with floppy or hard disk
drive computers. The three modules for
accounts receivable, cash disbursements, and general ledger are integrated, and each has several good features.
The package can be upgraded readily to
Open for Business II, an accrual -based
system for small businesses, operable on
hard disk only. Minimum hardware required is a 128K processor with PC- or
MS -DOS, dual floppy disks with a minimum of 360K each, and a printer with
80 print columns. The software runs on
IBM compatibles.
Anyone —even without much accounting or computer training —can set
up a computerized system with the user
guide. A nice feature is the hands -on
demo of some sample documents, fol-
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f you don't believe in conforming your
fixed asset accounting requirements
to what someone else thinks is
best for you, don't! Aardvark /
McGraw -Hill believes that all
companies are created equal, but
that doesn't mean we think they're
similar. Aardvark gives you the
universal alternative to time consuming depreciation calculations.
Our Fixed Asset Accounting Family.
We understand that even the most
complete and comprehensive program is only as powerful as your ability
to effectively use it. Our Fixed Asset
Accounting Family gives you the
ability to unleash the power easily and
effectively. Clearly a superior alternative
to manual calculations.
Whether you have 150 or 20,000 assets,
Aardvark /McGraw -Hill has a program to
perfectly fit your fixed asset accounting needs.
1, Does your company have 150 -5,000 assets ?'
*Fixed As set Ac counting gives you
superior control with 13 depreciation
methods and 30 available reports.
2. Are you a corporation with 5,000- 20,000 assets?
*Asset Manager gives you the power to manage
and control a vast amount of asset information.
3. Are you currently using your mainframe to handle
your fixed assets?
*Why not explore an effective and cost saving
alternative. Save costly mainframe processing time
and expensive tax law updates using your micro.
You can transfer data from your mainframe to
your micro. Your micro will give you more control
over reports, free up your data processing people, and generate reports quickly and effectively.
4. Are you an accounting firm looking for a fixed asset
program to recommend to your clients?
*When your clients use Aardvark /McGraw - Hill's,
Fixed Accounting Family, your job will be easier

I
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SOFTWARE THAT
SETS THE STANDARD

when you do their tax plan ning, audits, or book preparation. You also have the
`
ability to create and customize
reports that meet their specific needs. Hundreds of
accounting firms, of all sizes
recommend Aardvark's
fixed asset programs to
their clients with confidence.
We give you features that
you would expect from a
clearly superior fixed asset program plus additional features that
you never thought would be possible on a micro.
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what slow process. The program frequently accesses the system disk whenever you select a menu item, do a
calculation, or press "page up" or "page
down" to move around the entry screen.
Things speed up a little when you have
a hard disk and a lot when you have an
AT or compatible. For hard disk users,
the manual suggests making a separate
subdirectory for the program files and
advises keeping the data files in the
same subdirectory. You can s to re a
minimum of 150 asset records, a maximum of 400 records on a floppy disk,
and a maximum of 5,000 asset records
on a hard disk for each file you create.
The menu - driven sys tem makes
choosing what you want to do quite
easy. Use the arrow keys to position the
marker to the selection, and press the
enter key. You even can make up your
own password (the program assigns one
automatically, but you can change it at
any time). When beginning the program, you must enter general information about your compan y, such as
name, employer ID, type of entity, and
statutory amount limitations on Sec.
179 deductions and Sec. 38 property.
You also must decide whether to switch
automatically from accelerated depreciation method to straight line and make
other assorted selections.
Are you asking yourself, "What are
Sec. 179 deductions and Sec. 38 properties?" The manual gives brief descriptions to help you with your answers, but
I tend to agree with the statement on
page ii: "[The] use of this program requires an understanding of current U.S.
tax law and general accounting principles." There are many tax and accounting terms scattered throughout the input screens in this software that require
a solid background in these areas to answer. These answers are the basis for
the calculations of book, federal, and
state depreciation amounts for your
fixed assets. If you do not have such a
background, I suggest you as k your
controller or accounting firm for help.
Important Notes
Two very important input items in
the company information section are
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you r company's last year -end date,
whether fiscal or calen dar, and the
number of months yo u are now into
your current fiscal year. This information helps the program calculate the depreciation amount properly for the current month and year -to -date.
One important input item in the asset
information section is called "P rio r
Regular Depreciation." Here you must
enter the accumulated depreciation for
the asset at last fiscal year -end. The program will not go back and calculate the
depreciation that has already taken
place in prior years. The program uses
this input item to calculate the "life -todate" depreciation on some of the printed reports, and it can help catch errors
in a calculated item called "Excess Depreciation Post - 1975."

When you are ready to print reports,
you have 30 from which to choose.
They include a book, federal, or state
depreciation report (including a comparison of any two); gain or loss reports;
several IRS tax depreciation forms; and
several listings sorted by asset class, asset location, tax year, and depreciation
method. All are an easy choice from the
menu, If you want more customized reports, you can use the asset reporter
program disk that is included in the
package. According to the manual, you
can custom - design report headings,
specify information for each column,
determine how asset data are sorted,
and display specialized totals and subtotals. You even can save the reports as
DOS text files in ASCII format. Your
computer must have at least 512K of
active memory in order to use this utility module.
In summary, Aardvark /McGraw-

Hill's Fixed Asset Accounting is worth
a good look if you are a small to medium -sized business seeking personal
computer software to keep track of
fixed assets. When used properly with
professional advice, it can be a productive tool in your accounting department. By the way, NAA is using this
software for its fixed asset accounting.
In getting it installed and running, we
did not need to call on Aardvark for assistance. The documentation was complete and easy to follow.
Anthony J. Plescia
Financial Analyst
NAA
Computer Associates
Accounting Modules
Computer Associates is a large software
company that acquired Sorcim and IUS
to get into the microcomputer software
arena. Some of you may recognize the
old name of Sorcim /IUS or Easy Business Systems and SuperCalc. Prior to
this acquisition, Computer Associates
was more a mainframe environment
software vendor.
What exactly is the point in knowing
all this about a company? I feel it is important to know as much as possible
about the history of the software vendor
to ensure as much long -term support as
possible. In fact, I feel so strongly about
this aspect that, even if a comparable
package had more features, it would be
the deciding factor.
The software I reviewed is the Plus
series. As with most other software today, it comes in modularized components that consist of general ledger, accounts receivable, retail invoicing, time
and billing, order entry, inventory, accounts payable, payroll, and Easy Plus
(highly recommended with any accounting modules). All modules can
stand alone or integrate with each other, although I recommend that if you
get the order entry you also should get
the accounts receivable or inventory or
both. The software will run on MS—
DOS version 2.0 or higher and is written in the language of C. (C is a language originated by Bell Labs that is
very close to machine language, which
makes it very fast. It also is easier to upMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1987

date than most, meaning updates will
come out much faster with less cost to
the vendor therefore less cost to the end
user.) It will run on either a floppy or
hard disk system although a hard disk is
better for any accounting application.
If yo u get the Easy Plus program
with the accounting modules, you'll
have to use a hard disk system; it will
not run on floppies. Installation on a
hard disk is straightforward and fast.
There are two reasons you should buy
Easy Plus with any other accounting
modules, Easy Plus contains help
screens, which allow for much faster adaptation to the software, and with its
windowing system you have speedy access time to each module, the ability to
write to disk, and on- screen report
scrolling. Also, if you get the Easy Plus
you can tak e ad van tage of a co l o r
monitor.
The Package
The general ledger system is, in my
opinion, one of the most powerful and
flexible on the market today. Features
include alphanumeric accounts, 24month history, extremely powerful report writer, 12 -month budget figures,
on- screen account inquiry, ability to export data to spreadsheets or databases,
12 open periods at once, prior -year entries, and ability to import journal entries done on other systems. Import and
export accounts and actuals or budget
figures make it easy for accountants to
write one chart for one client and copy
it to an ot her (ei th er partial or full
chart). Also available are departmental
reporting, ability to stop the printer in
the middle of a report and cancel or
continue; automatic clearing of data
files, leaving less chance for end -user
confusion and errors; and very good audit trails. Keep in mind that Computer
Associates also carries productivity software (word processing, spreadsheet, database) that interacts well with all other
accounting modules.
Although Computer Associates has
done an excellent job in putting this
package together and supporting it (six
months' free support), the manuals can
be improved. It is difficult to figure out
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1987

whether you're in the tutorial section or
the reference section, and although page
tabs are helpful, the manuals still can be
confusing. The books also fell short in
the area of converting your system to
theirs. The instructions are not clear
and not comprehensive, so a first -time
user could be left extremely confused if
it were not for the support hotlines.
There is no mention of a backup system
for hard disk users because they have to
rely on the DOS backup utilities; no
utility is b uilt in to t he program for
backing up and restoring files.For this
reason, you should become familiar
with DOS or have a consultant get you
started.
To summarize, the general ledger
package is superbly thought out and
will accomplish most of your report requirements. It also is a very safe package, meaning I could not get it to crash
or not do the things it says it will. Although the documentation could be better, once you're up and running with
this package you'll be glad you are.
Richard L. Walcott
President /Owner
Allow Me Compucon
Carver, Mass.

Customized Accounting Systems

quires that each division have a set of
commands or operations for describing
the profile of the accounts, allowing alteration of database information, processing routine transactions, performing
periodic accounting adjustments, preparing and printing reports, and closing
the books through end -of- period processing.You can build a program of commands to run each division of the accounting system by going through the
installation menus for each module.
This feature is a sharp contrast to the
usual PC accounting software which
has these operating programs already
designed into the system.
Cost and Support
ACCTG 1 sells for $99.50. This low
software cost leaves ample budget dollars available for installing the system
properly. I estimate that an experienced
accountant or systems analyst will need
at least two weeks to one month to convert an existing accounting system using
ACCTG 1. Moreover, equal time probably will be spent in writing an operating manual for the completed system.
ACCTG I provides extensive audit
trails throughout its modules. Nonetheless, auditable system documentation
still must be created after installation,
which will require professional services.

ACCTG 1: Developing a PC-based
Accounting Package
Features
This package is menu - driven approach
The documentation that comes with
to the structured programming of a cus- ACCTG 1 is well written and is adetomized accounting system. ACCTG 1 quate for system design and installation.
is a very powerful, yet easy -to -use, pro- There are no operator instructions,
gram for developing a PC -based ac- however, to guide accounting personnel
counting package tailored to the specific responsible for daily operations.
needs of an individual firm. As such, it
Th e re is an o t h er li mi t at i o n to
is suitable for any well - experienced ac- ACCTG 1 as a programming language
countant with average computer skills for computerized accounting systems.
who intends to use ACCTG 1 for com- This software is designed mainly for
pu t eri zed
acco u n t i n g
sys t ems merchandising operations. Skillful addevelopment.
aptation would be necessary, 1 think, for
ACCTG 1 envisions an accounting ACCTG I to accommodate a manufacsystem consisting of six major divisions turing firm. Firms in service industries,
or modules: general ledger, accounts re- such as real estate and insurance, are
ceivable, payroll, inventory, accounts less difficult to handle and account for
payable, and order entry /invoicing. many of ACCTG 1's current users. InEach division has databases supporting deed, 500 of the larger American Red
control and subsidiary ledger accounts. Cross chapters have contracted for CouTherefore, a computerized operation re- gar Mountain's more advanced Profes71

Management Accounting's PC Packa

Review

Glossary
sional User - oriented Management Accounting (PUMA) accounting software ASCII — American Standard Code for Infor- you put into your microcomputer to enmation Interchange. It is a standardized for- hance the graphics (it is the de facto stanmodules.
mat
or language for exchanging information dard for graphics cards)
ACCTG I will print W -2 forms and
among data processing systems or communi- MP /M —a multi -task conversion of CP /M,
941A payroll reports automatically. cation systems and associated equipment.
usually in larger microcomputers
The federal, state, and local tax tables Boot up—starting the system, or getting a MS -DOS —a disk operating system from
have to be built into the system by the system ready for use according to its Microsoft, Inc. MS is the generic name.
Paradise card —a high resolution graphics
user, which provides both flexibility and specifications
card that is the same as a Hercules card but
CP
/M—
Control
Program
for
Microprocesspeed in updating.
sors (a common microcomputer operating is a different brand name
Th ere are any nu mb er o f st ron g system)
PC- DOS —the specific implementation of
points to ACCTG 1, but perhaps the Default —a value, option, or instruction that MS -DOS for the IBM PC
most impressive is its ability to custom is automatically accepted by a computer RAM — random access memory; memory
design reports. ACCTG 1 has 250 fi- program unless the user specifies something that allows the user direct access to any storage location
nancial report formats available. Similar else
SFAS 13— Statement of Financial AccountDefine — establish a value for a variable
flexibility exists with aging schedules DIF --data interchange format
ing Standards No. 13, Accounting for
for accounts payable and receivable, DOS —disk operating system (controls the Leases
payroll checks and reports, and custom- computer's transfer of data to and from a Unix —a complicated multi -user operating
system
er invoices. Given the right paper stock, hard or floppy disk)
Xenix —a derivative of Unix that is easier to
ACCTG 1 can duplicate just about all Hercules—the brand name of the manufacturer of a high resolution graphics card that use
forms and reports in an existing accounting system.
List of Vendors
Purchasing, inventorying, order enWillWriter
tering, and payroll involve numerous Open for Business I: Cash Accounting
Nolo /Legisoft
transactions and multiple calculations. Open Systems Accounting Package
Nolo Press
(Version 3)
ACCTG 1 has superb installation op950 Parker St.
tions for handling the mesh of detailed Harmony
Berkeley, Calif. 94710
computations woven by the accounting Open Systems
(415)
549 -1976
procedures in these areas. In the payroll 6477 City West Parkway
module, for example, deductions can be Eden Prairie, Minn. 55344
Computer Associates
calculated as fixed, per unit, variable, or Attn: Telesales
Accounting Modules
percentage of gross pay. Multiple pay (800) 328 -2276
Computer Associates
rates can be accommodated as can over2195 Fortune Drive
LeaseManag -r
time, vacation, and sick pay.
San Jose, Calif. 95131
Edgewood Systems
(408) 942 -0522
213 Elm St.
An Excellent Package
In short, ACCTG 1 is an excellent Pittsburgh, Pa. 15218
Fixed Asset Accounting Software
software package for building custom- Bob Clarenton
Aardvark /McGraw -Hill
ized accounting systems. I can see it be- (412) 371 -9951
1020 N. Broadway
ing used by a management accountant
Milwaukee, Wis. 53202
Plans
'N
Totals
to develop uniform PC -based account(414)
225 -7500
Resource
N
Corp.
ing systems for use in geographically
dispersed offices or to run a consolidat- 721 Lowell St.
ACCTG 1
ed general ledger at headquarters with Carlisle, Mass. 01741
Cougar
Mountain Software
the input coming from similar PC -based John Redding
2609 Kootenai
accounting systems maintained on an (617) 264 -4450
Boise, Idaho 83705
individual company basis. Practicing
Tim Trumbo or Chris Macaw
accountants could use ACCTG 1 to de- Personal Computer/ Professional
(800) 344 -2540
velop personalized accounting systems Finance Program
for their smaller clients or to automate Best Programs
BPI's New Enterprise
the freestanding accounting subsystems 5134 Leesburg Pike
BPI
sometimes found scattered around in Alexandria, Va. 22302
3001 Bee Cave Rd.
(703) 931 -1300
larger firms.
Austin, Tex. 78746
Herb Jensen
(512)
328 -5400
Boise State University
(800)
531
-5252
Boise, Idaho
72
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CALLTHISNUMBER

l8002f7.1214?
MT can put together accounting solutions that will help
you crunch out numbersin recor-'
Are your accountants still
pushing pencils ... or relying on a
system that does only half the job?
AUT can help —with integrated
computer systems solutions and
applications that'll help your firm or
department with its most taxing
problems.
Whether it's a problem of time
(or the lack of it) for client consultations, or one of getting instant
access to critical information, AUT
will solve it—with accounting system solutions that can be customized to speed you through your day to -day tasks without ever
disrupting your normal routine.
It'll put time back in your hands
by doing everything from increasing the productivity of individuals in
your accounting department to
integrating your practice's client

accounting functions to practice
management .
What's more, you'll find the

computers to bean asset ... because
they'll grow with your company and
work alongside equipment you may
already have from AUT and most
other vendors. We also offer support and service every step of the
way —from upfront installation and
training to ongoing maintenance.
For solutions you can count on,
return the coupon ... or simply call.
1800 247-1212, EXT. 526

me s ave time with numbers.

Mail to: AT&T, P.O. Box 45038,

I Jacksonville, FL 32232 -9974.
I
Title
Company

AT&T

The right choice.

Ad d r e l

I
City

I

State

Zip

QG

Dateline Toronto—

NAA /SMA

Controllers' Conference ,

NTE R NATI

Controllers who plead they were just following orders
are violating a public trust, says attorney.
By Susan Jayson
A question controllers must often ask
themselves is: What does the CEO expect from me? According to Newell
Company ' s CEO and Vice Chairman
Daniel C. Ferguson , the successful controller is the number one interpreter of
what is really happening in the business.
"He has to know more about the company's numbers than I do," Mr . Ferguson said . It is up to the controller to create the right environment —
one where
profit is the number one objective, he
stressed.
The importance of the controllership
function is reflected in Newell 's organizational structure. The vice president of
finance and the vice president and controller are at the same level in the corporate hierarchy and both report directly to t he CEO . " It does make hiring
someone to fill the position of CFO difficult,"Mr . Ferguson noted . Newell
Company of Freeport , Ill., is a leading
seller of hardware, home improvement,
and houseware items.Sales for 1985 totaled $350 million.
Mr. Ferguson ' s insightful look at the
controllership function kicked off the
first Controllers ' Conference jointly
sponsored by the National Association
of Accountants and the Society of Management Accountants of Canada held at
the Four Seasons Hotel in Toronto,
Canada, October 8 -10.
The Good Soldier
"Accused by the U .S. Securities &
Exchange Commission of 'cooking the
books' during the '82 recession and the
'83 'hot issue' market, company executives including corporate controllers are
74

now under closer scrutiny by the Commission, " said at torn ey Step hen C.
Shamberg . Mr. Shamberg warned con-

SMA C P resident A.G. Northcott welcomes
NAA President Woody Woodson to Toronto,
Canada, for the first international Controllers'
Conference.

trollers that a defense of being a good
soldier and just following orders would
not protect controllers from the SEC.
"In the eyes of the Commission," said
Mr. Shamberg, " A controller with such
a belief is not fulfilling his duties and is
in violation of his responsibilities to the
shareholders, as well as to the public."
According to Mr . Shamberg, through
recent cases the SEC is serving notice
that controllers must be aware of their
actions which will not be treated lightly.
To avoid legal problems , Mr. Sham berg gave these tips to controllers: Do
not be unduly concerned about a liability for honest mistakes in judgment; do
not be a party to situations where verifiable facts are being stated falsely; do not
give into pressure from superiors to misstate facts —your duty is to the shareholders and to the public; coverups are
wors e th an o rigi nal acts ; and th ink

about how your action will look after a
year with the foresight of hindsight.
Do controllers consider ethical situations a major problem? According to
Carl S. Smith, assistant professor of accounting, and his colleagues at the University of Hartford , the answer is no.
Dr. Smith presented the results of a recent NAA- sponsored research study
th at co n ce n t r at ed on fo u r maj o r
objectives:
• To determine if there is pressure on
management accountants to manipulate financial results;
• T o examine the methods available
and individuals ' willingness to reduce
games men s h i p
pres s u res
in
organizations;
• To determine whether professional
codes of conduct favorably impact
management accountants ' ethical behavior; and
• To determine how ethical dilemmas
are resolved.
The study surveyed 2,000 controllers
primarily in manufacturing organizations . Survey results indicated that middle managers are most often placed in
situations where ethical pressures may
be imposed . Dr. Smith also noted that
there appears to be a correlation between ethics and certification . " Certification strengthens the individual's percep ti o n of his po si ti on in th e
organization and his ability to deal with
ethical dilemmas confidently," he said.
The NAA study al so revealed that
there is not a sufficient awareness of
management accountants ' code of ethics
and its applicability to the practicing
management accountant . Of those reMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1987

sponding to the survey 42% were not
familiar with the Standards of Ethical
Conduct for Management Accountants,
52% were somewhat familiar, and only
6% were very familiar with it.
Kenneth A. Biggs, an associate of
Western Management Consultants in
Edmonton, Alberta, and past president
and director of QCTV Ltd., described
h o w man agemen t acco u n t an t s can
avoid situations where business ethics
will be tested. "Before joining a company," Mr. Biggs advised, "check out its
reputation and the background of the
key players." Furthermore, if you are in
a firm that does not have the appropriate ethical standards then it is up to you
to correct the situation. One recommendation is to push for an audit committee. "If any disagreements occur, there
is some mechanism for adjudication."
he added.

Burpo, office automation can be justified on a hard dollar basis by measuring
material cost reductions, reduction in
outside services such as printing and express mail, elimination of existing positions— mailroom staff, and the selling of
un neces s ary ass ets such as filing
cabinets.
"Soft dollar savings may be ultimately more valuable than hard dollar, and
can include improved quality of work,
better information for decision making,
reduction in errors, and cost avoidance
(savings of unbudgeted dollars).
Technology is improving the efficiency and effectiveness of management accountants. "Fu rt her ad vances ," said
Edward B. Yarrish of Executive Technology, "will change our traditional

A panel discussion on evaluating the
performance of the controllership function was led by Jonathan B. Schiff,
NAA's manager of Management Accounting Practices. Panelists included
Leo Heile of ITT; Art Lyons of FMC;
Ken Diebel, Morval - Durofoam; and
Jim Colford of IBM.
Mixing pleasure with business, participants, spouses, and guests attended a
special evening presentation on the celebration of life through leisure by Dr. Joseph Levy of Toronto's York University. Dr. Levy is professor of recreation
studies and is an authority on the theory
of leisure as a discipline.
NAA's first international Controller's Conference ended with a discussion
on abolishing trade barriers between

Speeding Up Monthly Closings
Ant hon y C. Breu, control ler and
CFO of Turner Construction Company,
described how his company consolidates financial data from 300 active
commercial and institutional U.S. construction projects using personal computers and closes in one day. "Not only
has the quality of our financial data improved but we can now keep up- to -theminute details on budget, actual, forecasting, and so fo rth." According to
i am surprised that not more controllers are making it to the top —they are the logical
Mr. Breu, the system is so simple that a choice to run the business," said Newell Company's CEO Daniel C. Ferguson.
clerk without any data processing expertise can selectively retrieve financial view of the office and nine -to -five work - Canada and the U.S. John Crispo, prodata and generate various reports.
day."Telecommuting, electronic mail, fessor of political economy at the UniAlso addres sing the to pic o f how and teleconferencing are already break- versity of Toronto, and Win Staube,
companies can speed up their monthly ing down distances and changing our president of Pegasus International Corclosings were James Perakis, CEO of attitudes about when and where busi- poration presented their views on "a
IMRS, specialists in financial software ness will be conducted, Mr. Yarrish boundary without barriers." Professor
solutions; Michael Stickney, senior sys- explained.
Crispo took an informal poll of the Catems consultant, Combustion EngineerOther con tributio ns of int erest to nadian and U.S. controllers in the audiing; and Trevor S. Harris, Ph.D., assis- controllers included how to use credit ence —the majority indicated support
tant professor, Gradu ate S cho ol of and collection as a sales tool, by James for free trade. "For Canada there is no
Business, Columbia University.
T. Herst of Legal Liaison Services; ex- other alternative, "Professor Crispo
ploring internal auditing and compre- said.He noted that potential economic
Offices of the Future
hensive auditing by James R. Crockett, gains from free trade can be expected to
Office automation is the application chairman of the department of account- take the form of higher real income levof computer technology to the adminis- ing at the University of West Florida els for Canadians. What's in it for the
tration and information processing and Margaret M. Shiu, director of Man- U.S.? Professor Crispo pointed out that
needs of an organization. The cost justi- agement Accounting Practices, SMAC. the U. S. government can show the
fication of these advanced office systems Richard Tremblay, director of Interna- world that it is possible to have a mutuwas outlined by Christopher W. Burpo, tional Tax, and Robert Armstrong, ally advantageous trade agreement.
partner in charge of Arthur Young's ad- partner, Deloitte Haskins & Sells, in
The 1987 Controllers' Conference
vanced office systems practice for the Toronto, offered their views on Canadi- will be held at the Fairmont Hotel in
southwest region. According to Mr. an and U.S. tax issues and trends.
Denver, Colorado, October 14 -16. El
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People in the News
Promotions and New Positions
Ronald J. Reierson, Alaska, is now controller with Harbor Enterprises, Inc.
Dan L. Hussey, Ann Arbor, was appointed president of Boos Products.
Robert L. Crespo, Bergen - Rockland,
was appointed assistant treasurer of
Witco Corp., Woodcliff Lake, N,J.
Clifford G. Lane, Binghamton, was promoted to vice president — controller of
Simmonds Precision, Norwich.
John T. Hannan, Boston, is now controller for Low Temp Engineering, Inc.,
Norton, Mass.
Robert McCurdy, Canton, is now controller with Hitchcock, Fleming and
Assocates, Akron, Ohio.
Nicholas L. Floyd- Scott, Cincinnati,
has been appointed controller at Foxx &
Associates.
Keith Corbin, Connecticut Gateway, was
promoted to vice president and controller for Adia Personnel Services, Menlo
Park, Calif.

Richard E. Thode, Kansas City, was admitted to the partnership of Coopers &
Lybrand.
Kenneth J. Plumb, Jr., Merrimack Valley, was named partner of James, Turonis, & McLeod.
Robert Harlow, Miami Valley, has been
named vice president — chief financial
officer at Clermont Savings Bank.
. . . Gregory A. Siek is now controller at
Black Clawson.
Susan J. Martin, Minneapolis Viking, is
now director of financial and planning
systems at the Pillsbury Co.
Robert Brych, .Mohawk Valley, is now
assistant vice president at Hayes National Bank in Clinton.
Katherine C. Floyd, New Orleans, was
appointed senior vice president and
chief financial officer at Security Homestead Association.... Edmond F. Heyd,
Jr., was appointed chief administrative
financial officer and secretary /treasurer
at Kentwood Spring Water, Inc.
Robert J. Huber, Northwestern Ohio,
has been promoted to manager of gener-

al accounting, and Eileen B. White is
now manager of financial research and
compliance, at Cooper Tire & Rubber
Co.
Lillian J. Caley, Phoenix, was promoted
to assistant vice president — controller
for RCT Company, Inc., Phoenix, Ariz.
Eugene F. McGough, Raritan Valley,
was promoted to manager of operations
accounting at Johnson & Johnson corporate headquarters.
Roxann J. Burren, Rockford, is now
cont rol ler at Rock ford Dyn at o rq .
. . . James P. Grigg was named a partner in the firm of Crone, Kipp, Blom gren & Co.
Bradley C. Bain, St. Louis, was named
director of finance and administration
for Graphic Arts Center.... Daniel J.
Dolan was admitted as a partner of Arthur Young & Co.
Michael Moran, Tulsa, has been promoted to controller and chief financial
officer of Chandler Engineering.
Harry M. Linowes, Washington, managing partner of Leopold & Linowes

Robert F. Doviak, II, Dallas, has joined
Prudential -Bache Securities as vice
president— investment.
TODAY IS
THE F IKs T
DAY OF TVtG

Walter D. Jones, Delaware, was promoted to treasurer, and Sharon L. Martin is now assistant treasurer, at Gilpin,
Van Trump & Montgomery, Inc.

V E S T OP 1_•W
FI S CA L - Y C A g -

Richard E. Joest, Evansville, was promoted to assistant treasurer of Credithrift Financial Inc. & Subsidiaries.
Glen C. Carter, Greater San Gabriel
Valley, was promoted to manager —general accounting, at Brown Jordon, El
Monte, Calif.

z

Mark E. Rennhack, Kalamazoo, was
promoted to manager — international financial analysis, at Upjohn International, Inc.
sco-CkD rzv,,
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since 1962, will now be managing partner of Seidman & Seidman's Washington office.... Peter F. Novak was admitted to the partnership of Thomas
Harvey & Co., CPAs.
Jeannie C. Wood, Wichita, was promoted to manager— finance and administration at NCR - Component Evaluation
and Test Center.

Emeritus Life Associates (ELAs)
George H. Allan, Greater Youngstown
Area, past president.
Donald F. Bachman, Atlanta North,
past president. Stuart Cameron McLeod
Society (SCMS).
Paul A. Basile, Morris- Essex.
Mildred L. Buerkle, Member -at- Large,
USA.
William S . Cairns, West moreland
County, past national director, 1964 -76.
(SCMS).
William D. Collingwood, Central
Illinois.
Mary Ellen Conlin, Oakland -East Bay.
Edward R. Corcoran, New Orleans.
Earl. B. Delzell, Milwaukee.
Herbert F. Denker, Minneapolis Viking.
Richard L. Ebersole, Lancaster, past
president.
Bertil E. Erickson, Rockford.
Homer R. Figler, Hampton Roads.
E, L. Flanagan, Jr., Charlotte -Gold.
Raymond N. Foust, Nashville -Music
City.
Louis P. Galik, Calumet.
J. T. Gannon, St. Louis, past president.
John T. Haddan, Evansville, past
president.
George H. Hoffman, Northwest Suburban Chicago.
Allen R. Jahnke, Cincinnati.
Maurice V. Johnson, Minneapolis
Viking.
Raymond Krinker, Sao Paulo.
James Foy Laseter, Jr., Charlotte -Blue.
Joseph H. May, New York.
Eugene H. Neuendorf, Member -atLarge. USA,
David G. Owen, Sat: Jose.
Ralph E. Otto, St. Louis.
Thomas C. Paty, Jr., Scottsdale Area.
Walter R. Phillips, Des Moines.
Frank H. Presker, St. Louis, past
president.
Charles E. Rosier, Roanoke.
S. Herbert Rubin, Rochester, past naMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1987

tional director, 1983 -85. SCMS.
Milton M. Shanley, Wheeling, past
president.
Kurt G. Siederer, Southwest Florida.
Edward J. Silvestro, New Haven.
Albert Sobel, Long Island.
Richard R. Stachura, Buffalo.
William P. Stange, Phoenix.
Jean M. Thompson, Member -at- Large,
USA.
Donald E. Walker, Wichita.
James R. White, Oakland -East Bay.

In Memoriam

McLeod Society (SCMS).
Harold A. Wilkinson, 84, Chicago,
1937. ELA.
Lawrence J. Woodcock, 71, Cincinnati,
1949. ELA.
Elmer R. Young, 73, Salt Lake Area,
1947. ELA.

If you would like to pay tribute to
a deceased member ofthe Association, a fitting way might be to send
a tax - deductible contribution to
the NAA Memorial Ed ucation
Fund, 10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, N.J. 07645 -1760.

Walter E. Burke, 65, Massachusetts
North Shore, 1958.
John J. Grevenites, 68, Chicago, 1980.
Edgar A. Heermans, 78, Parkersburg Marietta, 1959, Emeritus Life Associate
NAA
(ELA).
Charles Jaczko, 55, Mid- Florida, 1984. Building Fund
Logan C. Kennedy, 80, Columbus, 1958.
ELA.
Below are listed those who pledged or
Roger L. Knecht, 56, Harrisburg Area,
contributed to the NAA Building Fund
past president, 1968.
since the last published list (October
Thomas J. Lampe, 42, St. Louis, 1976.
1985).
Fred H. Land, 85, San Francisco, 1943.
Founders
ELA,
Robert T. Leach, 65, Worcester Area, Robert J. Donachie.
1966.
William A. Lewis, 82, Lancaster, 1945. Supporters
ELA.
Leslie 1. Asher in memory of Jack Vavasour; ArJohn W. Scarboro, 65, Pied mont thur P. Bartholomew, Jr.; 1983 -84 National Vice
Presidents in memory of Jack Vavasour; PhiladelGreensboro. ELA.
phia Chapter.
James O. Shearer, 73, Memphis, 1954.
Joseph F. Sheehan, 78, Lehigh Valley, Donors
1940. ELA.
Bergen - Rockland Chapter, Correction on Sept.
Robert E. Siegel, 90, Member -at- Large, '85
issue listing — Rudolph E. Boyance, Jr., ChicaUSA, 1943. ELA.
go Cha pter, Thoma s Chin, Melvin Dalton, RanArthur D. Sprecher, 75, Lancaster, dall A. Edwards, John L. and Gloria C. Favaloro,
Haruzo Ka neko, Merrimac k Va lley Chapte r in
1951. ELA.
memory of John Barrington, Pacific. Northwest
Charles E. Steele, 81, Kansas City, Council in memory of Jack Vavasour, Ferris and
Bette Pe nnington, Salem Area Cha pter, Arthur
1947. ELA.
Robert L. Silverman, Syracuse ChapEugene C. Stefani, 75, Fox River Valley, Schillberg,
ter, Kazumasa Takemori.
1944. ELA.
Gayle S. Still, 37, Atlanta North, 1980. Contributors
Walter S . Sutton, 69, Kansas City,
Warren Borc hers, Pa ul Bowma n, Luis C. Dia z,
1976. ELA.
Digital Equipment Corp. matching gift of James
Roy F. Swenson, 79, Worcester Area, A. Chia fe ry, Moha me d S. Eisa, Kimberly H.
Eudy, Bernice and Gordon Johnson in memory of
past president, 1939. ELA.
Jack Vavasour, Be rnice and Gordon Johns on in
Kenneth D. Willoughby, 83, Los Ange- memory of Bob Weafer, Robert S. Leinbach, Robles, 1948. ELA.
ert McKaba, Harold Milligan, Robert K. MirrieEugene S. Woo, 59, San Francisco, lees, Alan F, Parrigon, Anne E. Ransdell, Mr. and
Mrs . John A. Ritzenthaler, Sa muel N. Stendel,
1968.
Emily T ipton in na me of Allen L. White ford,
Stanley P. Van Vorst, 71, St. Paul, Samuel W. Weinstock.
1949.
Doren D. Vest, 75, Washington, past Others
president, 1941. ELA. Stuart Cameron Doris McKinney, Paul R. Wuest.
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New Products /Services
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Xero x Co rpor atio n's Writer 111

software.
Xero x C orpo rat ion has intro duced
Writer III, a word processing software
program that operates with a full -page
display permitting users to view 8 1/2"
x 11" pages at a glance without scrolling. The software provides automatic
table of contents and index generation
and allows users to create floating footnotes or en d n o tes. A d o cu m e n t assem bly featu re allo ws o p erato rs to create a
library o f freq uen tly u sed do cu men ts o r
paragrap h s, create new do cu m en ts, o r
ap p en d ex is t in g o n es. Th e so f t w a r e
package is fa ste r t h an p re vio u s Writer
releases and is especially useful with th e
Xerox Deskto p Pu b lish in g Series, Ven tura Pub lish er Ed itio n , wh ich also su p ports a fu ll -p age d isp lay. Ventu ra Pu b lisher E d itio n a ccep ts t ex t fro m Writer
III sof tware an d is cap ab le o f c o m p o sing typeset - q uality docum en ts an d lay ing out pages in co rp o rat in g m u lt ip le
fonts, in tegrated grap h ics, an d scan n ed
im ages. Writer III so ftware ru n s o n th e
Xero x 6 068 MS- DOS -based word processing wo rkstatio n s eq u ipp ed with a
m in im u m o f 5 1 2 K in tern al m em o ry .
Us i n g a co n ve r sio n p a c k ag e , ca lle d
Conversio n 2.0, it can s h a re d at a with
Xerox Mem o ry w rit ers th a t a ccep t d iskettes, and Xero x 860 In fo rm atio n Pro cessing Sy stem s. Fo r f u r t h e r in fo rm ation, co n t act Da n ie l C. Min c h en , in
Rochester N.Y., at (716) 423 -3539.
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ADS Associates, Inc. has introduced
Working Capital Manager, a financial
management software system designed
to address the treas ury information
needs of small -to- medium -sized companies with revenues from $1 million to
$25 million. The new software enables
companies to determine their financial
position and prepare cash forecasts by
using an integrated set of four modules
and 30 interlocking reports. The central
focus of the program is the Working
Capital Worksheet which uses bank balances, cash calendar entries, and accounts payable and receivable information to forecast future cash
requ iremen ts and availability. Th e
Worksheet reports are based on the
functions of the program's four modules: cash planning, accounts payable,
accounts receivable, and banking. These
modules can also interact with other
company systems, such as general ledger, as well as with an y b ank s with
which a company maintains an account.
Working Capital Manager automatically tracks a full spectrum of cash management reports to provide an instant
snapshot of an organization's current
cash position and automatically calculates a company's book balance and reconciles it to its bank balance. Current
assets and liabilities are derived from
banking information and from the accounts receivable and payable systems.
The cash planning module facilitates financial planni ng. Worki ng C ap it al
Manager is designed as a standalone
package, not tied to ongoing bank processing. It can be used on any IBM PC
o r co m p at ib le m icrocom puter with at
least 256 K an d a hard disk. No spe cial
in stallatio n is required. For m ore inform atio n , write to ADS, 23586 Calabasas
Ro ad , Calabasas, Calif. 91302, or c all
(818) 347 -9100.
Oh m /Electronics, Inc. has introduced
Sco o ter M odel SP500M Guard -It Control Cen ter, a monitor stand designed
fo r u s e with any m on ito r, o r e ve n a
co m p lete Macintosh. The Scooter Model S P 5 0 0 M features a tilt and swivel
b ase th a t precis ely positions a m onitor
fo r easy viewing. The tilt position can be

Elizabeth Warren, Editor

locked in without affecting the swivel
feature. The control center provides five
protected and switchable sockets and
interfaces the PC or CPU with a variety
of co m pute r per iphe ral e quipm ent. Individu al front panel ro c ke r swit ches
quickly put the correct peripheral on
line. Pr o t ec t e d rear - m ounted ou tlet

sockets are labeled and directly correspond to the front panel switches. Elec-

Monitor stand from Ohm/Electronics, Inc., features tilt /swivel
versatility.
trical power protection is also built into
th e base giving co m p le t e pr o te c tio n
from noise, voltage surges , and spikes.
Other f eature s inclu de a m aster o n /off
switch with indicator light, and a reset table circuit brea ker. F or fur ther inform a t io n , w r it e to Sc o o t e r P r o d u c t s ,
Ohm /Electr onics, Inc., 746 Verm ont

St., Palatine, Ill. 60067, or call 800 -3232727; in Illinois call (312) 359 -6040.
Rainbow Software Systems has introduced CLIENT PLUS, a software program to assist accountants in their client d eve l o p men t an d mar k et i n g
activities. CLIENT PLUS is divided
into two major sections: files and reports. The file section lets accountants
input names, organizations , industries,
subjects and other key words. The report sec tion ge ner at es targeted m a il/
merge correspondence, clien t follow -up
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1987
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Rainbow S oftware

Systems' Client Plus.

reports, prospect follow -up reports, project reports, referral scorecards and appo i n tmen t cal en d ars. The p rogram
helps to organize client profiles, sort
pers o n al co n t a ct s , track referral
sources, target prospects, provide for
follow -up letters, monitor weekly marketing activities and calendar events,
an d creat e a library of articles and
speeches. The program uses macrokeys
and requires little or no previous computer or typing experience. CLIENT
PLUS runs on the IBM PC and compatibles, and requires 384K bytes of
memory, a single diskette drive, and a
hard disk drive. The software comes
with a user's manual, system diskettes,
and a quick reference chart. For information, contact the company at 2151
Michelson Drive, Suite 220, Irvine,
Calif. 92715, or call (714) 752 -1733.
Telex Computer Products, Inc. has introduced nine new Systems /3X communications devices including the Telex
079 -2 12 -inch color display terminal,
the Telex 180 -2 15 -inch monochrome
display terminal, and the Telex 851 ink
jet message printer. The 079 -2 terminal
features seven color support and displays up to 1920 characters. An operator- selectable switch enables the display
to be operated in a two -color mode. The
180 -2 terminal is capable of displaying
either a 1920- or 3564- character screen
and is available with either green or amber display screens. Each display terminal has a low profile, 122 -key adjustable
keyboard with up to 1,500 keystrokes of
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1987

record /playback capability and a slient,
tactile key- touch. The Telex 851 ink jet
printer operates at a quiet 40 decibels
(db) and offers speeds up to 220 cps in
draft mode and 110 cps in near- letterquality (NLQ) mode. When using continuous forms, a pin feed platen allows
tearing off the last printed form without
wasting paper. For more information,
contact the company in Tulsa, Okla., at
(918) 627 -1111; Telex 049 -589,
Bechtel Information Services has introduced the Bechtel SEC Filings Index,
an on -line, up -to- the - minute financial
database containing all financial documents filed currently with the Securities
& Exchange Commission. The Index is
offered through NewsNet, a business oriented electronic information service,

nual financial reports to shareholders
and of annual financial reports of foreign companies not filing in the U.S.
The Index is updated immediately as
each new document is received from the
SEC, an d the new in fo rmat i o n is
uploaded to NewsNet several times daily. Subscribers may search the Index by
company name, document type, or
stock exchange code, and may establish
specific search parameters such as "date
range" or information from most recent
to oldest or vice versa. Pricing for the
SEC Filings Index is three - tiered: headline only, e.g., all companies that filed
documents between two dates designated by the us er or all co mpanies that
filed IOKs since the last time the customer used the system; headline plus
text, e.g., specific information about a
document filed by a given company, including SEC receipt date, document
type and general description, filing period, and the exchange on which the company's stock is traded; and headline/
text plus "watch flash," a feature which
enables the user to flag a document "on
watch" so that it will flash on the computer screen the next time the user signs
on t h e s ys tem an d t he d o cu men t is
available. The Index is also available on
COMfiche in historical (1980 -85) and
current (last 12 months, with monthly
updates) packages. For more information, write to Bechtel Information Services, 15740 Shady Grove Road, Gaithersburg, Md. 20877 -1454, or call (301)
258 -4300; in New York, (212) 425 -5210.
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Classified
COMPUTER
SOFTWARE

COMPUTER
FORMS

HELP
WANTED

D E P R E C I A T I O N / F I X E D ASSET
MANAGEMENT. Over 150 users nationwide, many call th is the best program
available at any p rice. IBM- PC /XT /AT
and compatibles, Federal, State and Book
detail by month. SL, DB, DDB and ACRS
methods. Full screen editing of detailed records custom reports, sorting, splitting and
merging, variable FYE and m ore. NEW,
Version 2.0 $95.00. Visa /MC accepted.
Money Back Guarantee. Softlink, 10 Avon
Road, Binghamton, N.Y. 13905. (607)
722 -4652.

SOFTWARE COMPATIBLE FORMS, 5
DAY TUR N A R O UN D , SATISF ACTION GUARANTEED, Checks To-Go,
Inc., 1545 Pioneer Way, El Cajon, Calif.
92020. Nationwide, (800) 854 -2750; California, (800) 552 -8817; Alaska, (800) 3362961; Local, (619) 588 -9903.

FINANCE DIRECTOR —For large, nonprofit organization in Venice, Florida.
CPA possessing strong leadership and
managerial skills with good working
knowledge of fund accounting principles
and practices. Send resume to: P.O. Box
49348, Sarasota, Fla 33578 -6348, Attention: Bern Barrett.

$35,000

TOTALS(tm)

Line of Credit

interest

As a member of the National Association of Accountants, you can apply for a line of credit up
to $35,000 ... an your signature only
• All transactions handled by mail.
• Special
rate of 5.9% over prime.
• No fees of any kind,
Takeadvantageof thisspecialoffer.Writeus, orcalltollfree. You'll receive our mini-applicationright away!
SECURITY PACIFIC
EXECUTNEPROF£SSIONACSERKES
14201 East 41h Avenue,Ste.142, AuroraCo 80011
Colorado residents callcollect337.9494
Tol4ftee (800) 525.1132

s
s

• autos or equipment
• ledger accounting
• tax accounting
Edgewood Systems
213 Elm Street
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15218
(412) 731 -3752

S A V E
$ 2 5
O O O
for only
$ 9 9

Payment in U.S. funds
must accompany each order. Mail
copy to Doryne Gerstein, MANAGE
MENT ACCOUNTING, 10 Paragon
Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645.1760.
Acceptance: Publisher reserves
the right to accept or reject advertisements for MANAGEMENT AcCOUNTING Classified.

1987
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ACCOUNTING

Payment:

MANAGEMENT
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Up to 50 words FREE to companies that are looking for employees
who hold CMA certificates and so
specify in advertisement.
'

Copy: All advertising must be submitted in typewritten, doublespaced form. No telephone orders
accepted.
Box Number: Write Doryne Gerstein at MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING.
Display Classified: One - twelfth
availpage (one column x 2a
able at $395.

s

New regulations require companies
submitting 500 or more W - 2 ' s to report
on magnetic media
or be sub)ect to a
550 penalty per W - 2 , ($50 x Soo $ 2 5 , 0 0 0 ) You
can avoid pe naltiee.
IB M PC /XT , AT or compatible with hard
disk required.
our software i s easy to use. Enter the
data from the W -2's, produce an edit
report, and a diskette formatted inTo
accordance with SSA requirements.
order, mail check for $99 tot
Simple
Super Systems, Inc.
2 9 4 2 Country Squire Lane
Decatur, Ga. 3 0 0 3 3
Ga. residents add 41 sales tax. Not for
use by State or Local Govts.
(404) 939 -6612 ask for Patsy.

The LeaseManag -r
for the IBM PC

p

prepaid.
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Discover why THE JOURNAL OF CORPORATE COMPUTING said "for all aspects of
business planning, budgeting, forecasting manpower, P &L, operational analyses, financial
analyses, and financial statements — including
variances, for up to 5 years" and "if your budget allows only one software purchase P &T
should be it." And why THE BOOK OF IBM
SOFTWARE said "overall rating 'A'." And
why ONLINE TODAY said "provides sophistication otherwise out of the reach of most
enterprises." Over 100 built -in reports. Only
$99 factory direct. Credit cards. Money back
guarantee. Resource N, 721 Lowell Street,
Carlisle, Mass. 01741. (617) 264 -4450.

Management accounting
Editors are thinking of introducing a crossword puzzle
feature. If you're interested in
submitting material for such
a feature, please write Crossword, Management Accounting, 10 Paragon Drive,
Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760.
per word, 15 word
minimum. Abbreviations, ZIP
codes, and phone numbers count
as one word each. All classified
advertising must be
Non- commissionable.
Closing Date: Deadline for C o p y is
the first day of the month preceding publication date.

LOTUS 1 -2 -3 and dBASE videotape training. Effective trainng for self -study or
classroom use. Cost efficient —train entire
departments. Call for information on our
FREE TRIAL offer. LEARN -PC Video
Systems, 1- 800 -532 -7672 or (612) 3772222.
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Rates: $2.00

TRAINING

WANTED: Advertisers who want to reach
th o u san d s o f M A N A G E M E N T ACCOUNTI NG decision makers for only
are buying,
$2.00 a wo rd. Whether
selling, bo oking, or hiring, you will be
more effective in the MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING Class ified page. Con ta ct
Doryne Gerstein (201) 573 -6275.
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Do you
want
to reach
hundreds of thousands
of corporate
accountants
with your
product or service?
Call Doryne Gersetin
(201) 573 -6275
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UitflNowonlyA FewQtwizations
Have Been AbleTo LinkW&Wcwkers,
Nowfor thefirst time, you can linkall your computerizedtasks—accounting,wordprocessing, spreadsheets,
information management, even applicationsuniquetoyour
business—in onecomprehensivesoftwaresystem.
Budgeting,forecastingandanalysishavenever been
easier.Becauseallapplicationsarelinked,Harmony®software
letsyousimplytransfer informationbetween moduleswith a
fewkeystrokes. Andifyou'rean accountingfirm, youcanuse
Client Accounting toanalyze your client's business.
And Harmonyis trulyeasytoinstall, learn anduse.
Forexample,eachmoduleusescommoncommands.Solearn
one, and you'velearned them all.
It'sworkprocessing—thefirst softwarehetoorganize
r•Opensystrnis198b

all your officetaskswith asinglesystem. And Harmonysoftwarerunson most popular single andmultiuser computers.
Socall1-800-3282276(in
Minnesotaor outsideUS., 1-612829-0032)andwell sendyoucompleteinformation. Or writeOpen
Systems,6477CityWestParkway,
EdenPrairie,MN55344.
Andget theadvantagesof
linkingyour people. Without the
hard labor.

CombiningAccountingandBusinessSoftware.
Glrcle number 8 on reply card.

'A s an y, clear- beaded look at the tough business ofget-

"In our suit -happy socieq, checking references for the
real meaning is as difficult an art as writing t .hem. No
Bert ice booklet could be "tore t aluable than this. "
Malcolm S. Forbes, C h ai rman , Fo r b es M a g a z i n e

ting a job candidate's old employer to open up to you. "
Ed Foley, Editor, Executive Productivity

'Ai q bu si n essp erso n wh o d o esn 't rea d t h i s bo o klet
carefullj- i s mi ssin g a wealt h of p ra ct ical i nforma ti on. "

Mart in E dels to n , Pu b l i s h er, B o a r d r o o m Reports

"Never hire another manager without following Robert
Half's advice. Business would be better run if executives
took the time to do what this booklet suggests. "
Alfred M. King, National Assn. ofA ccou nta nts

FREE
Published as a public service. This booklet is yours free by
contacting your Robert Half office, or writing to:
Robert Half International Inc., Administrative Services Dept.,
522 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10036.
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accounting, financial and edp personnel specialists
m
® 1986 Robert Half International Inc.
All offices independently owned and operated.
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